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Systems analysis and simulation are conc;;!pts "7hich have had a sub-

during Che past d2cada. 

tians,. 

fa'.".' the prL1.eipal elem.er;t:e of our e:r.~minati.on. 

approach embodied in these techn:1 qi.H,,s and methods. 

At the 

1973 

Paper presented to the American Agricultural Economics Association Annual Meeting, 
Gainesville, Florida, August 20-23, 1972. 



borrow from Ackoff, 11A system can be defined as an entity .which is composed.· 

· of at least t'..to elements. and a relation tliit holds batween each of its 

elements and at least one other element in. the set, u (Ackoff; 1971). Th~. 
. . . . . . . . .·.·· 

. feature of· this notion which represents · - departur«a from illo~e ··traditional·•.·· 

problem .concep.tua!izations is <the complexity of the subjects the idea pf a: ··· 
. . - - . . . . 

system can embrace. · Since. according to the strict interpretation ot this · 

.definition of a systf!m, each of its elements is connected with.every other· 

element and the types of relation are unspecified, the systems approach· 

can be extended to a wide variety of subje~ts. 

Systems analysis is simply the study of ~ystem,. 1t is common.to 
. . . -·. ·. . . 

· study these sy$-tems tht6°ugh the const'i:ucti<>n of 'models or analog•s orien~ .. ' . . 

tated ·towards specific types of ·problem~. Due to the complexity of the.-. 

systel!ls and, therefo:re,.their representations it. is often difficuit to 

han~l~ the ,p1:~blems posed in the context of themddels directly. Instead 
. . 

.··•we ~eri:~~nt with the model of the system in a number of ways to t;;btain 
. . 

·the required · information. Tbe process of experimenting with economie··· systi!ills · 

ot lllOre properly representations of systems as pe~ceived by individuals- is .. · 

called· simulation (Naylor, 1971). 
. . ·- . .· 

The rather natutal assimilation of the systems analysis .. ,;. simulation 

approach into the Agticultural Economics literature.may, of course, be 

attributed to many factors. Alt.hough it is fashion~ble in surveys of this 

type to attribute the adoption of systems:analysis and simulation techniques 

to the development.of large scaie computers, we shall concentrate instead. 

. upon · other ~spects of the research and teaching with:tn Agricultural Economics. 

This orientation will hopefully provide more useful insights for understanding 

the increasingly.wide-spread use of the approach. This is riot to say that 

high speed and t~latively inexpensive computational facilities are unimportant 
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' ' ' in encouraging the use of systems analysis and slmulation. Instead we assert 

thaf since· such fad.lities are not unique to Agricultural Economics and since 

2 their importance has peen outlined in a number of other places, they can be 

of only limited interest in term.s of revealing the reasons for the rather 

receptive attitude of the.profession towards the approach. 

The characteristics of the profession which appear worth outlining 

in providing a basis ·for the survey are: (i) the pragmatic or problem 

focused orientation, (ii) the increasingly eclectic nature of such problems 

and (iii) the concern with the extension of knowledge to government and in-

3 dustry and, relatedly, the need for powerful pedogogical devices. Although 

these aspects of Agricultural :E:conomists are by no means exhaustive in terms 

of i~plaining the assimilation of systems analysis and simulation methods, 

·they suffice to indicate some issues which deserve attention. As these char

acteristics provide a theme for much of the commentary in the survey, they 

,are briefly developed at this point. 

The pragmatic or problem focused orientation of the profession is 

obviously due principall!' to its applied nature. Research efforts are in 

fact. usually designed so as to bring the available information-both that 

which might be suggested by theory and institutions and that which might be 
.. 

ascertained from available data-to bear on particular types of problems which 

arise in the public and private sectors of Agriculture. The mission is, 

therefore, not so much to investigate the subtleties of theory or institu

tional considerations (although "tests" of.theory and institutional hypothesis 

are surely a part of the·process of knowledge accumulation) but to provide 

a basis for informed decisions regarding the problems under examination. If 

this admittedly over simplified conception of research efforts .is reasonable, 

then the above observation is useful in terms of explaining the extent to 

which systems analysis and simulation techniques have been employed. For as 
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we shalla:rgue, it is in this situation that the systems analysis character

ization of res.earch models and the simulation technique for studying the 

implications of such models seems to be most appealing. 

The second characteristic isolated f o.r special attention was the 

eclectic nature of the problems studied by the profession. As the interests 

of the profession have broadened to include more emphasis on natural resources, 

community develqpment, economic development, firm and market decisions problems 

involving truly dynamic and stochastic elements, and large scale policy ques

tions at regional and nation.al levels there has been a rather natural emphasis 

on the systems analysis and simulation approach. Models employed in study

ing such problems typically involve theoretical considerations which·are to 

some extent unresolved. In addition, the large scale versions of these models 

frequently incorporate theoretical considerations which cut.across traditional 

discipline boundaries. Under these circumstances it is worthwhile (in terms 

of obtaining results with more immediate applicability) to· specify the theo-

retical components of the models in non-primitive forms and even to experiment 

with the predictive power of the models and ~heir rea.sonable~ess in terms of 

alternative types of behavioral assumptions. lt will be clear from our sub..;. 

sequent discussion that systems analysis as a modelling concept can be useful 
/,•·.'·'· .. ,·. 

under' these . types of ci.rcum~tances. 

A related aspect of these eclectic models concerns technical questions 

as.sociated with their solution. · As the previous discussion would indicate, 

many types of models or problems currently investigated by Agricultural 

Economists do not lend thems.f!lves to solution by analytical methods. ln the 

absence of efficient methods of solution it is natural to numerically solve 

or simulate such models. These simulations or experiments can be based on 

approximations of analytical solutions~ investigating the multidimensional 

response surfaces of the endogenous variables or simply monitoring the output 

• 

• 

• 
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of the model under assumed settings of• dee.is ion. or control variables.· 

Whatevtar thta;,·ca.se; J.t is clear that as models ·become more eclectic in . 

na~~re bot~·with.rega;d to discipline boundaries and orders of com

plexity/· the simulation:'1nethod ·for studying tne:ir behavior becomes 

.·· not only more usef1il but also necessary~ 
.. .. . . 

The last charact.erist_ic to which we draw attention involves the impor-
··.-·_._·.;, .' 

· t.~nce· :of t~~ ~tens:lon ltil<>wledge. 
. . 

Since Agricultural Economies is applied in 
. 'G . . . 

nature it niaybe presumed that there should be concern with transmitting 

I .. research results .to students~ ·•govertU11ental officials• and agents in the 

industry being setviced •. The systems analysis - simuiation approach turns 

out· to have sO'Jlle''decided advantages #i connectiQtl with these areas of 

interest. 4 ·As the subsequent discussion shows, the systems modelling and 

s.imulation approach is a useful technique for communicating . complex :types 

of ideas and information.· Without completely anticipating the points to 

• 

be subsequently developed, we note that these.advantages result .from the 

comparati,ye ease-with which such models can be described and_from the 

possibility of·allowu,;g.interaetion between,individuals and the models •. 

Our purpose to tb:is point has bee'n to suggest the breadth of appli-

cability £.or the systems analysis - simulation: approach to problems in 

Agrltult~reJ.iEtonomics •. w•·have alsc,·implicitly argued that the flex-· 

ibility inherent in the approach is one of its major attributes. That 

is,-,~he sys;:ems ~alysis ·approach may be viewed as a comparatively un~ 

confining. method·• of handling research and teaching problems. In the 

ensuing d-iscussion we shall attempt to substantiate this aspect of the 

. . . . 5 
approach,- as a major attribute. It turns out t however, . that a price must 

be paid for this flexibility. , Moreover, the price of this flexibi,.lity ·. 

has been partially obscured in t:he Agricultural ~conomics literature.6 As 
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a consequence, we will attempt t 0 be careful in pointing out these short

comings--not with p\lrpose of sueiesUng that the approach is inappropriate 

but rather with the view that a balanced survey must provide information 

concerning past appli.ca.tions of the approach and :also generate a reasonable 

perspective for viewing the approach as well as the results it has facilitated. 

Some Historical Observations 

Given the preC:eding discussion of the factors which have influenced 

the assimilation.of thesys~ems itnalysis and simulation approach some 

observations on possible historical l\origins may be appropriate. As we 

have previously argued,. the. novelty·. if· any, which emanates froin the systems. 

approach is concerned with the fle:,tibility provided in model conceptual

ization, estimation and applicatJ.on. In viewing the development of Agri

cultural Economics and particula,rlY that P0 1:tion of the development which 

can be identified with model building, three rather easily_identifiable 

periods are discernible. Early efforts were highly empirical in origin. 

Studies of farm management and induS t ry organh:ation w.are'la~gely descriptive, 

(Taylor, 1929)'. Hypotheses and .m.Jdels were suggeste·d largely by observation 

of the subjects being studied and formed with little in the way of pre-

. conceptions suggested by deductive! theory• 7 Once formulated the models 

or hypotheses were subjected to :t,tditio~al empirical information as a basis 

for evaluation. In sh~rt, durin~ this first period the profession had 

empiricism as its principal orit•ntation. 

The second period to which"~ refer began in the late 1930's and was 

strongly influenced by some par~l :el developments in economic and statistical 

theory. Specifically, the neodMdcal theory of consumer and firm behavior 

together with the theory of markr: 3 gave rise to a number of interesting 

• 

• 
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and productive hypotheses and/or: models for application in. agriculture •. 

The import~nt dep,rture \,;ought on by these models was then an incteased 

preoccupation with the deductive basis for the ;hypotheses advanced~ 8 

More ,concern was given to tlle process ,'of mo.del formulatiori>in · terms of the · 

exist~nce arid regularity of analytical s()lutions. The importance .. 9£ primitive. 

behavioral assumptions was also recognized. Applications of mod.els based upon 

these the6retiiat· foundations and investig~tions of their comparative statics 

seemed to represent the primary focus of the profession in the· 'period 

f ollowin,.g W. W. II. 

More recently, research•endeavors have moved into areas that require 

mod~,9-- whi:clt, represent departure!i ··fr~tn. the standard rieoclas_sical. theory. 

These directions (pre;viously alluf1edto in another cO'nte~t) have,raised, 

. · sc,mt?' pe·rplexfn:g methodoliog.tcal issues-particularly as compared to the . 

fairly cCJ,D.forta:ble.position afforded·by the umbrella of neoclassical theory. 

!n brief, theoretical underpinnings of the quality of those provided by the 

ne,ocl,.as,s i,cal _the.Or/ were, e:1 ther unav.,ilable or quite demanding in terms •. 

of ·the.rigor involved in the deductive arguments required. The choices open 

to the,applietl researcher were ,then. to restrict. the inves_tigations· of some 

problems U:ntil adequate ·th:eor_e.tical developments were forthcolliing or .to 

construct titore.4:escriptively oriented models""'-incorpor,ating the accumulated 

knowledge w\lere appro~3:iate. The latier choice involves examining problems 
. . ·'. . . . . -

111th an ap,proach which in some respects represents a combination of the older 

empiricists orientation and the more rece~t deductive methods. 9 

A•Sf;!t'!Ottd-historlcal,:obsery~tion of interest in providing a perspective 

for the remainder of the study i.s concerned with the origins of ·the silllUlation 

concept,. On th~ basis of the above discussion of the systems approach the: 

~alogy to be dfawn befwe·en simulat:f.on and other methods or investigatirtg 
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moclels is rather easily facilitated. To begin, it is clettr that a.principal 

concern of applied work with systems models involves problems connected with 

solutions. In fact, methods of obtaining ·solutions to more. complex types of 

models are typically rather difficult. An attractive·optfon for dealing with 

.these problems is to experiment with the models. That is, perturb .li subset 

of the independent variables--including·the stochastic ones if.appropriate--

. an~ obse1:ve ;h~ ef ~,cts,. Such tactics for investigating or searching for 

sol~tio;; i: c::;~:x tnathematfcal formulations are commonlY known as Monte 

Carl~tand/or. nsnerical methods. 10 

.· One~ this 'analogy is made it is>apparent that computer simulation in 

connect~onwith systems modelESrepresents astandard type.of mathematical 

.SPP:~oach. This numerical approach to the solution of, or 111ore generally, the 
-:.·,_·:.•,' ,----_ _._ .. _ ... 

inv;~tigation of systems models is clearly advaJltageous to actual experiments 

conducted on the subjects being modelled. The advantage, of course, is in

crea'sed with the availability of high,;speed computers. 

ScQpe and Obiectives 

Having .dispensed with the 0:rientation and some basic pefinitit>ns we 

turn to the objectives and scope of the paper. Our major objective is to 

provide cl heuristically based survey of the post-war developments in simulation 

and systems analysis within AgTicultural Economics. Given this objective it 

is mportantnot·only to summarize applications in Agricultural Economics but 

also to .provide a basis for evaluating these efforts. 

The paper proceeds as follows. ln section II the gent"ral concept of a 

system is developed. In addition to some basic definitions. the section in

cl~des a discussion of the advantages and basis f.or various types of systems. 

In additfon to these b0asic types" of systems there are some important attributes 

of systetns which have consequences for model specification .:tnd simulation. 

/ 

• 

• 
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• 
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These include concepts of components and decomposition, ideas of complex 

intei:active models and alternative forms of time dependence. 

Section III is devoted to a discussio-n of alternative methods and 

purposes for simulating systems models •. The section includes a discussion 

ofdescriptiveor behavioral, forecasting, and decision applications. In 

laying out .these alternatiye purposes for simulating and the correspond-

. ing sµnulation?prQ~ed~t:res a number of comments are made with regard to 

the information potential of the various methods advanced. Also included 

in this section is a discussio11 on special computer simulation languages. 

Section IV concentrates on the construction and validation of economic -

systems models. Here we shall argu.a that these aspects of the systel!lS . 

approach have been largely neglected or handled mechanically in Agricultural 

Economics. Aspects of model specification, pa.rameter estimation and model 

validation or verification are also examined in this section. 

In section V we review applications in Agricultural Economies over 

the poet-war period. These reviews include tabular surveys as well as 

some comments on the results and methodsel!lployed. The review is subject 

oriented and in(;ludes the following: gaming, firm and process models, 

market models, aggregate models, resource models, economic development and 
. . ·,· ··_,··,,--_, 

nafuralrel'lOU't'ce nibdels. · Although the classification- is admittedly arbitrary 

it appears to serve the general purpose of providing a basis for conveniently 

cataloging the applications. 

The survey concludes with a critical appraisal of the Agricultural 

Economics work in section VI. ·This critique includes an assessment of 

the noteworthy findings and contributions to systems analysis methods. 

In concluding we ~ummarize the findings of the survey, treat some promising 
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. devele)pments . which ~:i-.e be411g'.,J~ro111pte(f by .. the widening •use <>f. the: systems 

·. ap,pfoa4J\·. ana1~tinally dr~~i;~tten.~iori:(~~ some .. met~dological issues arising 

' .·' from tbe application of systemti analysis a:nd $ititulation as a research 

tocil. · 

II. · .. ' SYSTEMS AND SYSTEMS:cANALYS!S 

' l{ecall ,Jrom the previous section tbat elements and relations 'are the 

p~im1't:i~e o.1;yb'-s:l.c ~tions, oti which· the concept ·of a system: is defined. 

.Before • proceeding · to .· the . discussion of systems, .systems . analysi$ · and 
. , . . . 

siinJJlation in tbe::Agric:ultural,.:Rconomics literature it will b.1a useful to 
. . ~ . 

· sha,;\)ll\ this )tener;al ~ef1,niti~nal framewo,rk.. The .structure •:to be added . 

t:4> this d'«afinitional fl system'' ,will provide a basis for the ~rganization 
. . . . . . 

J~?~,,~:,;~;';_';':d i~2'f ~l~:,~:!,,';;"alillg. insights as to the extent to 

which "systenui: thi:nkinglf (Churchman; 1968) has directly and indirectly 

influ~ced the efforts of·. the ptofession .. 

For purposes of this discussio~ and the subsequent: investigations 

of .th~. _;rk of Agricultural Economist•s, some notational• con~e11ti,;n:1s are 
: . . • ...... 

:useful~•· T.o.beginj we assume that the.eletnents of a system can be repre-

-~ • • , Y. • .. m . In keeping with the 

cqrrent leve~;of genei;ality.we note th.at these elements may be concrete 
>~\ij{_;;., · - · -'-.<,l/~..:-;-~ -~.-:: ~ .. \~·-/·.-.· ·. 

and ineasurable or abstract in nature. Although many other designations 

. are possible, it is useful to think in terms of the elements X • {~, ~, 

• •• , Xnl -~~ ~a.puts a1,1d :! • {yl' Y2:, ·• • • :, Yml ~s o.titputs. This 

.classification,of elemenl:s is convenient for economic sy:St:e~s 1,,ecause they 

are typically perceived as on-going. proce,sses (Orcutt, 1960), (Naylor, 

1971). The relations defining the s,stt!!li'.are· denoted by R =. {Rl, R2, • .. •. , 

I 

I 

I 
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R.e; an are to e·viewed as providing the connections etween tee ements. 

Given this representation of elements and relations, the notion 

of a system can be schematically characterized as follows: 

Y• • {Y1 , Y2 , •••. , Ym I X and R} 

Thi.s representatio~ :J.s convenient· for introduci.ng the idea of a state. If 

systems represent on-going processes or collections of them, then it is use

ful to think of systems in terms of their relevant properties at any par

ticular moment in time. 12 As the properties which are obviously defined on 

the basis of the elements, relations, or some combination of them--are un-

limited the qualifier is of value in describing the system. That is, the 

properties define the state of the system. On the basis of this added 

qualifier we can now view systems in terms of their movements between states, 

their activity within states and the process by which they move from state 
I 

13 -
to state. It goes without saying that questions regarding these types of 

statements about economic systems have provided a basis for much of the 

theoretical and empirical work to date. 

A second id~a which has important applications in systems concepts as 

applied to economic problems involves the classification of elements. As 

economics is a behavioral science, an important aspect of the study of 

economic systems is connected with concepts of causality. It is, therefore, 

convenient to part:f. tion the ele1nents into those which effect but are not 

affected by the system and those which both effect and are affected by the 

system. The fon.,er types of elements are said to provide the environment 

for the system (Ackoff, 1971) or to isolate the ~ogenous systems inputs 

(Orcutt, 1960). These conditioning elements suggest a rather general 



schematic representation, since they may be either X's or Y's and may 

condition both lnputs ,na ou,tputs. Irl particular if we let x1 " • • • , 

X (r < n) and Y .. 1. ·, • • • , Y (s < m) and denote the conditioning or 
r - s -

environmental el~ments and partition R intoR1, R2, ••• R6 subsets 

(possible not proper)the extended representation becomes: 

(Xr+l' • • • , 

T 
[] 

<Xi· •• L 

X ) 
n 

. . 

Figure 1 

., y) 
m 

., y) 
s 

As indicated by the figure, these environmental elements may condition 

the basic input-output specificat;ion through the input and output elements, 

the relations, or a separate relation R6• 

From the above discussion it shoul:d be clear that the concept of a 

system is indeed quite general, even:as applied to the input-output type 

framework which has been used to characterize many economic systems. Such 

general representations provide the basis for systems modelling and analysis. 

Before proceeding to special aspects. of these systems models--specifically 

their crinstruction,.~alysis.and validity:--it is wo~thwhile to investigate 

some systems classifications. These classifications are useful both in terms 

of understanding and constructing systemS models and in evaluating the mpdels 

in terms of the systems they are designed to represent. 

I 

I 

• 

• 
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There are quite:naturally niurierous approaches to classifying systems 

(Ackoff, 1971), (McM:Hlan and Gonzales, 1965). The purpose of this discussion 

is mod.est in the sense that the class.ffications suggested a:r:e not complete. 

Instead they are simply those which seem to have been useful in model build

ing for studying problems or systems of interest within Agricultural Economics. 
. . 

The natural a1teniati~es for classifying systems are in terms of the relations 

R, the types of elements, Y and X, and a state dimension t. Although we shall 

have more'to say about theory and its role in systems analysis when the topic 

of model construction is ot:ficially examined, it is important to recognize that 

most· classificAt:ions used in economies· r'esearch are associated with the .. under-

lying theory (Naylor, 1971). 

Systems used_in economic reasoning typically fall into three categories. 

The f:lrst and possibly most co.mmon of these categories refers to the state. 

dimension of the system and partitions the set of systems representations into 

~tatic and dy_n~ie mo!l~- Static systems models abstract from time while· 

dynamic.system.s models are ones in which time enters in an intergral way. As 

has been elaborately argued elsewhere, the more recent concern with dynamic· 

problems in economics and in particular modelling of dynamic systems has given 

rise to the use of many types of simulations (Naylor> 1971), (Sbubik, 1960). 

A second useful possibility for class:j,.fying systems representations 

involves stochastic and non-stochastic models. As usually perceived for 

purppses of model building, the stochastic nature of systems can arise from 

the. existence of truly random elements in the system or froin a lack of compete--

ness with respect to the conceptualization of ;he system, i.e., Classical 

or Bayesian ideas as to the origin of probabilistic statements (Zellner, );971). 
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The former case might include models of chemical reactions which are intrin-

. s1KJ1j, ~h~t;ble, ;iffin1.J~t;6dels and the like, while the latter sftuation 

could be represented by our usual conceptualizations·· of economic systems in 

whi..¢h l::lttle attention ls given to .institutions and l)on-ecoJJ:Onlicvariables 

which are thought to have.;~ important but u11sys tetnatic influence on the 
. . ' . . . ·- . . ·- \ 

relations and elements. ·As a practical matter, the stochastic nature of 

models based upon systems presmned to be either stochastic or non-stochastic 

tends to :involve the parameters defining the relations and the error terms 

specif;ied as elements. That is, s.ince models are by nature simplifications,. 

it is not unco.mmon to have stochastic models of non-stochastic systems. 

The last of the th1;ee cla1i:!:J.ifieations of systems deserting of attention 

~ involves systems yh:f.ch are historical aJtd non-historical,, . In discussing · 

this classification of systems it is important .to distinguish between th7 
early.use of the terminology and that for which it has been more recently 

. . . ,. . . . 
. . . 

. . . 

used. Early ,efforts in systems and fJimulation analysis tended to be oriented 

towards>attempts· toiconceptualize systemsand construct models which could 

be employed to r~produce. historical sequences of events {Forrester, 1961). 

This was for example the case with ear•iY treatments of macroeconomic systems 

and models>(Hcwrey and KeleJian,. 1969} and in; early. behaviorally oriented 

models of the firm (Cohen and Cyert, 1965), (Shubik, 1960). The distinction 

in this caEJe .typically "12S w.ith t"espect to whether historical values of 

envirortmen.tal elements were posited in terms of a probabilistic character-

ization or simply used as an observed sequence (Churchman, 1960). More 

recently, the categorization·seetns to have been applied to distinguish 

between systems which are and are not ev<>luti<>nary. · Historical systems. in 

the sense that they include explanations for changes in structure between 

states are adaptive and, thetefore,evolutionary (Ackoff, 1971). Non-historical 

• 

• 

I 

I 
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models are those f:or which· the .structure has captured in R and-\ the element 
e . 

designations are presumed to be time invariant. 

Some Other Special Attributes of Systems 

The system attributes which are mentioned in this section are character-

istics in the sense that they fc,llow from special properties of the elements, 

relations and states. They are treated separat~ly since they are somewhat 

less general 111. te~~ of-th~ir implications for the functioning of the systems 

andt:h;y have ;1;ti~~1a1:'importance to the practical aspects of model con

struction. The first of these attributes concerns the idea of a .systems ~om-

pon:~nt • Systems components are subsets of relations, elements and states 
.. ,.,, ... 

which can be taken to have a particular function.. For example, industrial 

firms can be thought: of as having marketing, management and production com

ponents; farm production units can be viewed as being composed of crop and 

livestock components; development models can be taken to have industrial and 

14 agricultural components and so on. The usefulness of the idea of a system 

component is largely derived from the simplifying possibilities it presents. 

if understanding of a system is based on gaining kn~wledge of its components, 

then there ·are-substantial a4vantages of designing research strategies for in-

vestigaUng thE! system and presenting the results of research efforts in a 
•• ,- •. -.. .i 

meah±hgftit and effective fashion (Babb, 1964) ~ In short, the possibility 

of viewing a systems as sets of components facilitates a modular or build

ing block apptoachto ·their analysis. 

Arelated advantage of the systems components concept concerns the 

possibility of decomposition. Formal ideas of decomposition are quite impor

tant in econQmic systems~ Since many models of economic systems are used for 

planning purposes, it is important to isolate particular components which 



. t 

can be.relied upon to p~rfoI'lll.in a..specified manner. System decomposability 

. of· ~<~j,;em is, of cotirse,. a'~:1:~~;'1£ degree.. At one .. extreme the sub

systems are completely selfcontained, while at the other the components 

are not fu.~ctionally identifiable. Situlltion~ in which decomposition appears 

to. have considerable promise e~ist in national planning ~pdel~ an(l in inter

tempora+ 1n0dels in which myopic behav:ior is assumed or shown to be optimal 
. ., . 

on the basis of the behavioral postulates on which the system is based. 

The second systems attribute to which we wish to draw attention also 

has major •implications for model building and:.> more generall,:-y, .the st\ldy of· 

. systems. Specifically,. it is concen1ed with the method by .which systems are· 

vie~ed. To begin:; it should be clear from our previous discussion that the 

concept pf a system can embrace~ntities which are extraordinarily ·complex. 

In fact, an individual's perception of a complex systemmayitselfbe thQught 

of as a<model. A perception of a system is, therefore, just the image of 

the system as-registered in the impressions of the individual researcher. 

In the presence of this observation the distinction between syst.ems 

and systems· models becomes rather vague. For example,. suppose a marketing. 

researcher .. · sets .out to study the system from which an observed .pattent of 

. behavior emanates, say brand preferences. The initial·impression·of the 

system may be rather simple as opposed to the one which is evet1tually 

modelled for research purposes. In addition, the process of moving to the 

mote complex model is likely .to involve some interaction between the in

dividual and the system~ As this interaction occurs, the image of the 

system may be thought to be expanded in terms of detail or even·altered in: 

terms of it$ orientation. Whatever the situation, the fact that the perception 

of the system changes as it is investigated suggests that systems models and 

concepts of systems hav:e some type of relative relationship to each other. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Models in which such a relationship has been explicitly recognized are 

called complex and interactive (Kuehn, 1962). The consequences of this 

observation are extremely far reaching and embrace ideas of adaptive 

systems, adaptive models and various types of learning hypotheses. 15 

The third and last attribute of systems concerns the idea of fee1bac~. 

The tenn feedback as used in describing systems and in systems analysis bas 

many usages. Central to the icea :i.s the notion of information flows. These 

information flows may occur between model builders and the. system (as mentioned 

inmlediately: above) • between various states or components of the .system and . . . 

the.like. The.notion of feedback is, of course; not new. It could be argued 

that economic theory-•if viewed in associatipn with the development of in

stitu.tions or empirical confrontatio11--has evolved by such a process. Types 

of feedback which exist within systems are quite important in influencing 

the~pproach _to their study. This is true whether we regard the process 

along l)'lQ.re technical lines in terms of va-rio~s forms of dynamic relations 
I 

or, more generally, in terms of an evolving or evolutionary concept of 

systems .• 

As ).re move to the next section, it is important to summarize obser-

. vations ~hich have been made in regard to the notion of a system. Economic 

systems may have all of,the characteristics or only a few. The characteristics 

are not specified as a basis for providing a classification system for systems. 

This has been previously attempted for.general systems (Ackoff, 1971). In

stead we use these characteristics to enrich the concept of a system as it 

relates specifically to economics. By drawing on some characteristics .of more 

traditional economic models and relating them to the systems idea, we hope to 

have provided some.insights for the concept of a. system as applied to economic 
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problems~ ·•we proceed now rather naturally to the discussion of :poss:i:bjlities 

fc#·'~delling and simul'$ting systems •.. · 
. • -·=•~: . • -

III. SIMtlLATION OF SYSTEMS, MOl)gLS· 
.. ·:~;_,,:- .. -... ,:,, .... 

~- previo'1sly defined,.· .a model::is· an impresslo~-- ~r ·;~~!r~~ a~~xs~:~. 
··.,.:· .·'' ," . . . ~~, .... ·.--~--~.-·-·•·>--.•·-· .. :-•-;,-.•.:-.,.-~.-·,,.,,,:···~· .. .., ...... ·····.. .. .) . ·.· ...... . 

·, These fab~ii111es o{ 'sys.t.ems can, of course, .talte many forms-ra~ging from 
. . .. . . . . . . 

· physical analogues of the type constructed for early investigations of 

~«-Ok'OT;Jomic systems :to more fonnal mathemattcal ·repres~tattons '.&id com- -• 
: . . . . . 

, ,,-_._ 1 _ puter programs. _ In Agricultural Economics mc,st models of systemlJ. are.· 

''-f ,f,:_ sped1;,fied ~fJJ~ij,ticall~ and/~r 1-in th~ form of-computer progr~~ As a 

conJequene~_,,,-:>ur discu,sion of simulatitn .will .be pr.~sen:t;e<tin the•context _ 

of ,tb¢se mod:eJ.s. It will be important, however, to keep in mind- that thj.s 

is a fairly arbitrary restriction oti_the types of models which mi-gh,t be 

discussed in ·connection with. a more general treatment o-f simulation. 
. ·.: . . . 

. . 

The/ motiva:t·ian for constructing models is, rather clear1y, the invest-
. . . . . . . . . 

. . .· 

ig,.ti~ll of .the corresponciing systems.:· That is, models. can be Ettudied as. 

a. basis· for px-e>viding information or knowledge about. systems~ , The'se model;$ ; . - -

usually can be viewed as desct'iptive•orbehaviora.l, forecasting, and,decision 
.,. • . ~. -~·-·. • • • • . • • ... ..r,;p • 

,models (or some comb;Lnation thereof). Decision models provid~ infol'DUltion a.s .-- _ 

-~o how to impt'ove particular systems, behavioral or descriptive mod-els .. give 

t~:ights•·;int-o·'·the'•i~r~es motiva~ing and ~uggest the _basics ~?r understanding' 

the functionfn·g of. systems, and etc.. in addition to providing insights· as 

to.the op~ratittg nature.of ·sy~tems, infotmationo~tail'led•J:r0111 the-study 

of/models ca~ be t1$ed to evaluate ~lie nto.d~ls themselves and perhaps·· alte·r -
. . . . 

. ' ·. . . 

them. to correspond tc,.a more enlightenced ·or comprehensive view of.systems. 

"&i/·t~thod for 'studyinlfmodEils -of' systems is through expe1;imentation. 

-· As our definitions of models_ and sy$_tems would suggest, these experiments 

\ 

• 

I 
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ca.n be conducted with regard th alternative specifications of relations.· 

elements and states.· For example, an experiment frequently conducted with 

economic systems involves the generation of outputelements_on the basis 
. . . 

of prespecified input elements and a hypothesized s·et ·of relations and 

environmental elements.. The important aspect of the .experimental method 

as it relates to systems and ~ystemsmodels is, of course, the possibility 

it presenta in tetms ()f control. That is, by controll+ngvarious parts 

of models and conducting experiments with them, useful information can be 

obtained with regard to both the internal functioning of the model and the 

16 system under study • 

. as.simulation. Computer simulatipns are then experiments 'With systems 

mpdels that can_ or have been re!)re_s,nted as computer programs. To quote 

a modern definition of computer simulation as it relates to economic 

systems, it is "a numerical technique for conduct:ing experiments with certain 

types of mathe1natical models which describe the behavior of a complex 

system on a digital computer over extended periods e>f time" (Naylor, 1971, 

p. 2). Once it is recognized that simulations of systems are just experi

ments with systems models, some useful results can be developed from related 

concepts of experimental design~ These results, of course, reflect the idea 
~~~ 

that e..icperiments with models can be designed with efficient strategies in 
, 
regard to t:he types and quality of information.~enerated and are, therefore, 

of importance in both the design of simul_ations and in the interpretation. of 

the information generated by the process. Rence~it will b¢ necessary to 

keep the following general types of observations in. mind when reviewing the 

reported simulations and evaluating the associated results. 

First note that since siimulations can be identified with the process 

of experimentation it follow~ that considerable attention should be given 

• I -· 



their stochastic, .nature--a characteristic of systems whichwas·singled out· 

in the previous section. Recall from this discussion that system$ c~~J.>e. 

stochastic or non ... stochastic and if stochastic, the randomness can 

enter through the exist'!?nce of stochastic e4ements, relations .. or both. The 

same is, of course, true wJ;th models. However, . since niodels are by nature 

simplifications of systems they may be viewed as stochastic even when the 

systems they are presumed to represent are not.· Omitted or misspecified 

relations and elements are in these circumstances assumed to add to or 

give.rise to the stochastic c9mponents of the model~. If the error terms 

in. the models result from such consid.erations, then .it is appar~mt that the 

·method by which they are t:haracterized is of substantial importance in plan-

ning and evaltii¼ting simulations. 

A second and related area of concern is associated with ideas. of expet

imell'.tal design. In the simulation of economic systems it i.s frequently 

true ·that one or more types of outcQmes are of interest. If the.$e outcomes . 

are given by structural relationships with other elements in thesystemi then 

they can be.viewed as coipposing a type of response surface. Questions of 

the reliability with which the surface must be identified~ the rang¢.over 

which the surface is to be investigated, and elements of the system which 

are unde1: control then suggest some rather .. fundamental considerations. In 

• 

• 

parti.cu;ur,how,and wllat ·simulat;ions of the model should be conducted. t 
,_ .. . 

A third observation which has relevance to the use of simulation in 

studying systems is directly related to the complexity of the models. As 

the complexity of systemsrnodels increases, it is natural to presume that 

they tnore ad~quately characterize t:h~ system. Howevet 11 it is also generally 

true that as the complexity of systems models increases it becomes more · 

difficult to design and conduct useful simulations--usefulin the sense of 

• 
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providi~g info_rmation as to_ the accuracy· with which the model bas character,-. .. . . . . . . . ' ~ ... . . ·- ·-;.:..:. ·. . . 

ized the system cllla?lh~ 'possibilit; of ia~nt1f~ing the applicability of the 

. information generated by the simulation with the purpose for ~hich the -··. 
. . . . . 

experiment' ,;tas intended. 
. . . 

These considef4tions, of _course~ st.1ggest _ that . 

as the. systems become more co~i>lex greater attention :lUUst be ;giv~11 t.o tlleO: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

• d:esign of simulations since the possibility of being mislead or misinter

.Preting .·simulated. re~Jits i~ lik~iy to. Jttciease with model comptexity •. _ · 

· Although' this dit!tension o+the problem of simulation experiment design is 

·.··. as y.et uns~ttled, it· ha~ .a s~bstantial il!lpaci: upon the :tmpQrtarice wl)ich can .. • .·· .· 
: . . . : . . . . . '.·· ' . .. : . ~ . 

b'e attached to many of the simulation results which have been .c;,btai1:1ed by 

Agricultural Econam:tsts. 

In the remaindir of t~is section on si111Ulation of systems models we 

investigate the topic_with·regard. to particular .types of purposes. In 

;keeping, -with our attempt at ~roviding a general basis for evaluating the ·- .· .. :·:< ·. - .:. :'· ~, - . .... . ' 
,·j:.;::'·,. 

· lJoi-k in Agriculturai:''.ii~~riomi~s' w~ :w111 categorize these types of sitnulation 

experiments by objective ·rather than by type of applicatio~. Specifically, .. · 

simulations' for descriptive or behavioral, >fo:recast:ing1 and decis.ion pttr}'>oses 
-· ... • . . 

are examined. The section closes with a brief ~~ami~atiQ\1-rof the $pecial< 

languages for computer simulations.· These languages are viewed with respect 
. . 

to ~he types of models for 'ltihich they are intended and possible computat,;iona1 · 

economies. 

Simulation of 'Se'havigral or ll~scriptive Syt;itemIJ 

Many .of the models of economics system~ are behavioral or descriptive 

in nature. Although the concept of behaviotali1:,nn is a gene1;al one and in

dicative of oost models attempting to describe individuals or groups, the 

term as it rel.ltes to types of economic·· system$ is identified principal:ly 

-with the wc-:~s of Orcutt (1960), Shubik (1,960) and: Clarkson and Simon 



(1960). The first popular and rather complete synthesis of the behavioral 

systems approach was firm oriented, (Cohen and Cyert, 1965) and (Cyert and 

March, 1963). The approach embodied in these writings appears to have had 

a substantial effect in Agricultural Economics. A related development of 

thesy$t,ms approach (Forrester, 196l)has also been influencial but 

probably not so much as the above mentioned works. This may be partly due 

to some programming language difficulties and the completeness of the break 

wit.h neoc+assical theory. The .im.portant at.t;ribute of behavioral or 
•••••• •.. • · _ ~, ,.,. ,-c- •._. •,.,,,=-,~~,..,.-~,.-'•,t-.e'-c<~c.••• 

descriptive models as.they relate to researchon economic 5-ystems is that 

they are constructed upon concepts which are less primitive than those say 

of neoclassical theory. For exa.rnple, ~irmmodels rather than being cast 

in a profit maximizing mode with simpl,ifying assumptions as to maximizing 

motives and/or abstract characterizations of the production process, are 

conceived as more·complex organizations in behavioral systems of the Cyert 

. and March type~ In such niQdels we find, for instance, decomposition of 

firm ffi4n~;ge:~~ntf marketi.ng, arid pr.qductiotl functions. Models are then . ·._: '/:_'," ~-<,-. ~:c:f/~·-{"--:'.~'f¾'ifY ._· :: 

constructed to approximate the system represented by the firm with the 

functioning of the models continge.rj.t: upon qbserved or hypothesized be

hayioral types of. conditions. To illustrate, if the £inn uses a break-

even type rule of thumb in connection with a particular process, this type 

of condition would be built into suchsystemsmodels. 

Advant~ges of behavioral or descriptive models are, as the above illus

tation would suggest, in terms of their flexibility; That is the formulation 

of systems models is vietv'ed in a less restricted sense than if they were 

guided strictly by neoclassical theory (Cyert and March, 1963 and Shubik, 

1960) •. The adaptation of such models to Agricultural Economics is possibly 

due to the pragmatic orientation which was discussed in section I. Whatever 

• 

• 
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the motivation for ad~ptat!cm, these models are highly flexible and capable 

of permitting the quantif !cation of many aspect!3 of individual firm and 

industry behavior which are ruled out by I11ore abstract and primitive models 

based upon neoclassical.; theory (Naylor, et aL, 1967). As we subsequently 

indicate, the accommodating characteristics of these. exploratory types of·· 

models have some very definite implications for their simulation (Box, 1957). 

If the general objective of descriptive or behavioral analysis of 

systems is to learn or explore related systems, then some rather broad 

guidelin~s can be set down t.o govern the process~ The nexus of these guide"'.' 

iines is the simple idea that successful or efficient methods of learning 

demand the full use of prior knowledge in proposing useful systems as well 

as good experimental strategies for gathering evidence which can be of use 

. in the perpetual process of syntheses, conjecture, and testing (Hunter and 

Naylor, 1970). Hence, even in the examination of behavioral or des.criptive 

~odels, questions .of the design of experiments are of fundamental importance. 

The systems approach provides a useful framework within which to conduct 

these explorations because of the facility that related models have for 

handling the various.types of prior and experimentally generated information. 

Aspects of experimental design which relate to the types of information 

typically obtained from standard computer simulations have been summarized 

elsewhere (Hunter and Naylor, 1970), (Hufschmidt, 1966}, (Hill and Hunter, 

1966} and (Naylor, ~ al., 1967). As it turns out, simulation experiments 

rest upon the same types of considerations (involved in the choice of an 

experimental design) as do similar problems in classical experimental design 

(Cochran and Cox,1957), (Box, 1954, 1957) and (Box and Hunter 1959). Factors 

are input elements, the relations connecting inputs and outputs are unknown 

but of a hypotheSfzed functional form and the inputs determine the response 
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system is conditioned by them and are treated as additive error terms in 

a large number of experimental (additive) designs of systems models~ Given 

this cdnceptualiz,ation experimental design results can be generally applied 

in silnul~tin,gm:odelsof sy~tems. That is, questions regarding appropriate 

design {full factorial, fractional factorial, rotatable, response surface, 
.. _ . 

. '• . 

/etc.) are largely answered in the above mentioned statistical literature. 

Although these design considerations are ma.inly borrowed from the clas'"" 

sical statistical literature, there are some special problems or contingencies 

which occur asa result of the nature of the computer type experiments. These 

inclu.de problems related to.: (i) sample size, (1i) factor numbers, (iii) 

multiple responses, and(iv) convergence in the context of adaptive and opti

mizing experiments (Naylor, 1971). The problem of sample size is simply that 

of determining appropriate number of observations required to guarantee a pre

specified level of statistical precision .· (Handscomb. 1969) • As ucosts" in

volved in obtaining and &nalyzing observations in such experiments are quite 

different t:hant-hose in more classical: 0 situations, the trade-offs with 

reliability,(or statistical precision} 0 become ~ majc:>r concern. · In addition, 

more elegant methods of variance reduction become applicable (Hammersley and 

Handscomb, 1964). 

'.rhe second problem-that of too many fact.ors--is most relevant in 

larg~ and complex models of systems. This is not in principal a difficulty 

peculiar to simulation. It was, for instance~ a major force in the develop

ment of partial factorial designs. The problem, however, has special bearing 

upon sim-alation experiments because of the ambit:Jous nature of the models 

frequently employed. Although large scale and relatively inexpensive computers 

I 
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· to sonie 'extent allevi'~te th:ts problem, it remains an area of concern. ,AB 

will.be clear in the survey of the empirical results, this problem is 

frequently neglected in the c9nstruction of simulation models. 

A related problem, on the output side.of experimental models, is that 

of multiple respons¢ surfaces. The difficulty>.usually comes about since · 

the.nature of the systems examined require us to view many different responses 
. -, -

in a particular experiment. A possible solution to such problems is, of 

course, to construct indices of the numerous response variables which require 

observation (Fromm, 1968)~ This procedure, however, has the major limitation 

of implicitly incorporating the idea of defining a utility function over the 

outcome space. In the absence of such arbitrary procedures, there appe~rs to 

remain a substantial gap in the. theory at this stage. In particular, it is 

not clear how to investigate such surfaces or what properties are e;ichibited 

by results obtained from the various partial methods of handling such 

problems. A reasonable conjecture would be that they involve the same types 

of indexing problems which were mentioned above. Again, as was the case with 

the previous problem, these considerations or contingencies suggest some very 

pronounced types of practical limitat:fons. They are simply that we can build 

- larger and more complex models than we know how to efficiently experiment 

with or examine. 

Ml issue related to problems of mt1ltiple responses involves the complex-

ity with which the tnputs are related to the outputs. Again, we are likely 

to find ourselves in situations in which the models as constructed--without 

adequate thought as to how they are to be experimented with--are very diff:l.

, cult to a~equately analyze.·. If the relations connecting the inputs are non-

linear in the factors polynomial approximations may be advantageou~Jy 
o. 

employed.· However, for more complex type:"' of ncnli.nearities questions of 
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q~s~gning and conducti.ng. e,cpe.riments to investigate models of systems remait1 
:~,·,a' ,•.•.••,,:,.~:;,••-,,:.;,,,·•.•· ·.· . _.•_..••-~,_~"-;'·'•L>".-'--:-:-•--.:...-:_-a, . ."',. ,;•·:,•._,-- .. ,'.•':•'" • _- •. • ' . . . .;,J 

,tman.swered (Ho~rey aridKei~JlanI 1969, Naylor, 1971 and Rausser and Jol'.!11so11_, 

.1972). 

Problems of conve~geri:c~Jin designing exp¢timentsto investigate response 

These problems occur in the 
,,c;_ci:.'t' 

context of .s:bnulation ~peri:inents whic~ are of an optimizing nature. From 

the st~ndpo:i.nt of behavioral models such problems arise in the development 

of improving models of syst~JllG• That is, suppose we begin with a mode which 

1s$uspected to require improvement if it is to adequ,ately represent the 

. system .to which ft corresponds. One procedure for improving the model would 

then be/to expal'.'iment with it, analyze. the data and adjust the model in what

ever fashion that might be •f.uggested. The problem of designing experiments 

,for this type of adaptive model building exercise is very difficult (Naylor~ 

1971 and Zellner, 1971). :S.o1'fever, if a criteria by which the model is to be 

evaluated can be specified and the problem is of manageable dimensions, such 

adaptive experimental procedu.i:-es · can be viewed· in the context of adaptive 

control theory. We shall rettp:n to this issue in section VI. 

We close this discm,$iotl of behavioral or descriptive models with the 

following,general observations• Suchmodels represent an important first 

step in the search for knowledge about systems •. Simulation is obviously 

a useful method of gainiµg e.;~rerimental knowledge about such systems~ 

. The fact that simulations ~re e:cperiments, however, raises some interest.;J1g 

~questions with regard to e~perimental design. Although these problems are 

not peculiar to behavioral tno;ie.1s, they do suggest that such considerations 

should be observed when conso:ucting models of systems. In the survey of 

simulation models in Agricu1tl1t"al Economics it will ·be apparent that these 

attributes of simulation and r;:,,delling have · generally not received the 
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attention they deserve. The sense. in which this omission detracts fron.1 

i the ~esul.ts ~hould be clear from the previous discussion. 

- Forecasting and Prediction 

- Forecasting .arl<i pr~diction are -important functions for which models 

of systems. :ln Agricultural Economic$ are employed. That is, systems· ~od~ls -

are construct.ed -for -generating price movements~ predicting changes in 

---• _g~<>gt'~J)~ic~ ::S.t~¢~iQn;; !o:re~asting -c~anges in characteristics of agricultural 
- -

firms and the like. The process of obtaining forecasts from these systellls 

models is, of course,siniulation. Experimental desi&? quest:ions are again 

appropriate, since questions of designing .experiments with the model so 

- _t~~.t · reasonjble Jt,tecasting t:.riteria· are· met is a basic problem in corillect.fon': 

with such simulatic>hs. More specifically, when we base forecasts on simulitions 

of systems it is intportant to have some idea as to their reliability and sa

pling cllaract·e~istics • 
' -

Early Wies of s:Lmulatio,n for- forecasting in AgricultU.ral Economicsa.nd 

elsewhere tended to give little conside:ration to these problems. More recently. 

in a few pl~~~i'Jhese -issues have been eltpl,:icitly treated in the construction 

of -51stems DiOdels and iu the design ~£ simutation experiments (Sasser, .!!_ al. 1 

. ' . . : 

,,. 1967, Naylor~ et al., ·1969). -The exper;imental design problem which is 
~c. • , ••,, :.:: •• •• • ~~-./~":~••' 

'associkted with.simul;atingsystems tnodels in_this (:C)ntext is associated 
.. ..- . .·. .· -

·,-· . . ..... 

with the response surface identification methods and difficulties mentioned -
.. . ·, .· 

- , -
earlier-. That f_l:i, models of econonJic systems which are used for forecasting 

purposes are typically concerned with projections of output variables. As. 

these output variables form th~ response surface,· it. is necessary to know 

the-:Statistlca:Lp-.:operties of th-is.surf:a~e if the·forecasts are to be evalu

ated. We will not;, however• reiterate ou.r previous discussion of these 



methods at this. point. The dif;f iculties of optimal· design· ~nd · dimeus.ionality 

obviously apply as "7eli to·ibrecasting and prediction. Instead, we raise 
' . 

a related issue which has special relevance · to the use of simulatiQn in'.', this 

context. This issue.- is c~mcerned with whether or not analytical or simulatio~ 

metliods >f;hould be ~pp lied in util:izing :models- for Jore casting purposes •..... 

Although we take this question up in UiOre ·detail. in_ connection with model.·· 

.. verification, the· relt!v~ce it has to th~ forecasting prQblem demands ~ome 

comment at thispofnt. 

Giyen a ·a.odel rep,resenting a systenl and an objecti-ve of fore~asting e>r 

. predicting' the behavior of the system there are essentially two procedures· 

available. We can:~ ·as pre.vtously indicated; simulate or experiment with the .. 
. ., 

. system ,and obtain. forecasts based ·. on these simulations or analytically derive 
. . . -

the re:duced form.and make such forecasts on.the basis of more standard statis-
' . 

tical .procedures. Th~ latter is c.Learly the more <iesirable when· the model is 

. · .. suf:ficiently simpie. That is,· when we can, it is advisable to take advantage · 

· · of the stand~rd results in statistical theory (Howtey and Kelejian, 1969 and .· 

Rausser and Johnson, 197Z). As the models become more complex, however,.and 

derived reduced<forms. or approxiniati~ns the1:eof1Xbecome m~re difficult t<> 
. ,,... -- -.··.· ... ·. . .- . . 

obtain and less accur~te as representations of the structure, it seeinS 

intuitively obvious that simulation becomes more desirable. Such is un- · 

fortunately not tbe c.ise; for the same types of model characteristics which 

:kive rise to the •analytical difficul~ies turn out to detract from initial 

impressions on the attractiveness of . simulated forecasts. The problem is · 

simply o.ne in wltich we may obtain tiumbers by simulation but cannot determine 

or ascertain their. correspondence with the system •. In fact, it has been 

shown in the case of nonlinear econometric models that simulated forecasts 

diverge ·systeittatiealiy· from those which should be rightfully obtained from 

• 
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I the system (Howrey and Kelejian, 1969 and Haftovsky and Wallace, 1972). 

These results do not suggest that simulation is inappropriate as a 

forecasting too1. ·They instead suggest that great care should be taken 

in interpreting simulated forecasts. Moreover, unless thes·e forecasts 

are pase,d upon ~perimental designs which provide some indication of the 

reliability ·with which the response .surface can be determined there is 

little in the way of a convincing rationale for assuming that they have 

desirable forecasting properties. 

Decision·Applications 

. Decision problems in economic systems.have some fairly universally 

accepted sets of components. More specifically, we usually think of such 

problems as having controllable variables or factors, objective functions, 

and some types of structure which relates the controllable and uncontroll

able (input) variables to output variables (Fox, !!., 0 al., 1966}. Simulation 

of systems models for this purpose again involves questions of experiment-al. 

design. First, if we assume that the model adequately characterizes the 

economic system which it is designed to represent, it is clear that simu

,lation orexperimentalinve$tigations of the model should be designed to 

converge to an optimal solut.ion or at least proceed in an optimizing 

direction. In this context simula.tion experiments become very closely 

tied to Monte Carlo or numerical methods of solvin,g the optimization 

problems implicit in the policy models. This suggests that consider

able thought should be given to the formal arialytical properties of the 

systems model as well as to the design of the experiments intended to 

lead to or approximate the optimal solution (Dorfman, .1965 and Rausser 

and Johnson, 1972). 



SoIQ.e positive elements<of these prescriptions with regard to how ·. 

e*per:tments should be· deerigned> in pol,.ity models are lost, however, when 

we recall that the ·lilOdels are hut·• approximations of the systems beirtg 

investigated. As a result,· we may think of the. entire model· construction ·· · 

and optimization ,process as a11 experittient vj;s-a-vis the system •. This. 

suggests, as indicated. ·previously, that it is more proper to thiilk of 
. . ' ) . . . '~ -.~ 

' .. . ~- . 

· these proble!!lS in a nested sense---ntimerical optimization procedures.· 

appLied. to so~ve .Pr?bl;ems whic!) are themselves designed to simulate sys·tems • 

. · In' ~~i~ more ~enerai conte~~ ~~ are again thinking in terms of a problem in 

adaptive control theory~· Such problems. are far from tractabie for sy~tems · 

• of. the siz~. of· many models. in ·Agricultural Economics. _It is, however,_ .. 

quite use:fu1 to keep ·t_his f;ramew9rk· in mind since ·1t may 'be<of considerabl~ 

use in suggesting genel'.al guidelines for policy simulations. 

-·s:tm1'lation laniuages are special or problem· oriented computer langu-

ages which · are 'designed ,to ·facilitate the programming and analysis of s:imu-- ·. · · 
' ' 

\) 

lation models. Our purpose in this section is to briefly discuss· the con-.· 

si~erations involved ,in fomula~ing such languages and to rela.te thenLto, 

.· type~:"of systems models as well -as some more generally understoo4 concepts 

in computer programming. The brevity o-f the discussion rest.1lts mail)).y from 

availability of current.and v~ry go<>d survey papers on thiEI subject which 

exist els~where (Gordo11, 1969), (K;asnow and Merikallio, 1964) and (KiviE,At, 
' ' 

1969). We include this token discussion of simulation languages, therefore, 

largely tc;r··g±;v~ completeness · to. this · section on · simulation1 of sys te:ms ·.models•• 
. ,· '• ··, . . . . . ' . . ,. . 

. Although the~e lal):gua~es have not been particularly Widely used.• in Agri--

. cultural Econom,ics, a discussion of simulation of . systems models would be . 

/. 
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incoinplete without at least a limited investigation of these special purpose 

languages. 

Before going into detail in regard to the functioning of the languages, 

'it may be helpful to review some basic concepts. There are several levels 

o.f cot)l,ll1unicatictn which cOt't:eSpQrtd directly to machine functions •. At a highe:r 

level, assembly languages_~remnemonic symbols which are defined in terms of 
,- . . 

and can be translated into basic machine language. To continue, a compiler 

is a program whichaccepts statements which are written in complex and high 

level languages and converts them to basic machine language. Most compilers 

are problem orient~d and, thus, are different from machine languages and 

assembly langµages,. , That is, they are- composed of language symbols and 

operations which are required by a special type of problem. COBAL is, for 

instance, a problem oriented language which is convenient for application to 

types of problel'lls involved in the data handling aspects of Accounting. The 

compiler then translates these more structured languages into basic machine 

languages (via what is called an object deck) so that the communication with 

the computer is complete. Finally, simulation programming languages are Just 

special types of problem orientated languages. In fact, it is worth no.ting 

that thes? special purpose languages have developed in an evolutionary 

manner usually in association with large and extended investigations 

involving thE? simulation of various sys.tems models (Kiviat, 1967 and (Krasnow 

and Merikallio, 1964). 

As these languages have developed in connection with particular types 

of systems models and are designed to facilitate experiments with such 

models it is natural to conclude that their principtil features are: 

1. They provide data representations that permit straight
forward and efficient modelling. 
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2. rhey permit the . .f:acile portrayal and reproduction of 
dynamics within.modelling systems. 

3. They are orientated to the study of stochastic systems, 
that is, they contain procedures for the generation and 
analysis of random variables, and time series. 

Aside from these general features, even the m(?re general of the.simulation 

program,ming languages are problem-orientated. For example, SIMSCRIPT II 
. . . 

is an<event orientated 1angUage and, therefore. useful in simulating 

systems . which can be viewed as · sequences of events l-fith ·• particular types · 

of attributes. Various types ofinanagement and behavioral problems, there

fore, lend themselves to simulations with this special programming language 

·(Markowitz, il al .. , 1963). DYNAMO is a special purpose language which is -

oric1t'ated tQward the study (over time) of closed systems of continuous 

variables in which the broad characteristics of information feedback wit~in 

~he system are important attributes in determining dynamic performance. 

'"fkii ls ti; lariit~ge that developed in connection with the industrial 

dynamics ,o.r behavioral modelling of {Jay Forrester, 1961) • SIMULATE 

developed by (Holt, et al., 1964), is concerned with capturing those para

. meters and (decision variables which are critical in the determination of 

model stability. 

Continuing lofith this sample list of special purpose languages, CSL 

is an activity orientated language (I.B.M., 1966). \This language is 

useful for simulating models based upon systems'involving waiting line 

problems, sequencing of events in an efficient manner, etc •• Finally, 

GPSS is a 'transaction ori~ntate-d language, (I.B.M., 1966 a). It is 

closely related to CSL in that it can be applied to simulate pro.blems 

involving efficient processing of individuals, ships, cars, etc. 

• 

• 

• 



In sun.unary, these special purpos€! computer. languages permit or 

facilitate easier simulation of various types of systems models. They 

are somewhat more removed from the basic languages than the common 

scientific computer languages, e.g., FORTRAN, and require more elaborate 

compilers. However, they tend to facilitate the processing of particular 

types of statements, or commands in a very efficient manner. Current 

trends are for these special language characteristics to be integrated 

.into more versatile computer programming languages (Naylor, 1971). Hence, 

unless substantial amounts of·simulation of a particular type are antici

pated_or the simulatiOn problems require very specialized language features, 

investment in such languages for applied researchers do not appear to be 

profitable. 

IV. CONSTRUCTION lu~D VALIDATION OF ECONOMIC MODELS 

In ;he prev5ous three sections we have provided definitions of systems, 

systems models, systems analysis and simulation. We have also discussed 

the ass,ociatio~ of ,simulation with experimentation. In this section some 

aspects of the construction and evaluat:i.on or validation of systems models 

are considered. It turns out, not surprisingly, tha·t the guidelines developed 

for model construction and evaluation have a great deal to do with types of 

systems being investigated and with the experimental methods to be employed 

in studying them. 

The section proceeds with a discussion of model construction. This 

discussion emphasizes the distinction between more Classical models of 

economic systems models and those which are formulated upon the basis of less 

primitive assumptions and normative concepts. Having discussed model con

struction. we turn to paraneter estimation. In the case of systems model 



estimation this, of courset leads to <}11 investigation of estimation methods 

which can adapt to alternative types of prior and sample information. Lastly 

the concept of model validation is investigated. 

Model Specification or Construction 

The fundamental questions arising in model construction are, of course, 

methodological in nature. That is, models are studied as a basis for under

standing systems. They therefore, reflect how we perceive the world as well 

as the method by which such knowledge is generated. The two basic methods 

by which knowledge is generated are inductive and deductive reasoning. The 

various methodologies pos:i,tivism, empiricism, experimentalism, etc., of 

course, incorporate these methods in varying degrees (Johnson .and Zerby, 

1972). However, rather than indulge in the philisophical questions associ-

·ated with the search for knowledge, we concentrate on issues which are more 

practical in nature. 

Agricultural Economists are in general inclined to follow a research 

approach which involves the so called scientific method. As applied to 

economic systems· this method entails four basic steps! · (1) observation of 

the system,.(2) formulation of models designed to explain the observations 

on the system, (3) the performance of. expei;iments designed to examine the 

17 validity of the model, and; (4) explanation and/or prediction of the 

behavior of the system on the basis of the illlplications of these models. 

It is easily seen that this method encompasses the systems analysis approach. 

What then is the purpose of this disc·ussion on model construction? It is 

quite simply that, even though the scientific method is generally employed> 

differing emphasis on the four steps has substantial implications with 

respect to generality with which the models apply. More specifically, as 

researchers investigating applied problems we are typically involved in a 

• 

G 
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type of compromise in model formulation. On one hand, it is clear that if 

the models could be formulated on the basis of some primitive and generally 

accepted normative and physical concepts, then the results would have wider 

acceptability. That is, the structure of the mathematical representation 

would be deduced upon accepted normative propositions and upon generally 

believable types of technical relationships. Under these circumstances, 

models are more easily tested and usually less complex structurally. 

At the other end of the spectrum is the completely descriptive or 

more properly behavioral model--the type employed in macro or aggregate 

economics.· These models on a comparative basis are easily formulated 

because the process is simply one of observing the system and specifying 

(in simplified form) the behavioral and other structural relations. The 

principal difficulty with these models is that the tests they afford are 

not as informative as they at first appear. If the behavioral hypotheses· 

are not refined, then empirical tests are reduced in importance by virture 

of the large number o.f competing or alternative hypotheses. 

As a consequence of these two types of considerations, the process of 

model formulation for investigating economic systems imposes some fairly 

artistic types of demands upon the researcher. To complicate matters even 

further, the pr.evious discussion of model simulation has shown there are 

decided op:ratiC>~~j:<~d"\Tantages. in develo.ping systems models which are of 

reasonable dimensions. The upshot of these modelling difficulties is that 

we find model construction proceeding on a trial and error bas:i.s--typically 

beginning toward·one end or the other of the above mentioned spectrum and 

proceeding to some middle ground. Behavioralists are continually refining 

models so as to adapt them to more general types .of systems--in a sense they 

are attempting to reduce the behavioral models to some type of more primitj_ve 

, .--•••, > - .s .-,--•h• s ~- ~- ""•;• -, ,,._ --'.•~· ... :-~- ,".' 7,0,,~,:C, --_g .. _,.~ •. '• _,,- • .•-.·~ ,•,•-•~, <,·· .. ,,.,_. __ _ y, 2, :-,,,_-. ..•.. , 
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conditions 'usii:,.g guidelines from economic theory'. Alternatively, the 

mo~.e normatively orientated model builders tend to become dissatisfied with 

restrictive structures and attempt to make models more applicable by making 

them more realistic, i.e., specializing them. 

The Agricultural Economics li tetature indicates that the incorporation 

of systems ideas has substantially influenced modelling procedures. More

over, ·trade-offs implicit in the examination of the generality of behavioral 

models turn out to be subjects over which there is and will continue to be 

considerable <:on;toversy. Models are. just hopefully persuasive stories. 

As researchers we should attempt to make them as acceptable as possible--by 

taking adv~ntage of the received knowledge as to how the systems in question 

operate and any appropriate normative propositions. It is also apparent 

from the simulation or experimentation discussion that there are strong . 

reasons for attemptit1g to develop simplified models which can answer the 

questions posed in connection with the system. 

Parameter Estimation 

Paratlleters of structures of systems model,s are estimated by a number 

of different methods. These rangefrOill econometric methods applied to 

linear equation systems (Goldberger, 1964) to those which tend to disre

gard sample oipast observations on the systems (Forrester, '1961). In the 

former situation the process of inference about the parameters is Classical 

in nature. That is, a maintained hypothesis is specified and sample in

formation (whether passively generated or of an experimental nature} is 

utilized to obtain estimates of .the structural parameters and their sampling 

distributions. The 1atter·or :Forrester approach rejects available sample 

data as containing little or no correct information about the structure. · 

• 
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Parameter estiniates are introduced on·a subjective basis or calculated using 

te~hnical or engineering types of relation-ships. In the first case we find 

the systems modellers relying heavily upon Classical types of econometric 

methods while in the second case they reject the data either because (i) .. 

they are as yet 0not sure of the appropriate;dtita (Forrester, 1968) or (ii)·· 

· of the typ~s of available economic data (due to the· possible type· sampling· 

·. process generating such data) or (iii) to suspected strucb.iral change. 

In addition to differences which are due to assumed sources of useful 

inf.orll)ation, parameter estimation methods for systems models are frequently 

sequential or iterative in nature. That is~ it is not uncommon to find 

that the estim~tion process involves consid~rable .. pretesting of the 
· . 18 

structure. · · Parameter estimates are, thus, obtained on 'the basis of sample 

or prior information, and the performance·of the model representatioQ, for the 

system. ·. In view of the diversity of the estimation methods both in.· terms of 
. . . 

information sou~c~l0 and the possible iterative procedures ·involved, a 

rather general framework is needed· for evaluating this aspect of theagri

cultu1;al app"lica\ions0,of the systems an4 si\1,aj.,tlation approach. It turns. out 

that such a'framework is available and althoug}:l not always practical for 

envisioned applicatio11s it is· quite useful in providing a proper perspective 

for estimation work curreritiy underway. Such a perspective can provide a 

basis for assessing the advantages and limitation~ of the past work using .• 

the systeins and ~imul:tionipproach as Wcell as provide some insights as to 

possible.future developments. 

In developing J;he framework for viewing ~stit'nation in Systems. Jilodels 

the problem of· reeonc·iling the use of. alternative data sources must be, 

considered. The fr:amework involving nondata alternatives and apparently 

disparate': estitna~ion pro~edures' is ~ay~kia:ri in natu,re. That is, we 

systematically combine the sample information with subjectively held ideas 



as .,to par~meter distributions. to obtain estililc!,tes of the s true tu re (Zellner, 
.,· . -· . . . . . .· 

1971) ,. The data and nondata orientated appr.Q~ches are then· essentially the 

same with·the_difference a matter of the: c:ertaintywith which the subjective 

estimates .of the par~eters. are h~ldf 
. . .. ,., .· 

ln{additioi'l to ·1ts appeal f~r--the dattL~ourc:e problem the nayesian· .-
. . . . . 

framework· is sufficiently general to p~o:Vide a ration~le for the iterative 

'.~,res of· .,f;ipta~io~ P1i,oce4ures~hich are freg11t;ntly encountered in the 

.·.· ·;;t~atio::f':t~i·\;:;,_:f~ers for systemi;J · mod;~t.··:· .. Given the selection of a 
p~rticular model or representation of a s!stemon the basis of available 

data or informatioa, Classical· inference pr.ocedures are violated if the 

same data or informat.ion is reused to estimate the parameters and investigate 

their reliability. In most applied situations such inconsistencies are not 

recognized or are justified on ·grounds of simplicity, avoidance of compli:

cations, and the substantial uncertainty associated vith the decision of 

seledt:iri~{ the ,.prope:r maintained hypothesis or ,model specificat;ion-:..the latter. 

is typicallyy a result of the model specification _alternatives mentioned . 

ear11!;i: (Ra9~set an.di Johnson, -1972). In: the. ,cont~xt of these difficulties, 
·~.. ~ '·' . ' -

the Bayesian approa:cih would "Seem to be .a viable· basis for selectitlg among 
. . 

' . . -· ·. H . . 
alternatives model specifications. In fact, (Dhrymes, . il al.~ 19.72). has . 
recently suigested. that t'ne Bayesian. ~pproa,ch tQ tl:ie model. selection problem, · 

. . -- . .. . 

given the availability of info-rmative prior distributions,. of fets a far: 

handier solution than t11e Classical ?pproach. Leamer (1970) has explor~d 

the implications of alternative weighting functions in this context ~nd 

Zellner (1971, pp. 306-317) ha$ provid¢d a gener~l outline•of Bayesian pro-. 

cedures for comparing and choosing among models. 

As a final observation on parameter estimation,. we note that it may be 

useful to vieY the process adap.tively •. 1'1any timef> systems models are con

structt?d, estimated and simulated and while this process is occurring 

• 
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additional data on the structure becomes available. If the curr~nt struc.t:ure 

repr~sentation is 'being 'used for·. policy purposes, then decisions taken on 

the basis of the model are also influencing the data generated. by the system. 

In. this case the model ::;1.s truly adaptive. Although procedures for such models 

currently'inv:<tlve ·mar;hematical difficulties, it seems fairly clear that 

applied systems tn~delling is gravitating in this direction. Results ~hich ·. 

· n1ay be of some us.e in ,more fonnally grasping these ideas are contained in 

,, Prescott .(1967, 1972), Z.eliner (1971) .and Freebairn and Rausser (1972). As ·,. 

· art;·atl:ditio.nal source of complication, it is of ,interest .to note that such 

arguments can be extended to suggest that the appi-opriate loss function 

for estiinatillg the par.aineters is derived from the objective function of the 

systems model (Fisher i 1962) • 
' ' 

Model Verification 

Veri.fication is a t¢rm which has been used in a number of 'Ways in the 

.·.:··, ··:. . . .. .. 

model building and testing literature (Fishman and Kiviat., 1967) . an4 (Van 

Hom, 1971)• tor purpose of the subsequent discussion the term is used in a 

br~ad sense, i,.e., ~rifying a model ,is taken to describe the process of 

establishing it as anadequ?,te characterization of the system it is.designed 

.to represent. 20 ··We are, therefore, focusing attention on the structural 
"\ :?it' . . 

incidel~ them~elve~, and; only secondarily. on such aspects . as specif ie policy 

actions or results which might be implied on the basis of their use in a 

decision conte.tt. ·. 
' ' 

The question·of the appropriateness of a particular model for a system 

can be viewed ·,:.from two standpoints• · Firs:t·, as is:. ¢,ommonly · dpne, the 
' ' 

performance of the structure can be investigated in ·tetms of its ability to 

reproduce or predict thf! variables in the systelll which. are jointly (?r in'""', 
. •. .. . 

. ternally detertniried----,-eletriend of the set Y • When these types of investigations 

•• ; • ..,. •• •-·- '· ~--: '":' •· •• '> ... , ;. • • •• • • "" ' •• :' 
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can be performed on a sampling basis, useful statistical results are av:ail,.. 

able for e1i~iuating particular models or for choosing between possible 

structural models. The second alternative for evaluating these models is 

suggested by the following observations. In building models of large and · 

complex systems we.< are likely. tQ employ · specifications which . are implied 
C : • .• •••• • • •'. • 

by various normative types of propositions. As much of the structural 

specification may follow from these propositions, it is natural to think 

·in terms of attempting to assess their generality and thereby establish 

the validity of the model,; This, of cour$e, takes us afield from the 

popular positivistic approach to verificati.on and into some gray and un

explored terrane (John$on and Zerby, 1972); 

The Classical Situation 

When considered in connection with the.variety of possible structural 

specifications (and methods of arriving at parameter values) for systems, the 

concept of verffication becomes rather vague •. In a Classical statistical 

sense the.problem of verifying estimated relationships is in principle 

comparatively straightforward. · Data . teq.~ired for an assumed structure are··. 

obtained through sampling the population, the parameters are estimated and 

inferences are.made on the basis of the. sampling distributions of the 
.,. ' - .· 

statistics obtained. Under sufficiently strong distributional assumptions 

the process of establishing the verifiability of the model is then a matter 

of <exaininin.g its predictive power as well as agreement of the estimated 

parameters with qualitative restrictions suggested by the underlying theoryi 

Acceptable parameter values and 9'ccurate predictions are also the 

standards by which the verifiability of mo.re general types of systems models 

are evaluated. Ho~ever, the methods by which these properties of the 

structuralmodels are ~xatnined are far from standard. It will be helpful, 

• 
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however, to. keep .the Classical problem in mirid-when.viewi;ng the.circum-

.. Stances ~d~~ ~,~.,~j~tems, models, are constructe~ and the methods employed 

in · verit':y:ln~r them.,' 

. ' . . 

.The .first ancl.most ·o~vi~4~ p()int- of departure from the Classical. sltu~t:to.n .··· . 
. : .' . . ,· _. . : ·' . 

is ·-the possibility of alter.nativ~ structural ·s~ecifi.cations. As the .theoretical 
. . ..... ' ·. . .:.1-

, bas if for system~' a~aly~i$' is,,., far, .fi;oµi complet~, , this' is the ·.usu~ s:i. tuation , 

(lleady, 197,1, H'. G • .Jotins~n, )951 a~d Thorbecke, 1971). The ·issue: here in-:

. volv~s the. compar;atiye vali,:dity of the two or :~r\e titr~cturai ~c;,dels; A 

host, of altei:native eva1ucltion triteria can:be utf.lizdd'iti ass~ssing 
. .' . . ~ _. . : . . ., ' . . .- ·: . ' .- . . :, . ' ~. 

the ·validity 'of al~ernative ',systems, mode,ts •.. i. ,A~,· some , authors~ have suggestecl ', .· ,' 
,• ,, , :~ , . , . ,', 

_). 

(in particular, Dhrym~s,. et ~l~•,•: .1972\), the~e vai:iou~ .c:fi_t~r·ia should be 

ex~!ned in cont·ext c,f :a ,;Sherlock Holme.s interencel' .~pproach. ·· .. That is,· 

a •.. process of data ·an.!lysis shottld, b.e ~ployed ••• 0 :1,n' which Sh~rlock the' 
, . .· ;',' . . ~ . . • . . , . •. . ~I 

· .. ~con~mef rici~~ ~!lVe$ .· together. ail l;>its. ;of ·~;fdence ,_sj;nt:9 a ·:,plausib~e · .story'.' 

(Dh;ytrie's, ~ af~',, 1971). · This evaiuatitin approach niay involve attempts to 
. .' ·,... .. ', . 

. ., . . . . ' . . ' . . . .. 

· de~¥rmine\bot;h f!Xt>lElrii.tt~i"Y, ~~ . ptedi(:tiv, p<>wers .of the• systems lilodels • 

. · ::::pnco;,i~t...iv31lce4 ~ .--"fu• the dpJ4i""cJx,;,XA\'n-PredUUv,i) powef of 

·systems models. ~re ~ually associated ~th comparisons <>f estimated and ·. 
. ··,,':- ,· .. : ·· .. .' . . . . ' . . 

. ·--"1_<::~/./-__ ' '._J .; . 

s~pl~: values of,' internally d~termined variables~ . Specifically, , convent-
' . ·-

ional measures of , ·, goodn~ss . of · fit' complemerited by 'change--of-,-directi~Il' 
. '·.·..... '·. ·. ·· .. :· .·. · . 

. . te~t·s o,r, .trackit1;g eri{¢ria'·~sume particula:r ~poi'.t,anc_e in· this context. •.·A 
, , 

riumbe.r of such· tests .a$ well as othe,r tests that tnight be employed to e:val-- . 
. ··, , ', 

ua~e the e)Cplan~tor}' po~etf of~-systems mqqels art? indic,:ated .in Table i. ·. Th,e 
, ·,·' .· ._: . : . ,. ,. . : . 

suggested :testf!,'.are,• o't .. ¢ourse, tnost meaningful whenparameters(,t the· 

models have been systematically estimated from ~he obs·~rved serf.es witht>ut 
, , ' ' ',,. , 

. c 
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Point 
Cri-
teria 

Track'" 
ing 
Cri-
teria 

· Error 
.Cri-

Spec-'
tral 
Cri-' 
teria 

Evaluation Crlteria forlnvesti)\a:Zing the Explanatory and 
Predictive P.ov.er of Systems Mode;s 

Explana~ory 

l) Coefficient of multipl!t dete:rmia.itfo#-l - 'R2 

2) Durbin - :Watson statistiJ.I 

3) Graphical analysis of residuals 

4) t statistic.!!./ 

5) Chi-square or F statiscics!:!l 

6) Aitchison - ipvey, [1958] test of!. priori 
res t;i;ictions- · 

7} R.!l!Sey (19691 specHicati~ error testN 

a) omitted variable test 
b) functional fonn test 
c} .simultaneous equation· test 
d) hetero~cedasticity test .· 
e) Chi-square 'goodnes,.--of,-fit' test 

for non11allty 

8) 
... · . . . c/ . .• 

Salllple mean squar"d .error- (changes and levels) 

9) Multiple comparisons of explained and sample 
data 

10} Factor analysis of explained· and sai:tple data 
series 

11) Information inaccuracy·statistics for sample 
data 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

Number of sample turning points m:l.ssed 

Number of turning points falsely ~plained 

Number of sample under - or over estimations 

Rank correlation of l:,y t and 1!.y/1 

Teirc of randomness for directional explana
tions 

Test of rando!DDess for explained curning 
points 

Infomation theory scatisti.:s for san,?le 
dat...S-1 

l) Bias and variance of .exp~f.ned error 

2) Errors in start-.11p position versus errors 
in explained changes {!yt} 

3) C0111parison vith varioua··"Haive'' explanations 

4) Comparison vith indicator qualitative errors 

l) Comparison of prn,_er spect.ra for estilllated 
and sample data. series 

, , 
2) Spectral s.er.ial corre.lation test of structur

al· or. reduc:ed form sample disturbances 

3) Cross spectral st·atistics of relationships 
between estin.ated and actual sample values 

Predictiv.,..... 

1) Kean forecast error=-1 (changes and levels) 

2) Kean absolute .forecast error=-1 (changes and levels) 

:)} Kean squared forecast errorE-1 (changes and levels) 

4) 

S) 

6) 

7) 

. . . . . c/ 
Any of ~he above relative to-

4) the level or variability of the predict.ed 
yariable 

b) 411ieaaure of "acceptable'; forecast. errqr. 
for alternative forecasting· needs and 
horizons. 

t 11tatistiJ/ 

Chi-square or F statistics.!!./ 

e/ 
Theil.' s inequality coefficient~ 

8) Multiple comparisons of predicted and non-sample data series 

9) Factor analysis. of predicted and n()ll-saiople data series . 

0 ·lJ) tnfoma"i:ion ·inac,:uracy i.tatistics for non-sample data 

:l) N1.1111ber of non-sample turning points missed 

2) KU1J1ber of turning points falsely predicted 

3) Number. of non~sample under - or over prediction 

4) Rank correlation of Ay11 and l!.y_/f 

5) Tes.t of randomness. for di1:ectional. predictions 

6)• Te,st of randomness for predicted turni11g points 

7) Infoniation theory statistics for non-sample datall/ 

1) Bias iia variance of forecast error 

2) Ettors 111. start-cup position versus ~iron in predicted 
changesJ~S\,>···.· 

3) C0'!'parison trl,th. various "Naive" fo·recasts 

1) Comparison of power for predicted and non-sample data 
•. aeries 

2) Spectral ser:1,al correlation test of st.ructural er reduced 
fora 1:ton-sample disturbances 

3} Cross spec.tral statist.ics of relationships bet=en predicted 
and actual non-sample values 

!_/ This measure, as is the ease. vith a number cf 1:he other me.asures presented, is str~ctly applicable only to single,..equation 
models. Some multiple.equation counterparts o! this measur.e are discussed in Dhrymes, .·!.!=_.&•, [19n, p. 38] • 

.!1,/ These criteria represent only appro:ximate small sample tests if the assumptions of the classical linear model (Rsm,.ey [19691) 
are not satisified. 

£1 Classical hypothes!s testing. proc.e_dures cannot be employed for these. statistics ai11ce their small-sample properties are 
generally unkno • .,,. 

!/ This. column is adapted from Dhtynieca, .et a 1. , [ 1972 J. 

!/ For a critics! appraisal of this predictive criteria, nee Jorg.e.nsori, .!E_ al., {1970). 

f/ yt denotes values of endogenous cir .state var!abte,. -~btained fro., the model, y t ia the corr.eeponding observation, t•l, • •• , 'I. 

for the preuiction or non-srunple observation l'er1od, n~T + 1, • • • , T + 111, a sfmilr.~ deAignaeion 1.a util.i:ted. 

z./ These statistics ar.e descriptive measure.,, of ob,.erv"d (explaln"d an.J uru,x;,lslne<l), !llodel (correct and incorrect), and joint 
(corresponding .and noncorresponding)' infoi:c:,;ition. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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cr>unters in time series data. 21 When standard estimation procedures are 

applied, some of these criteria employ approaches which yield Classical tests 

while Others are--at this stage of our knowledge----descriptive and geared to 

particular model applications.22 

In compa;-ing alternative model representati.ons on the basis of their *·~ explanatory power, the idea is essentially that the model which explains 

· the sainple data best is the most valid of those considered. Comparisons 

of this type are obviously difficult since some model representations 

may perform well on the basis of one or more criteria_but poorly on the 

basis of other criteria. Thus a weighting scheme of some sort is required 

if<two or more criteria are utilized .. In general, the degree·of model 

validity increases with the nuniber of positive results registered when the 

selected criteria are applied. 

These explanatory model comparisons are frequently based either on 

analysis of variance and results of test statistics widely used in statistical 

inference or on direct comparisons of the estimated· values for the jointly 

det~rmined variables with the sample data. In th_e former case, comparisons 

cahbemadeby testing d±fferen,cesin explanatory powers of reduced form~ 

(Dhrymess et al., 1972). In the latter case, a number of alternatives are 

available for evaluating the 'goodness of fit' of the simulated series and 

the sample data. These tests_i:-ange from Classical chi~square analysis to 

more sophisticated comparisons iJ;tvolving the use of spectral analysis 

(Fishman and Kiviat, 1967, Howrey, 1971, and Rausser_and Johnson, 1972). 

Although comparisons simulated with ac.tual series seems to be a natural 

alternative for evaluating the comparative validity of econometric models, · /-+----
~~ 

they have as will be indicated, some decided limitations. 

Ptesuming the availability of not1-sample data., alternative models can 

be compared on the basis of their ability to forecast or predict values of 

--...J 
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the eTlJi<>g~nou~ o:r:: j,nte.rnally: det,.ermined variables. An evaluation of· tll,e · 

predictive power of alternative.systems models represents a.more formidable 

examination than the e:valu:ation of the·explanatory.power of such models. 

Typically, a wide·,variety of alternative models ·or theories present approxi-:-. 

'mately equivalent d~grees,of validity on the basi~ of e,tplanatory or. 'goodness>· 
. . 

of fit' criteria. As a consequence, more stringent predictive performance · 

crite'ria are usually sought. A number of these criteria are also recor4ed in 

. ·Table 1. Each involves an attempt to access. the homogenity of predictions 

for alternative J,110del;s with UOll-Sample data. 

Model comparisons in context of. predictive criteria appear to. be1nade 

best on an ~ }?Ost .#~ther than an ex ante b~"is.. This follows :since wi;th• 

ex<post predictii>ns o:bserved values of the exoge,;ious~r conditioning 

variables can be utilized.. All errors then result. from the structural: 

specification and pa+ameter estimates in the modei and no impurities are 

created by the etrors in estimating or forecasting the values of the . 

exogenous variables. There are few special situations (involving linear 

systems mode1s ,and well· behaved error terms) ·.Ul which forecasting perf~rm~~c~ . · .. 

procedures yield Classical i;tatistical tests,,. (Jorgenson, ~ &·, 1970 and 

Dhrymes, !l:al., 1972). In the more genetal situations, however, no 

statistical tests appear to be known at this time. This simply r:.eflE[!cts 

the fact ,that statisticians have not yet suc:ceeded in isolating a proper 

way of evaluating a sequence of dynamically generated forecasts for a s~t 

of Jointly determined variables (Rausser and Johnson, 1972)". 

One point of departure from the Classicai situation which frequently 

occurs in dealing with systems models concerns data availability. ·Curr.ent 

experience indicates that it is unlikely that available data can support 

·ambitious systems 'models (Duley, et al., 1971, Fletcher, et g., 1970, 

I 

I 

I 
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Halter, et al., 1970, G. L. Johnson, ~ al., 1971, and Thorbecke, · 1971). 

The only alternative in such situations is ,to .JPP,P~ly 1missing or non

estimable parameter values from prior~k~~whether based on experience 

with similar relationships from,corresponding situations or on educated 

gue~t>e~ of fndlviduals>fa.mili?,"t with such systems. These types of prior 

information can be incorporated using_Classical statistical methods (Judge 

and Yancey, 1971) or as suggested earlier, in the context of a Bayesian 

·formulation of the problem (Zellner, 1971). However, such information is 

obtained,. it is likely that the estimated portion. of the model will be 

examined together with the pre---specified parameter values before a final 

ver.don of. the model is obtained. In short, the estiiµation pr.ocedure for 

the·structural·model is under these circumstances probably best: described 

as a sequential or adaptive type of process. 

The adaptive or sequential estimation procedures required in the · case 

o.f insufficient data leave. little to salvage in terms of straightforward 

applications of the Classical verification methods (Van Horn, 1971). Pre.-

dictive tests based on sample data have less meaning due to the sequential 

or adaptive estimation procedures. Tests on estimates of individual par-

ameters.are·also of very limited value for the same reasons. Finally, it 

is highly unlikely that data will be reserved for testing the model against 

non-,sample observations. When these problems due to data limitations are 

considered together with the previously mentioned problem of alternative 

structural representations, it is clear that the conventional approaches to 

verification are largely uninformative. in the case of complex systems models. 

It is the inconclusiveness of standard models iri such situations that has 

led researchers using large scale and perhaps nonlinear systems models to 

examine internal consistency as a means of verification. 
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Internal Consistency 

The motivation for examining internal·consistency as a basis for 
· r 23 

verification can be illustrated rather nicely with the following situation. 

A model describing a system has 

teste~wher¢ possible. using the 

been>esti~d~~: term loosely) and 

Classicall\statistical procedures referred.to 

above. If the results of this first type of verification procedure are not 

particularly convincing, as is often the case, furt,her information as to t;h.e 

validity of the structural model may be sought. One source of such infor-

' 
mation is an investigation of .the dynamic implicatio~s of the systemrepre--

24 sentation. If these dynamic implications are consistent with the estab--

ishedtheory or with pre-stippositions ·as to the functioning of the system, 

then such an investigation is said to yield results which support the validity 

of the model. On the other hand, · if the dynamic implications are inconsi$tent 

with the theory and institutional knowledge of the .system, the validity of. 

the.model is.contradicted. 1£ the dynamic implications of the model coµ:-:-

tribut.~ to the e~idence of validity, then we say the structural model is 

internally consistent. 

There are well established methods for inv_estigatfng the dynamic 

implicatio;is of .both linear and nonlinear structural models (Fishman and · 

· Kiviat, 1967, Howrey and Klein, 1972, Howrey, 1971, lfowrey and Kelegian, 

1969, and Ra~sser. and Joh?son, 1972). In brief, these methods are based 
"'e· , ·,-. ·. 

upon .the fact that lagged relationships entering the systems models can 

be viewed as difference or differential equations. Aside from straight

forward imps.ct multiplier analyses whi~:h can be based directly on the 

· reduced forms, othertypE?s of multipliers (e.g., interim, cumulated, and 

equilibrium) ba$ed on final forms or solutions of diff~renc.e equations 

can be· obtained a~d ;~a~inat:ions of stah:Uity and c.onvergence can be con

ducted.· For purposes of the general discussion, it suffices to observe that· 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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app-~i.c:,¥1J:ions of me~hods for examining internal consistency t,y,pically ,pro.ceed -

in the context of the estimated reduced £~rm for the system structure. Hence, 

the procedure is to insert the partially test7d estimate:s of the_ structural 

parameters, obtain the reduced form. and det'ermine it$ dynamic properties. -

Both analytical and simul~tioi,, methods can. '.be applied ~or· examining 

the properties of systems of the typE! usually· encotmtered (Fishman and 

Kiviat, 1967, Hoi-rrey· and Kel.egian, i969, Naylor, 1970, and Rausser and 

Johnson, 1972). Although there -is currently some disagreement as to the 

circumstances under which one general method is preferred to an9ther, the 

following guidelines seem to be reasonable (Howrey andKelegian, 1969 and 
. . : .. . . 

Naylor, 1970}. For nonstochast:fo ·Jnd compa:ra-tively simple linear:.and non.., 

linear models analytical -methods off er -- advantages ''to the simulation approach 

(Howrey and Kelegi.an, 1969 and Rausser and Johnson, 1972). However, as . -

the models vecome large and sampling or prior distribution-s of t,he parameter 
• . • . • . . . • l 

-- estitii'ates as well as the stochastic disturbances entering the system are 

recognized, simulation methods seem to be a more tractable means of obtain• 

ing informat-ion -about the dy,namic behavior _of the system. While the simu

lation m,ethods have the possibl~ advantage of .being applied _,.i:9 the structural 

form of the model, the generc1l,implications of the simulated series are in 

many.cases unclear. Hence, it seems reasonable to-suggest that simuiation 

as a means of obtaining dynamic properties of sectoral models is coming to 
·~. . ··: :·. .. . . . 

be tegc1rded as the a?i>ifc:able alternative only when _analytical. or analytical __ -

simulation methods -(Rausser and Johnson, 1972) are infeasible. -The appropri

ate method is, ther1afore, mainly a question.of individual judgment regarding 

the feasibility of using analytical methods. 

'Normative Considerations 

As previously indicated, models of ~co1:1o~ic _systems are typically 

behavioral .in nature. The behavior-al expressions incorporated in the 
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stnictur.es of such l!lodels may be refined in terms of previous empirical ··and 

theore~Jcal investigi;ltions:--as is the c~se with consumption functions used in ·· 

macroeconomic systems models--or more descriptive--as might.be found in 
. . . ~ . 

•rules. of· th\Jlllb .emplc;,yed .in firm· or process models. ·In addition to the 

·· facp •:th~;: ~d.els of economic syste1US are behavioral~ it is important to 

·,recognize. that they are typically complex, involving perhaps many types 

.. of such relations. . . . </_~-
. . . . . . . 

Now.the behavioralist view is that such relationships·are descriptive 

· and, therefore, .·do not requite ·1nq~iries a:s to their-not:mative underpinnings. 

The _positive view wouid -· assert that it really n,akes no difference as to 

whether .;f?r not the behavioral. spe¥ificat:iqh,s -- eont~tn implicit· normative 

~ssumptions. ·_ If the•. oodel . containing these behavioral conditions has -

predictive power,. then we employ it or, more properly, we only reject models.· 

_ f~r lack of_predictive power. Neither of these approaches, however, repre~ 

sents a-ye;rycolllfortab,l.e position for·applied models of :economic·systems 
I , 

(Johnson and Zerby, 1972) .. · It is well known, for iti~tance, that specifi

. _cations of •:i.ndividual<supply an,4 demand/functions _involve normativ~ con-

. sideratlons. Moreover, as we ,Qepart from the purely cotnp~-titive system,-
. I . . 

models ·tends to,inclu~e implicit judgm~nts as to the advisability of con-
·.: ·"- - ~. . . ,. ~·-:_·_,:;\./ •: , .. :,: ·. 

, ''centtation in indii~tiies:', f~nd reforms> income redistributions, etc. It is 

ple'.8,sant to think in terms of generating such statements or relations from 

primitive·-.. ~ widE!lY acceptable -no~tive.assum.ptions/ Economic theory ,has. 
, , 

not, however; progressed to the point of providing enough structure so tha.t 

models of complex economic systems can ,be set ·forth: and applied on the basis -· 

of such primitive a,sumptions. We are left, therefore, with models in.: 

eluding behavioral relationships which<_involve_ non-primitive and. pos$ibly 

con(li~ti11g #ormatiye,, assumptions. 
. . .... . .·_._.,._ -. .. . . __ , ... · 

I 

I 

I 
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~ T.hese sorts of·-_ difficulties were, of course, recognized at an early 
. . . ·•'. . . : 

point in the developmentof appfiedwork based on modelling results (Heady, 

1952 and Black 1953). A partial solution-is possible if the concept of 

cotiditiorial rtormativism is used (Johnson and Zerby, 1972). That is, 

by making certain normat:i;ye suppositions in constructing ~he m~dels and.: 

. then· pt'.esenting the results or prescriptions developed fro~ utilizing __ -
; : -. 
·: .. .· .· 

- the models on the con.di tion that t:he potential users sub~cribe to the 

underlying normative assumptions. Linear programming analysis as used 

in appl!ed studies· of: firms is a frequent reference to ~xamples of this -

approach. The same approach is obviously applicable f:() morecomplex_ 

mo4elS"."''.'°COl!iplex in terms of their,<normative assump~ions. Howevet• much . .·, . 

of· the advantage is lost because of the likely reduction in the applica

bility of the results •. It is in connection with the difficulties associ

ated·with the problem of select:i,ng the nappropriatell nonnative_criteria 

t~at the issue of notmative verification is raised. That is,- if we.wish 

to coastruct models which are representative of a specific• economic system 

then: it is important to at least attempt to ascertain the appropriate 

_ norma.ti ve asswnp tions oti. -- which to -<base -- the models $ ~
5 .--

V. APPLICATIONS IN AGRICULTURAL ECONO'MlCS 
. . 

Some ;tmportant, a~plic~tions of -Systems and simulation lile.thods in 

Agricultural Economics are catalogµed and discussed in this section. 

As-systems analysis methods are cqlllparatively new in AgricultUral Economics, 

the applications mentioned are all from the previous two decades. With the 

exception -of gaming (wh:i.ch due to its intensive use as a pedagogical tool

is treated specifically), the applications are arr~yed and discussed by -

subject area. The subject areas identified_for ~ttention involve systems 

models for firms and proce$ses; markets, aggregate probl~ms; economic 
. .. .· . . . _,. . . : . . , .. · .. ' .. ' :··; - . 



development processes, and natural resource problems. 'the arrangement of 

the survey along·these admittedly rather arbitrary subj~ct area lines is 

designed to serve as a basis for comments as to the comparative develop-

ment of systems methods in the various fields and to provide reasonably 

homi:,genous conditions for eyaluating the modelling attempts in the designated 

areas. The latter comments will be rather closely identified with the 

general observations on systems and systems analysis which have been made 

previously. As c:1 complete or thorough survey of this work in each of the 

designated areas is beyond the scope of our current assignment, we confine 

our comments·largely to. the strengths and weaknesses of the studies reported. 

In particular, the results facilitated by the use of systems and simulation 

concepts will be examined.., The overview with respect to contributions of 

Agricultural Economists in the development and extension of these methods is 

reserved for section.VI • 

. GAMES ·.· AND GAMING 

Games and gaming as they relate to concepts of syste:ms and simulation 

owe their beginnings to the development of similar types of construe.ts fot 

the purpose of investigating the. .. potential of various str~tegies in war. 

This historical perspective for the more modern developn:-.ents with gaming 

as applied in Agricultural Economics has been nicely documented by Longsworth 

(1970). These exercises in war..:gaming apparently attracted the attention of 

business oriented people in about 1956 when the American Management Association 

sponsored a group to develop a management game based on concepts and methods 

from the U.S. Air Force inventory management game called Monopologs (Longsworth, 

1970 and Bellman, et al., 1957). The efforts of· these individuals and the 

American Managem~nt Association sponsored substantial in t:erest in the use of 

management games as teaching or learning devices during ~he late 1950's and 

· early 1960' s (Grt?enlaw, et al., 1962}. These management games exercises have 

• 
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been described as falling into three rather broadly defined. categories ... -"(a) 

·the total-enterprise games.which include the early top management games as 

well as their much more complex descendants; (b) the specialized or industry 
. . 

games which relate to a specific industry; and (c) the functional games". 

Longsworth (1970, p. 4). 

Eflrly interests of Agricultuz;al Economists in connection with these 

developments in games is typically identified with the names of Babb, 

Eisgruber and Hutton, (Babb, 196'4, Etsgruber, 1964 arid Hutton 1966) . As 

these initial efforts were strongly influenced by the 'business management, 

games, it is not surprising that they were concerned with farm management. 

An equa.;tly early applicati9n, but with. a. slightly different orientation,· 
. . 

involve.s production CQntrol in a cheese plant (Glickstein, 1961). Although 

subsequent efforts have presented some.what more complex problems as well as 

diverse enterprises (see tabular survey Table II) it is apparent fromthe 

listing of games and their characteristics that the larger, impact of gaming 

models has been in farm management. A very extensive survey of these efforts 

is ~ontained in Longsworth (1969). 

Systems, Games and Simulation 

Although somewhat different in orientation than the other topics examined· 

in this survey, it-will be (:le_ar that models concerned with games and gaming 

fit within the conceptual framework provided in the first part of the paper • 

. To begin, we note that games as viewE?d from 'the standpoint of participants 

are decision problems. That is, the participants are typically provided with 

some..:..-perhaps not qomplete-"-infonnation about: the game and asked to play the 

game by making decisions according to some artificially specified criterion 

o.r whatever implicit criteria they might select. In terms of our previous 
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Babb anJ Each t·esm lr'-1.rt-a,ges 
Eisgruber, " fan -supr;!::, 
[1966] store thst has 

been deariD"-
rating ·f:tnan-
cially 

.. • 

llabb and As many-as four 
Eisgrilber, dairies coinpete 
[19661 in a local' 

market 

Babb and· Operatitjg a farm. 
Eisg'ruber, in. pure-_ competi-
(1966] Uon 

!!J/'' .nd Firms ·selling 
Ei:::. 0 -·ube.r, four 1:,ypes of 
[1966} products in an 

urban _mar~·et 

Rellman, Firms COll!peting 
[1957} for a knO"tl 

eonsmner 
m.a:rket 

.. ·. 

Bente and- Teams opera-ee 
Williams, four egg handling 
[196~] plants in 

Illin.ois 

Curtis,_ Single farm 
[1%8] ma.-:ia.geme.nt 

E1sgruber, Operating a 
(1965} single fa·rm 
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A Tabul.u Survn of Gsmlni Houola 
in Ai;ricultural Economics 

1·t1me 
I ui,it~1 

Hulti-
i 

Co0pc57 I 

Oble:ctlv,:, StA,;::t! itiv,-

TQ learn about 0 X 

ms.n.ageme:nt- in 
a competitive 
environment 

-· 

To st-res·s _impoi;- M X 
tance o( fina<1-
cial 1>lanning 
and to under-
stand t.he nature 
of coo:petitio11 
and strategy 
fop,,ulatiou 

. 
To ·st_ress farm y X X 

m.ana_gemen.t -and 
illustrat:e 
choice Of, com-
bination of 
produets 

To learn about: 0 X X 

marketing 
mans.gem.ent 

To provide a 0 X X 

means of exec.-
utive tralning 
using sµ,u-
lation t.echniqu.es 
in a multi-person 
business ·game 1 

stress .on long-
run policy elect-
sions 

To stress relat:ion- M X 

Ship between a fi:rm 
and its environment 

To evaluate the y . X 

eff_ectiV~ne~s of .. 
business- -simu-
lation model for 
teach.log farm 
business analysis 
and rec.ord keep-
11\g .. f.or high 
school and ad.ult 
:Students t the 
Di~ulation .tech-
nique is cct.npared 
wl.thmore tradi-
tion;,l Vlethods 

. ·~ 
To exa~_irie the y X X 

effects of 
li"1ited capit.'.11, 
un.c.e-rtainty, 
price cydes, 
&pec1al!ZAtion 
v.'s.~ d·fvera1 f ica-
t-ion.,: et.<:.. &t 

distrctiori of 
.'l!anageim.e.nt r 

I 

Open- ,f I Decision Compcut- Sfo-
clc,sc<F v.>ri~t-les erlzed chastlc 

0 Prices, inventory, X X 

cr.,dit, hiring, 
firing, storag·ie 
capacity,. true:i:. 
expenditure~, 
investment.s 

0 Prices, advertising, X 

hiring, firing, 
commisaion rates 

0 Production levels,. X X 

111echod of product.ion, 
land purchase .• sale 
a.nd/or purchase of 
breeding stock 

I 

0 Margins, sp·ecials" X 

adverl:ising, orders. 
stamps, pet'sonnel,-
loans 

0 Pr.ice, production X 

rate, marketing 
budget, R&D budget, 
investment 

. 

C Input purchases, cap- X X 

ital investmen.ts 1 

prices paid 

c Basic inputs-, X 

debt servicing, 
borro,dng 

• 
C Crop levels, X X 

f2rtilizer 
(amounts, 
and -types), 
livestock, 
land, breeding 
stock purchaae.d 
or aold 
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·ie(ei"o1rnc.et Sltu•tlc,n 

rarri••· Operat1on of a. 
,ot .. 1., San Joaquin i IT96b] Valley (Ca.) 

fan, 

Fr.a Her,. Live!itoc\ 
et.al., auction 
ITHoJ market 

Prahln .. and 'English (¼c:eod-
Sch:ra4·e·r • iog \,id) and Dutch 
[1970) (decending) auctiou 

marke-t.,s· co::;i~•t"ed 

' 
vith respec:t to 
(i) prt.:e vari-
at.ion (11) speed 
of c.onvergence 
(iii) a~,e;:age prices 
and (iv) observed 
equilibrilllll prtc·es 

i 

Fuller Con....,,ect·1c:ut 
[no date) ·valley cash 

crop and 
dairy fari:1 

Fuller Ne-.,· England 
[no date] bro1.r!l.egg 

poultp;: farm 

Greeo.la.,,, Fin:, selling 
et. a!., single (un-
TT962J named) pro-

duct in.tt10 
regional 
markeis; 
demand tluct-
uations 
present 

G.reenlav-, 
: Physical i 

!E.~·, ! ,product ion 
(1962] I and distri-

butii>n of 

I gOtids; p.ro-

I dUcer-vhole 

l sater-rie-

I 
tailer link• 
&re e::phasi?ed 

F.utton and i User •r•cif!u 
Hinr.i.orn, I situation •.arid 
(1968] I paramet·ere 

I thet ~<:rt.sin 
to hts con-

I ce.rne. 

Longsvorth~ Au~.tral Ian dry-
l 1970.J land ~r-oa!n_g 

and c_ropp1ng 
.fa-na 

·. 

TA!IU 11 (Con't.) 

A Tat-.uL1r· Survtt..- of C,udnR M-1.,Jel1 
in A.griii71Jltu-ra.l Ei:on\..,mica 

rri ..... , !'\ult l- Cos~i7 
Ol>lect!ve unit- itive--st.1t:.• 

To st.res a farlll y lt ll 
011erattni 
dee ls ions 

To detenoine the 0 lt lt 

inhere"t !neHi-
cil!nciu of a 
given she and 
scale of auction 
lll&Tke°ts and 
evalll:Ate systems 
siaulati.ons as a 
TeSearch and/or 
aa.nag· er-.en t t.ool 

. 
.• 

To -test hypotheses 0 X lt 

urider giveo situ-
atioo 

' 

--
To relate managerial y % X 

pri!lciples to deci-
sion-maldng 

To s-t·ress impat.:t of y lt X 
trade~off strategies 
between income and 
secur;lty 

To provide a dyoamic 0 X lt 

experience in mar-
keting decision-
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discussion (section.III) the.individual or participant is implicitly re

quired to formulate a system model of the decision type. 

The game itself is likewise a model of a System. As may be observed 

from·. the table conta.ining the tabular survey, the games are typically 

models, of agricultural producing or farming unit.s. In terms of the 

classificatory system we have developed, these games or systems models 

are of the descriptive - behavioral or decision type. The sit:uation is 

then <>ne in :which a.model .of a system is constructed and the participant 

is required to form some representation of the model (for the system) as 

a basis for develop.Ing a strategy for playing. If games are utilized 

as a pedagogical device, thett it is taken as an article of faith that 

the proc:ess of playing the game will result in increased profici~ncy. 

This increase in proficiencymay, of course, come about as a consequence 

of an increase in the participants modelling skills and analytical ability 

or through the accumulation of factual information about the structure of 

the system (Cohen and Rehnman, 1961). If games are utilized as a research 

tool, then records of the individual(s) play ar;e utilize/d as· a basis for 

determining behavioral. characteristics of the participants or the game it-
. . . . 

self if the players interact, wi.th the game. In the first case the research 

objective involv·es an investigat.ion of the means by which various types of 

economic a.gents make decisions. The:second case involves the types of studies 

typically identified with the subject of experimental economics (Smith, 1964, 

Whan and Richardson, 1969, Frahm and Schrader, 1970, Frazier, & al., 1970). 

Given this view of the gaming models, it should be apparent that the 

systems framework we have developed. an.4 the questions raised in regard to 

the formulation of systems models encompasses the type of models employed 

in gaming. With respect to the systems framework it is clear from survey 
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Table I that most of the games·reported are dynamic and stochastic. While 

the major' portic;m of the games involve a process in which the participant 

is playing against the system, as contained,dn the ab,stract game lllOdel, 

th~re. ar.e games in which "'the individual. participants are themselves. a 

part of the structure and their performance in the game· is dependent. upon · 

others actions •. This latter type of game is, of course, more easily identified 

with.,<the war g.:unes lllentiop;ed i.Il. .the brief historical remarks,. Both of these 

types of games as they have been applied in'Agricultural Economics can be 
. . . 

thought of as open simulations (Orcutt, et!.!_., 1961). That is, the actions 

of the player_;,yis-a'.""visthe game are not entirely prescribed by the conditions 

of the opera-don. If the g~me is closed, then the process· by which the player 

arrives·at his actions--his "optimal" strategy---fs in principle, determined 

by th~rules of the game. $imu1ations or play under ·these latter conditions 

should, when the game is complex, provide for an experimental procedure which 

will ·let ,the pl~yer ·determine an approximately optimal strategy. The simpler. 

of these ty.pes of. games prcrvide the link between games and gaming in a systems 

and simulation context an4 the more formal literature ori<the theory of games 

{Von Neumann 'and Morgenstern; 1950-~ 'Shubik • 1960 ~d Wagner, 19 58) •• 

Problems of systems model formulation as they relate to gatnes appear as. 

yet to liave Teceive.d little' formal attention. Although it is clear from 

many of t~e operative games that considerable efforts have been made to 

cons~ruct realistic games, i.e.,.make the systetn-model a valid model of the 

system being modelled, little formal information is available which might 

be utilized to determfne this realfsm 011 a more scientific basis. Efforts 

in.this di:rection would, as our preliminary discussion suggested, involve 

more systematic procedures for structure specification and parameter estimation. 

I 

• 

• 

• 
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Furthemor,e, regarding_ the, simulation of the gaming models or play, it- ls 
. . 

. ~;~a:r-ent . from th~ ~rev:t~~s discussion that games and gaming . exercises · 

•. could: bec~m~ more ~seful as. a learning tool,. ·ff. more attention Were given 

to -~he,_process by whid1 :P~•~tic:f.pant$• arrive at stra-,;~gi¢S. To this point, 

the.,/yari;ous games appear to do>littie more 'than force participants to formu .. 
. \ . . . . . '. . . . .·.. . ... , . _.. ,. . 

(' , . 

. late their objectives for play •.•. The ~x~rcises as. they relate to developing .... 

.. problem ~bl,v:f.rig abiilties. wotild be enhanc¢d if more careful. consideration 

· were '.g:f;ven -t<> the ·process by -which th~ · simul~tions are designed to resl;ilt in · 

·.·· · .··... • '26 
optimal strategies. •~· 

As a final comment, it seems .appropriate to mention that_ Agric1,1l0tural 

Ec~n<>.mists ·appear t;Q . have devoted 1:ittle attertti~n. to pi-oblems of det~rmining, 

the educatio~ v~lue of games;· .. With the eltceptiori of t\l~(wQrk by Curtis 
: . :~,; ', .. . . . . . ' .. ': 

· (1968), Babb- (1964}, Babb and Eisg~uber· (1966), 21nd McKenny (1962), (all of 

which· in some respects a:re rather surprisin,g in t~rms of findings as to the . ·.· . - , .. · . . - . 

.. · 21 . · . · .. ·_·· · .. ' · ·• . - · ·._· .. 
educational.:value of games, little formal work is available on this subject. 

It.•-woul~ ,~~e.'!1 that 1{- gam~s are to be used as teaching devices then somewhat 

Diore ~reful evaluations of.the effectiveness c,f the various available games in 

• different te·aehing: and ~tensio~ co11texts 'i,f;ould be useful in -#~e desi.gn ot new . 

. games i~tid in promoting mop~ i~foitmed use of :thosi which currently exist • 

. · FIRM ANff PROCESS~ MODEI.S ... 

Systems models . ~f firms and processes . have,· a.s, lv't>uld _be_ anticipated,· a . · 
-~. . . 

very strong decis~<>ll O:rientat;Jon. ·. T_hat is-, they are ty-pically coricetned with . 

the problem c,f prov-iding information ·which .can be\itil:lz;ed by actual dec~_d.on 

units for improved' ,resource/all.ocati,01;1. Mor~ $pec:lf:fcaiiy, • the maJ6tity of 

. the systems :models are· _(:oncerned withfi:rm def!isipn prp!,lems and. are designed 

to pr_oduce: :res_µlts which can be helpful. in de~llng, W;ith i;ncertai11,ty►: growth 

• : ·' -~· --:."•, ..... ,t• ~--- :~•,"· ....... : ·--· ._· •,• ~- · .. -- ,, ·'<" ~---~ 
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and --~j~tment_, o·r .adaptation :pl'!.oblems. _ Each _ of these problem areas raises 

- sub~tantial conceptual. and conip~tat-ional. ~if fi:culties in the context of the _ -

mor~ traditional ne~classical ~~d acti\tity analy~is models -of the -firm. .The · 

. '·fle:dbilityd>f the sy~tems approach has.--:thtiref~te, given rise to a rather -~·-
large _nwnber of ¢ontp,,~jJtively ambitious modelling -~fforts in: this area. 

-- ----~-. . . . 

. ~~-

·. - u~ 

-~-- .. ~"' -._ _ _ . As tab~lar surYey Tabl~ t;n. shows, •these models are- mo~tly stochastic t 

•. : ~yritimt~---ati<i'\nvol~~ sqlil~ ~6n1:im?;at~d~sfiit,consequet1;;;, direct. soluti~n .. 

methods--even for the more simple of the objectivtt or criterion functions 
. ·, . . . . . ·. 

employed-.:...are>.usually lnfeas!J:>le~ The models. are, therefore; simulated .on · · 

_j_ ~---

'~111 
.. the .basis of particular . types of policies i~ OJ;der to determine their .. sen-

sitivity' to_ variotts ~,truct-ural changes·, ~lt¢I'natiV".i·settings' of the contJ;"ol ---

variabl~E> and .the like •. Results of the simulations ·-or experiments are then 

evaluated in _tenns of the objective function or simply presented as outcomes_ -

to_be.an~icipated-from the examined courses of .action~ 

•• ·. :'. Alth~ugli" no~; riiutu~Uy . exclusive' the studies listed in survey Table III 

can be classifiedaccording to· whether they are process, man~gement. and f~rm 

plmµiitig or growth models. The proce~ts mode;s .¥1v().l'lfe specific:. types of 

prod1.1cing and marketing activities or plantS,\Oyt!r which <_a, firm has control/ 
. . 

These studies are typified by results along the lines of .those obtal.ned by 

Brooks (1962), Cloud, et a1·~, (1968), Dorster (1970); ·Glickstein (1962), · 

Smith and Parks (1967), So~ent1~n ~nd Gilh'eany (1~70) and Wright and Dent. 

(1969). Of these mod~ls, ~~~ -~o~k •by. Glickstein, _tt al., is noteworthy since 

it preceded many of those which followed. -- It provides a general acquaintance 

with the s1stem~ approach in pi:'oce;Ssing · type!; of -problems arid,- seems . to have 
. .·. ~ . . . . . 

had some .• influence on a numbei:_of the subsequent studies. The recent models 

are generally 'Ip.ore elaborate in tettris of complexity cnid :sources of uncertainty. · 

As. with. most process models ~CthEi~_,~'tucU.es haVE! >cptilpara~ively (when !;pecified) 

• 

• 
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TABLS'lli (Co~'t.). 

Tabular Sune,y ·o(11fll. an,f ,P:rot•.o. Si.lDlllaUon 
Mo<litla in Agric'."ltural t:conoralc.11 . 

Al> JenotH hi.stodc·d· el'!a1thUoila: vtt~' 11i_uil .1,,vels
0 ~l uog,mous f~ctora. 

BO d.,llotu a~· ax&il.tllation··~f ~1ter,u1t1ve lnoh• of n:,genous h~tor,( vtth. no db tine~ ord~r or pattern. 

CD d•notes the, uu of v.uioo, 11ulti-stqe. techntq11ea te> al.iainate tderl.or alt.er.ru,tivH· hoe further acruUn:, ·tn the optiahation search. 

DD de11otes ;JR riulutloil,of a'ii .p,reae11ted altecnativu {flill factorial c!esignh 

~ deoote.. a.ll uaminat~~~ of •~·l•cted alterliati.ves, vith. ai:>lae 11ftt of~tte:r.l1 ("°rthl:c,r fractional factorial dntg1111). 

1D deno;e.11,,an E1<&ml1ta;t.ton of aelected alt~reativ~• vith;~i;,tae 11or'i: -·6tpattern · (h:acti,;,~l'filctorial designs) ,cosbil1ed vtth for-al ■eartl) proc11d11rel1. 

ct> denotes a central coup,;,sit• (rotatable) design. 

DL denote.s DYllA.'iO. 

CL.-d•notes .. genera! purpHe. ••Y•St.,,..s -si•ulat-ion .. (CP.SS'), 

AL denotes Atcot.. 

PL deno.tes progrui SPIUI.At;E. 

OL denotes FORDYN. 
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simple obj~ctives--minimizing costs~ maximizing returns over costs,, and mean- . 
• • : < • -- • ' • • • 

. . · va~i~nce types of criteria (E. V. efficiency criteria)• 
.. . 

The second group of models,may be thought of as fulfilling the need 
. . 

for budgeting . types ,of requirements. in farm. planning. . These models are 

the mor;e . numerous •of those · list~d--perhaps ,beciuise of the ia:the,; general 

coi:it:ernwith farm plannil!-g in traditional Agricultural Economi,csDepartment~. 

St~diesof this type inc!~e thc,se by Anderson (i968), Donaldson and Webster· 

'{19'68), 'Eiainan,. et ·al., (1967), ·Halter and Dean (196.S), Hinman and Hutton 
·.··.· --=-""' .· . . . : . 

.. -~ . . 

I 

(1970), Hutton (1966), Vinc.en.t (1970 ·a), Vin~ent (1970), and Zusman anc:l Amiadi . .·.1 
. . . 

(1965) • The advantage of t~e systems approach to the .traditional planning. · 
. .. ·-.·-· 

problem is.· again :1ts:c\flexibility~ · Numerous production -activities· can be · .. 
considered along. wi,th ~y types °'f · strategies for combini11g them. It is .. 

also eas.ier to plan over time utilizing the systems approach since, again; 

nume~ous ac,tivities and strategies can be rather inexpensively examined. 

Al;though more' ld1f''be said about these studies, there- are three of the 

planning type models which merit.some special comment. These studies re

present innovations of methods which appearto:,be promis'i:ng for future pl~ning. 

work. · .. The first, by. Eid-man,. et?l!!•, (1967) is of ~port~u1ce dt,ie_ :to the· type ·. 
. . 

of decision mechanism "employed in dealing with the uncertainty in the planning 

.· process. Objective. functions of the type implicit in the Bayesian formulation 
. . 

. . : 

·of deci,sion problems :and the related ones facilitated by the expected utility 
~ .. · . . . . .. . . . ·. . 

hypothesis (Vori N~wnam~· and Mor,genstern, 1950) allow the possibility for 
. . . 

. . 
dealing ~ore systematically with decision models in farm planning. The second 

. . . - .. 

study by Hal,ter and Dean (1965)· is of consequence because it iilvolve.d the use 

o£;ea special computer language. 'Although, (as'our previous. discussion troulci .. 

indicate)~ the need for these special purpose languages is somewhat lessened 

. due to: the opt:io'ns which are being• incorporated it) to . the: .. mo:re standard larigitage, 

• 



the study is ,1.iµporta~t: sinC!e it represents a first application of a specialized· 

simulation l~nguage •. The .third-stud~-, by Zusman and Amiad (1965) is notew~rthy 

because of the methods applied in examining the response surface of the firm 
.. ' . 

model and -for>;the way in which the' model was simulated. With respect to the 

fot'Bler, the methods suggested and discussed ,by ~hese authors preceded by a , 

reasonable margin, the interests of the systems modellers in problems of 

expe~imentai design ~nd>respi>ris~ surface identification (Naylor, et al., .1969) • 
. ·. ._· .· . -----

As we attempted to indicate in section III, these problems and the proper treat

ment of them are-· of substantial importance in siuiulation modelling. The ineth<>d 

of simulation in connection wi_th the decision problem is what we .h~ve earlier 
:. . . 

termed analytical si~latioi-v::(D~rfm~i\, 1965) • The study, therefore, contains a 

dis·cussion and application of- two techiques which stil;>stantially preceded general 

interest in the related problems by those concerned with the development-of 

systems.analysis methods. 

Returnin'g to the third $roup, of studies--those on f.irtn growth-· we· find· 
. . 

a limited nuniber of references in the tabular survey. Specifically, those 

b; Armstrou'g, ~al., (1970), Harl~ (1968), Patrick and ~isgrubet (1968) are 

the growth studi~$ listed.. With respect to finn growth,, the construction of 

the tabular survey was a particular problem. In fact, as a result of the 

difficult investment and decision problems, involved in the study of firm-- -

growth, most_ of the applied studies :tn the area could be classified as being 

based on -systeµis and simulation Concepts. The study. -of firm growth in Agri

cultural Economics-represents an interesting occurrence in applied work •. For 

when the growth work began--most like'iy due to observed problems in increasing 

farm size (however measured),:----it was largely outside of the precepts of 

• 29 · -orthodox economic theory. The systems .approach (although not called that 

by. name) , again clue to 'its f'lexibil,ity, was of .considerable value in facilitin.g 

the applied work in this area. 
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In reviewing all of studi~s appearing in Table III as they relate to 

the general framework for systems analysis and simulation presented in the 

previous sections, we find them to be deficient in a number of respects. 

As noted in this Table, the work.on verification has beenlimited. Although 

the quality of the results obtained from some of the :modelling efforts -would -

suggest that a substantial amount.of informal work was done on verification, 

there is l:f.ttle mention of-the application of more formal and systematic tests 

of the type mentioned in section IV. As these models have as their main 

function the gener~tion-of information to be-~ployed by operators in the 

system being modelled, it would appear that more explicit and systematic

attempt$/•to verify -the models would be advantageous. 

A second area in which there appears to be a possibility for improving-

the models and results involves the design of the simulation experiments. In 

a m.ugber of the planning,- process and growth models the subject of invest- -

igation is some type of-response .surface. The models are sufficiently complex 

(principally in terms of nonlinearities and stochastic components) that. the 
- -

the study.of response surfac-es without considerable attention to experimental ·_ 

design may provide misleadi-ng inf or:mation. As these models become increasin~ly 

more realistic, and consequently more complex, the problem of identifying the 

response surfaces with a high degree of reliability is likely to be more 

important. 
. .. . 

Our last observation concerns the criterion functions.implicitly or 

explicitly employed in these models. Clearly, since the models are stochastic 

in nature it. is nec~ssc;lry to employ.various kinds of indexing schemes which 

can a_ccommodate the stochastic arguments. As mentioned earlier, t'he Bayesian 

and relatedly expected utility approaches seem to represent an encouraging 
. : . . . 

-- development in this regard. the· earlier noted work of Eidman, et .!!_., (1967) 

- ·-' 
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represents a positive step in this direction. As these types of ideas begin 

to be introduced, however, it will be necessary to attempt to take advaijtage 

of their full benefits in terms of possib~lities for analytical solutions 

(Burt, 1968). They also suggest that the analytical simulation methods which 

were applied in, the work of Zusman and .Amiad (1965) will J>ecome more cotlllilpn--

place in future work with process and firm models. 

MARKET . OR INDUSTRY MODELS 

l This classific3.tion encompasses a number of market or industry system in-

vestigations. The models constructed for these investigations typically 

involve elements surrounding the movement of one or more commodities from 

producers to consumers. Many of the studies are explicitly concerned with 
) 

distribution. channel systems while others are concerned with single market 

systems for particular. products. The problems confronted are associat~d 

with improving our understanding of the behavior of such systems and their 

likely movements over some. future application period, .or with attempts to 

improv'e the dec~sion processes of the elements comprising the system under 

examination. As indicated in Table IV, mos.t of the applic~tior.i,s are 

behavioral in origin and, thus, are associated with improving existing 

knowledge. about the nature of markets, distribution channel linkages, and 

i.ridustry component interactions. 

The m.::tjor components of th.ese market or industry models are usually 

affiliated with .one or more of the following: consumer, retailer, whole-

saler, transportation, producer, inventory, and foreign trade. These com

ponents are often represented in a decomposable fashion and the.interactions 
' . 

among them are treated recursively. The model. representations of these 

components are frequently characterized by lagged effeets, interacting vari

ables, as well as nonlinear relationships. In some cases the ~umber of 



dynamic, nonlinear relationships are few while in other cases they are 

· numerous. For all cases, however, the departures from {intrinsic) 

lineatlty are not substantial.· Although most of the constructed models 

contain.stochastic elements, only five of.the twenty studies reported 

in Table IV recognize stochastic components when simulation experiments 

ar~.)performed. That is, the vast majority of the models are only in

vestigated in their deterministic or expected value form. 

Tlleexperimental designs utilized to conduct simulation experiments 

for these models vary :from central composite designs (GD) to naive designs 

(BD)$ Of the sixteen studies reported in Table IV for which experimental 

designs were employed, eleven utilized naive designs, one utilized factorial 

designs; three utilized partial factorial designs, and one utilized a central 

composite design. In the case of verification procedures, only two studies 

{Naylor, ~ al.; [1967 b] and Weymar [19681) proceed beyond simple graphical 

comparisons of sample and explained or generated values of selected endogenous 

variables. Few formal tests or even descriptive measures are provided to 

examine the validity of the constructed models. 

The specific applications selected for further examination include 

Cohen [1960], Balderston and ll<>ggatt [1962], Raulerson and Langham [1970], 

Crom and Maki [1965], Naylor, et al., [1967 bl, Vernon, & al., [1969], and 

· Candler and Cartwright [1969]. Although the Cohen (1960] and Balderston and 

Hoggatt [1962] studies are not directly related to agricultural economic 

problems, they are surveyed here bec~mse of their importance and the foundation 

they formed for much ~f subsequent work which appears in Table IV. Both 

of these studies are concerned ·with distribution channel simulations. The model 

developed by Cohen, consisting of over sixty equations, is an attempt to 

explain the behavior of various elements in the vertical structure of the shoe 

• 
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- leather industry •. Balderston and HQggatt are principally concerned with the 

' ~echanistns of pri~e and sales determination in the context of the West '.Coast 

lumber indust~y._ 

Examini~s the Cohen.model in somewhat greater detail we find that·the 
. . . 

_·major'(decisions model;led ·consi~t> of price, ord~r level,·. and,. pto~:h.1ction lev~l.s 

for each of the_ components (hide dealers, leather tanners, shoe manufacturers, 
. . I 

· shoe·'i.-etailers, final buyers) represented •. Sirtce-the·system of equations 

zesulting was.too .complex_to,solve .dit~ctly ,(a numb.er of nonlinear dynamic 

••-- ~Eilatio11sbips · provided. the · basis for generating • many . of the key. variabl~s in 

-the ·system), Cohen resorted to simulating the model over .time.. In this 

context, two alt~t"native·~ype~ of_simul.ation wereirtyestigated. One was 

referred to as one--period and the other as proces.s .$iJllu,lation. The one ... 
~- . . 

_ peripd_desj.gnat;ion util;lzesactual historical data to generate the simulated· 
.. '.· .. - . . .. -.. - _,_ . , . 

-vaiues··for each foliow:tng'•per:1od while the process approach utilizes the 

;geJJ.er:ated endog~U$ values of past periods to determine t_he current period's 

simulated values·. The, latter ·approach.. obviously .· rtsks /compounding earlier 

~rrors and must_be employed in forecasting applicatiops (~ ante:) for which

no _ his tori.cal data ,.,rtf· av,a,ilabie • 

. 111 compari~g ,graphically var.i.oi,ls simulated .with ac,tUal :historical. series, 

C~hen found a numbe~ of _serious deficiencies in his constructed model,. 3:0 He ---

- )~~·t,:;ip.uy~Ei these d~fi~~.~ll;Cies to the "typical firm" theoretical approach to 

·. aggregate ecorio111etii.c model. constructicm~ More specifically, he explains his 
·. . : . -~ .. 

questionable results ln terms of the aggregate sector variables not satisfying 
I . 

the same fun~tional •forms as the individual' firm's behavior.al mechanisms. _· 

Although.• his results are· not particularly favorable, his model,' nevertheless,· 

remains a prototype of sorts for econometric simulation. modelling in the area. 

of vertical market structures~ The econometric model he constructed ~s·a 

• 

• 

• 
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basis for the two types of simulations mentioned above is, of course, faced 

with the usual problems, viz., selecting appropriate functional form and 

variables, obtaining unbiased or at least consistent estimates of the un
known parameters entering the selected equational representations, and 

validat:i,ng the cort11>lete model. 

The Balderston and Hoggatt simulation is less concerned with the entire· 

vertical structure of the lumber industry than with the critical role 

pl.ayed by lumber brokers in °searchingand attempting to match potential

sellers .· (timber growers) and potential buyers (lumber retailers) • Their 

constructed model presumes information is limited and costly. In this context· 

they concentrate on the information and decision behavior of the lumber 

broker and did not utilize real world data. A number of decision and in- " 

· formation rules are specified to govern participants' (timber growers, 

brokers, :retailers) behavior. At. the beginning of each market period, 

growers reveal bid price and quantities, and the prices are not negotiable& 

Thefirst eye.le of a marketperiod be.gins witheach broker sending a 11search 

message" to preferred buyers and sellers. Broker, retailer and grower 

preferences are determined on the basis of either previous experience (with 

individual buyers and sellers) or by random selection. From. this initial 

search, if a transaction is not complet.ed, the broker waits for an.other 

opportunity to search at the beginning of the next cycle. In the second 

~nd subsequent cycles brokers move to their next preferred buyers and sellers 

repeating their communication and tr·ansaction process. The last cycle occurs 

when all brokers desire no further search for another possible transaction. 

At this point the market period terminates and all payments are settled 

between the market participants and the retailers sell their products in 

the final market. 
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The major experimental parameters in the Balderston and Hoggatt [19621 
. '. . .. . , . . . . 

simulation are \,;-~ference orderings (random and on the basis of previous 

experience) and ·unit message costs ($10, $12·, $48, $192). For different 

combinations of tllese two experimental parameters, the authors examine the 

viability and efficiency of the ·market. Viability merely suggest;s that a · 

workable set of behavioral rules .has been isolated and was found to exist 

31 d for each of the ¢ight runs of the model. Market efficiency was foun . to 

fall g.r:ad.ually unt-il -unit -message costs reached the hlghest level,. viz.·, $198. 

The simulation results for various levels of the experimental parameters· 

indicated that market pressures. and successes of ·firms with identical en

dowments might•wellresult in skewed size distributions. Moreover, these· 

32 
distributions were found to depend on preference orderings and message costs. · 

I 1 f d h in d k · i · 33 i d i h t · t a so oun t at crease. mar et segmentat on was assoc ate . w t grea er 

trading loyalties and increased message costs. 

The Balderston and\Hoggatt offers an interesting contrast to the work 

of Cohen •. They begin with a set of postulates regarding the economic behavior 

of different market participants (rather than with a set of historical input 
\ 

and output data) and utilized artificial·data to determine h:ow the specified 

market operated under different conditions. They.concentrate on attempting 

to understand the properties of a hypothetical model and, thus, their simu-

lati_ons are -essentially synthetic in nature. The principal features of their 

JJIOdel include limited information, varying information costs, preference 

orderings, and localized search. 

The Raulerson and Langham [1970] study is also concerned in part with 

' 
distribution channels. For the Flo.rida .frozen concentrated orange · juice 

(FCOJ) industry these authors apply Forrester's [1961 J industrial dynamics 

approach along with the associated DYNAi\fO simulation language. The model 

• 

• 
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consists of 137 ~quations representing some features of growers, processo:rs, 

retailers, and.consumers which deal with FCOJ. The parameters entering 

many of these equations are specified on an a pr:,iori or sub~ective ha.sis. 

More importantly, many of the equations are speciUed in an attempt to 

isolate t.he information-feedback characteristics and related amplifications 

and delays which are presumed to exist in the industrial system being modelled. 

An attempt is made to validate the.constructed mode1 by graphically comparing 

simulated and actual sample values for a few selected va.riables. Although 

the ability of the model. to tract turning points is ~phasized, no measures 

of.model performance i"Q this regard are reported. 

As noted in Table lV, the Raulerson and.Langham model was constructed 

to examine alternative policies, Le., for decision purposes. This examin.,.. 

ation takes place in .the context of policy simulation and an implicit criterion 

function. the e~perimental designs utilized for this purpose were naive (BD) 

involving only two combinations of the four basic policies investigated. 

Performance variables were associated only with grower profits •. More 

specifically, policies are evaluated only in ter•ms of their· ability to 

stabilize grower profits and supplies at specified levels. The policies in~ 

vestigated.were straightforward and may be characterized as: (i) "free market," 

(ii) product allocation to two separate markets,. (iii) removal of productive 

trees, (iv)curtailment of new tree plantings, (v) combination of (ii) and 

'(iv), and (vi) combination of (ii) and (iv). Once costs of administrating 

the·various policies are .introduced and compared to expected benefits, policy 

· . . . . . . . . .. 34 (iv) is preferred due tp the nature of its control over supplies. 

In terms of models d:lscussed above, the Crom and Maki [1965] model is 

perhaps most closely related to Cohen [1970]. Their purpose is to construct 

an econometric model. which will explain behavior in the beef and pork sectors 



of the U.S. economy. The model is basically recursive except for beef and 

pork prices which are jointly determined. The unknown parameters of the 

model's equations are generally estimated by ordinary least squares and th~ 

model is simulated over the historical {sample) reco.rd. The simulations 

are nonstochastic and t~e experiment design is naive. More importantly, 

the authors' approach to validation is preposterous, Their approach is to 

---:-----,---:-------------------
revise their equaticmal specification after examining historical comparisons· 

of ac·tual sample and simulated values. The nature of the revisions are 

particularly bothersome. They involve changes in the length of time lags, 

coefficients adjustments, and.limiting values. Many of these changes are 

conditioned upon particular values of the endoge#ous·variables and are 

determined by graphical comparisons of actual and.simula,ted values. That is, 

the behavioral relations are modified until a model is obtained which will 

reproduce the historical (sample) period with st1fficient accuracy. Unfortu

nately, the conditional changes are introduced~ post and only on the basis 

of the graphical comparisons--no other justification or explanation is provided. 

This approach is an obvious violation of Classical statistical methods, 

Bayesian methods, and other inference pfocedures. 
2 

The reported R's and 

significance tests (not reported) on the estimated coefficients have no 

real meaning. The chief danger of this approach is that the constructed 

model will not isolate to any acceptable degree the systematic and enduring 

characteristics of the system under examination. 

The Naylor et al., [1967 b] and Vernon, et 311., [1969] models are 

similar in nature to the Cohen [1960] and Crom and Maki [1965] models. Both 

of these models are constructed around the distributional components of a 

single industry. Historical time series data are utilized to estimate by 

ordinary least squares the unknown parameters entering each of these (step-wise) 

I 
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recursive ecc:mome1:.ric tn0dels. The Vernon, et al., [1969] model recognizes 

a monopolistic structure on the selling side and an oligopsonistic struc

ture on the buying side of the tobacco leaf market. This model consists 

of 19 equations, seven are behavioral and twelve are identities. A number 

of policy variables (e.g., acreage allotments, support prices, sail bank, 

etc.) are incorporated as exogenous factors to the model but no policy or 

decision examinations are provided. Many marketing factors such as the 

effect of advertising·expenditures on cigarette consumption are excluded 

from the analysis. An attempt is made to validate the model by Cohen's 

(1970] process simulation approach and graphical comparisons of the resulting 

simulated and actual sample values. Since the model is recursive, departures. 

from linearity are not substantial, and stochastic elements are suppressed, 

the simulation. runs are performed without the need for experimental design 

methods. 

The Naylor, et al., [196 7 b] model of the textile industry consists of 

nine behavioral equations. The basic orientation of model as with the 

Vernon, et al., model is behavorial. Process simulation analysis is employed 

over the histori¢al record, no policy alternatives are examined, and experi

mental design methods are not utilized. One of the principal messages of 

this study is concerned with the application of alternative verification 

techniques. In the context of the constructed textile model three techniques, 

'(graphical, spectral, and total variance analysis) are utilized to compare 

simulation results with observed data. The spectral analysis approach is 

found to be more sensitive than the other two approaches. This approach 

provides a compact description of the second fooment properties for stochastic 

versions of a constructed econometric model. It should also be noted that in 

contrast to the spectral simulation approach employed by Naylor, et al., a 

35 spectral analytical approach is possible. This latter method involves 
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characterizing thestochastic·response of the analytical solution to a 

system of .difference equations repr~senting the econometric model. .That is, 

it allows us to der.ive the stochastic properties directly from the mo.del. 

One of the principal advantages of this approach is that its results are not· 

subject to sampling variability, a property of .simulation results which is 

often difficult to interpret. Furthemore, replications of stochastic tP-Odel 
. ' . ' 

solutions (as in the case of stochastic simulations) are not required and 

the analytical approach provides a relatively simple means of examining 

36 alternative functfonal forms antl parameter estimates. 

The Candler and Cartwright [1969] study is substantially different 

than those outlined above. It is somewhat similar to the Zusman and Alniad 

(1965] investigation except that here the objective is to estimate the 

performance surface throughout the space corresponding to selected ranges 

of the variables or fact.ors. They tlesire relationships which will capture 

the impact of specific assumptions regarding these variables on resulting 

outcomes. Given a completed budgeting or simulation examination, the pro

bletP- is to derive these 1110re general and explicit functional r.elationships 

between decisi<>n variables, structural parameters and performance statistics •. 

On the basis of these functions, outcomes or performance measures can be 

estimated directly without resource to·additional budgeting or.simulation 

examinations. The study is not one of direct optimization but rather esti

mation of the components entering the objective .function which are associated 

with particular levels of the decision and exogenous variables •. 

The use of experimental design procedures are emphasized and second order 

polynomials are uti.lized to approximate the performance. surf aces. Since 

relative weights attached to multiple performance.statistics are not specified, 

a separkte function is estimated for each performance statistj.c that may ent.er 

• 
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the ·ultimate·objceetive function. As indicated in Table IV, a central 

composite experimental design is utilized to yield-..:,-•small magnitudes of 

residual sums of squares when the function to be fitted is given and the 

'numbe_r o.f ol>s«t:vations is fixed" Candler and Cartwright (1969, P-• 163). 
l 

The suggested procedures are applied to a b1.1dgetary-study of t:he potentlal. 

for increased sheep production in a county of New Zealand. Three per

forman~e -flinct:ions ~ontai.riing 15 unknown coefficients are estimated in terms 

of four variables .. Twenty-five "treatment combinations" are investigated • 

Hence, ten 'degrees of freedom are available for .,each estimated function. 

The resulting-- estimated performance funct;ons allow determina~~on of {i) 
. . . .. 

performance statisti~,$ for•any reasonable values of thespecifiec;l varial>les, 

(ii) the sensitivity of- performance statistics to marginal changes in the 

specified v~riabies, . and (iii) the combination of the specified ... variables ·. 

-which ;Yields particular o.utcomes, e.g._, locatic:>n of break-eyen points. The · 

principal limit;atioti of the suggested technique is that .the number of simu

lation examinations required to esti111ate the performance responses increases 

rapidly as the numbet' .. of independent variables and/or. ·the degree of the 

( _ approximate<polynom:$.al fup,ctions utilized in~rease~ 

AGGREGATE MODELS 

The models which appear in this c+assification,_ although di-verse; 

can be reasop,ably characterized as systems representing one or more com

Ponents of developed_ agricultural sector ecoµomies~ The mode,ls are 

typically highly aggregative and-refer almost totally to the U.S. a:gri-
. ·-_ 37 

cultural sector. Most are constructed to examine the quantitative ef f ect_s 

of various sovernmental policies. e.g., price.supports, governmental in

ventory pur~ha~es ,· acr,eage allotments and diversion pro.grams s government 

payments, etc~ The agricultural sector systems examined are usually 
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. decomposed into a number of components. or subsystems and a fragmentary or 

building block approach is employed in the construction 'of the models. 

Although. the principal components of these models vary, they are generally 

concerned with supply and demand for various products and in.some. cases 

agricultural input or resource levels as.well as nonagricultural econotny 

representations. A number of other aggregate components are often; in~ 

eluded such as farm income which are recursive to and derived from these 

basic components. 

As indicated in Table V, most of the models are specifically developed 

for decision purposes while some are concerned with forecasting app~ications. 

For the decision applications, only the study by Shechter and Heady [1970] 

operates with an explicit criterion function. 38 The remaining investigations 

employ implicit objective functions (reflected by the specified performance 

variables .and the.levels of the control or policy variables eJtal!lined) and, 

thus~ only policy simulation experiments are conducted. Most of the models 

are dynamic, nonhistorical and incorporate feedback mechanisms in a (stepwise) 

recursive fashion. Although the models are generally nonlinear, the departures 

from (intrinsic) linearity are small. Given these>weak departures and the· 

recursive nature of the constructed models, the derivation of the reduced forms 

or the generation of the endogenous variables from the structural form is 

reasonably simple. Moreover, most all of the models are investigated in their 

deterministic or expected value form. Hence, the experimental designs utilized 

for the simulation examinations are typically nonexistent (AD) or pedestrian 

(BD). furthermore, .none of the i.nvestigc1tions represented employ detailed 

verificatfon procedures. Few formal tests or descriptive measures are advanced 

in attempts to validate these aggregate models. 
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in attempts to validate these aggregate models. 

Turning to specific applications, we select for further discussion the 

works of Tyner [1967], Lin and Heady [1971], Edwards. and DePass [1971}, 

Mclfarquhar and Evans [1971], and Shechter and Heady [1970]. The Tyner 

[1967) study forms the basis for the results reported in Tyner and Tweeten 

[19681 and is similar in nature and scope to the Lin and Heady [1971]. model. 

Both models are (stepwise) recursive, the equations of which are estimated 

ordinary or autoregressive least squares. Each of the two studies emphasize 

the reE1ource or input as well as fal'."Ill income components of the U.S. agri.,. 

cultural sector. Both examine via simple simulation experiments the effects 

of the elimination of all governmental programs, and the rate of technological 

change. Only the Tyner study explicitly investigates the in.fluence of the non

farm sector ort the U.S. agricultural sector by introducing selected changes in 

employment, disposable income, and input prices~ The output or commodity com

ponents of the two models in question are represented by a single aggregate·. 

productiont st1pply (or marketings) and demand set of equations. As expected 

these studies suggest that (i) slower rates of technical change would have 

modest effects on the demand for farm machinery and the migration of labor 

from agriculture but would incre.ase the level of net farm income; and (ii) the 

absence of government program or the existence of free market conditions is 

associated with increased investment in farm machinery, greater levels of off 

farm migration,.reduced farm income, and larger farm sizes. 

The model constructed for the U.K. by McFarquhar and Evans [1971] is 

similar to the above two models but involv£!s far more detail. The three 

principal components of the model--demand, intermediate and primary demands, 



a~d: .$;~ppJy-~are. ~e~.~.e,d ~ecursively . and each. component is simulated .separately. 
-~-Y: i::;;/: · . :.-. --. ·. :- · .. : : : . . _. ·. 

The first:. ·co~potient t the demand or consumer expendi t:ure subsystem t encompasses 

27 food productS anli orte n:on:..food product. which are estimated by ordinary 

. leas·t. sqµares~ ·. 'l'he int-emedia,te :and prf:mary .demand components ls composed 

· of. 39 agric:ul.tural an4 nonagricultural input products which .are relate.d to•·. 

t~e .outputs :of products consumed as food. . This component is constructed 

as ah :inptit~:6utptit ~odel ·assuming constant: technology. The supply compon:e11t . 
-~ . . . 

is treated as 'four subsystems which revolve around the commodities: ·whea.t, 

barley, cattlet and sheep. Most of .. the equ~tions for these. subsystems are · 

dyna111ic involving simple adjustment mechanisms or geometric lags and.are 

estimated. by stepwise·· least- squares .• ·. The mod~l. is employed to examinE!· the·· 
. . 

· potential effticts of the U .. K •. entry into the European Economic Comt11unity 

(EEC) along . ass.ociated price' and import policies. One of the major con-
' . 

c'+usJons of J;be study :ts tha~ joining ,the EEC will result in increas~4 expendi-
1 

'... ·' ._. ··.,· .· . 

tures on':fbod-~ Although the modei is reasonably complex, the experimental 

design anti verif:i;cation procedures ilre naive~ Moreover, the stochastic prop-
. . .· . . . . . 

erties of the model·are neglected when.the forecasting applications.are per-

· formed'. 

The.D10del constructed by Edwards and DePass (1971] is of a different nature 

than those discussed above and is basically.the same as that reported in Edwards 

[1970) • Their consern if:! w:ith the ·aist;-ibution of population, income, and 

t?mploymen~ ac:ross rur~l arid.urban s~ctors •. Hence, the model consists of U.S. 

rural and urban components. · Given the difficulty of isolating these two ,major 

components on art aggregate u.s. basis;. fou.r alternative• and basically arbitrary 

delineations were examined. ·The si1'nulation results fe>r ,these four.delineations 

were found to be invariant with respect to general conclusions regard:tng future 

prospects. For'eacli of the two conipon,ent~ i,ncome, employment, and population 

• 

• 

• 
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·growth.equations are represented while a net migration equation. between the. 

two component$ is specified. The pc3:rameters ~f these seven equations are 

·es,timated tri·al·and>error, the criterion being t:he,reproduction··of '1970 .data 
. .· . . ' ,_..' 

fr,pm t~e·.1960 data for population,' ·income,.·. and ·employmet1t •. Sensitivity 

analy$is b ~tili~ed to investigate various parameter changes as welt as. 
. ' ', . ' ... 

alterrtative policies.·. With respect to. the latt~r, various targ~ts ft>t 

population, income,: and eri1ployment were specif~ed and the in~s~ promising 

policy actions proved to be, associated with an expansioii of job opportunities~ 

·More jobs in ~ral· areas and, to a lesser extent, .increased labor producdvi_t,: .·. 
' ' 

appeare#, to have a ~teater impa:ct ,tha;· either a reduction in outmigration or 

rural population birth .rate decreases. •In both the model estimation and impie-

mentation potential stochastic aspects-are neglected. Furthermore, the expert

. mental ~esig1,1 anq ,veriflcat:fon · procedures utilize_d are especially naive.·· 
• • < • 

One of the more interesting applications cl~s~ified·under aggregate 
' ' ' 

' . 
' ' ' 

models is th~ Shechter arid Heady [1970) study. ln some respects it proceeds 

in· a similar yein to the investigations fou~d in Candl~~ and Cartwright· 

[1969] ~d Z~sman:/~d Antiad ·'U96'5]. The mpd:el is. b~sed on both .micro 

(individual no.rth and south Iowa farms)· and macro (aggregate outptit variables 
. . . . . 

··· of all farms} components. The. aggregate outputs· of the latter component 

39. 
repr~sent the t"E!spo~se.variable~ of·the s~lation experiments. · The factor 

. : ·.. . 

or d~cisi~n :variables of ~he'' response surface a~alysi~, examineci by Shechter 
: ' . 

and Heady [1970] ~re .the.four·listed in Table.V. Basically, in the.first 

stage .c,f the re.spon,$e. sut:face analysis the. shape of the surf ace . is determined 

(by fitting •~··first-degree polynomial) .while in the second stage steepest 

ascent is used t<>, $earch .for- the surface peak (near-stationary region 

'/ 
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de;~t'llline,:l by f ft.tirtS: -a t,econd .. -order polynomial) or optimum. A complet~ 

respQnse sui;fac:e analysis involving these two stages is not attempted by 
' .. ;·· ~-. . . . . 

Shechter_and H,eady {1970]. Instead, due to the cost:s of the two stage 

apR.toach, they comb:in~ :the first and second· stages and fit a secdnp degree 
~ . . ' ",,.;'"' ·.. .. ·- . . 

polynomial directly. This function will rev.eal- an extreme point on the 

response sµrface if such a point exists within the experimental region. If 

not, the ~st}tnated polyhoniial Will at least reveal the -general shape of the 

surface. 

The re.sponse. surface analysis 'to simulation experiments is emphasized 

in this paper~-- The experimental design is partial factorial and optimal 

searchproeedures take plac¢ in the-contextof univariate response methods; 

In particular, for each of the four response variables and their associated 

surfaces relative maximum or rninimutn points were discovered •. Examining 

.. each of_. these variables independently, it was found that rather large · 
:··· -:· . . . . <·:- ·.. . 

improvem~nts -could be made in the- design of the system. 40 A multi-response 

surface for the £out performance variables is only implicitly investigated. 

As· p;eviously indicated, weights for the various perf ormance<or •response , 

variables were not assigned. Hence, in context of a multi-response surface 

only· an eff ieiency _ frontier (locus of efficient decision rules -examined) is 

provided. The verification of the underlying micro and macro components 

representing the real system involves a simple historical comparison of 

observed an(l explained valt.tes for a few of the sy~tems outputs. Attempts 

were also made in thiS study to validate the second degree polynomial 

appro~imatiori of the response surface. For this purpose the , lack-of-fit 

mean square measure (indicating only the a.mount of variation in the response 

surface explained by the polynomial approximations) was employed and deemed 

adequate •. 

• 

I 

I 
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DEVELOPMENT MODELS 

Problems of economic development turn out to lend themselves rather 

well to the systems analysis approach. They are typically eclectic, highly 

specialized to the.particular country.under examination. This is pre-

sutnably due to·the institutions as well as a wide diversity in the agricultural 

industries and of their basically exploratory nature. The eclectic nature 

of these systems models is illustrated by these models inclusion of 

demographic and sociological components. The specialization is based not 

only on the particular traits of the agricultural industry and related 

institutions but also on the diverse political structures and the related 

restrictions with regard to potential policy variables and objectives. Their 

exploratory nature derives from. the strong pragmatic orientation and a typical 

dearth of fundamental types of behavioral and technical relationships as well 

as data.which might·be employed to identify them. 

As a result of this situation with respect to data availability and 

other problems mentioned in the previous paragraph, the systems models which 

have been constructed for development studies have some easily identifiable 

characteristics. To be sure, they generally make substantial use of the·com-.. 

ponents and decomposition possibilities mentioned in section II. Although 

the level of autonomy of the components as well as the level of aggregation 

at which they are specified is quite different among models, they are much 

ih evidence. The value of the components ~pproach in studies of this type 

is based upon team research project possibilities (as typified by the Nigerian 

study, Johnson, e.t. al., 1971) and the advantage presented for dealing with 

the problems created by a lack of information. The development models are 

typically for whole countries or large sectors of countries and, thus, the 
I 



modelling process requires inputs from a number of researchers (possibly· 

from· -quite different disciplines) and/or, agencies. •The .components aspect 

of consttuction prdvidesa convenient ,Vehi.cle.for facilitating the needed 
. . ' . 

coope:tatio~ of the ,'\i'arious ,parties inthe ';#:ormulation of the systems model •. 

·.lmpli~at4011e,,>of the: component:·~ approach as they:relate to. the .information 

problem ··are rather obvic;us •. The approach permits the independent assembly 
' . . . . . . . 

and usually· reasse~bly of pertin~nt information. Moreover, adjustmet1ts' :in 

the structure of t;qe .l!lOdel which are necess.itated by the availability of 

new il'lformation en data seem to be more ea.sily accommodated~ Relatedly, 
' ,, 

the comportentsapproach also has some desirable aspects with respect to 

verification or valid.atl:on possibiliti~sf · As will. be apparent from . the 

commentary;. however, these attrib_ut~s .of t}:le Ii¢~hod l\aVEh .•thus far~, been 

used OI\ly .to a limited .. extent. 

A s~C:o~d dharacteristic of these models involves their, theoretical ' 

-
•'.und-etpi1;1rtJ:ngs. ·· ·•· With f·e:w e,_cceptions--not-a:bly ·those by Day and Singh . (1971, 

1972)-"".the ~~dels are:specified: at aggregate levels •. _That is.,<they are 

specified a; industry, regional or sectoral levels. As a cpnsequence,· the 

models .are descriptive in nature;·, being Jtequently specified mc:>re:on. the, 

basis· 9f observation ~f the particµ).ar economies . than more established . 

theories •. · This characteristic of the models . add.s ·• substantially . to ver:f.fi-
. . . . . : 

. al,!litY. c:;; ·\~l.idation ptoblems~· As nieritioned above, data are limited in . 
·-·· . ·' . 

. .. . . ·.··· 

quantity and q_~ality. This problem is further complicated by the multitude 
. . . . . . . 

of altern.ative hypotheses associat.ed with the specified· structural modeis. 

Partly as a result of this verification.problem but •also due to the interest 

· of the .various international agencies in utilizing the mode.ls for planning, 

there seems to be considerably more interaction between the model builders 

and model users in thi$ area than in the others surveyed, Tn, this respect 

• 

• 

I 

• 
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· .· th.Ent ,the :Dlet~o(ls, an,d procedur~s appear more similar in spirit to the indus"'"' 
. . .·.. . 

tr;J.al dynamics method :(Fori:~.s.ter, 1961) than to traditional models of eco.,,-

nomic systems. 

As pt~Viously men't~<med, the various econotnlc development models can. be 

viewed·as industry,•regionai or more aggregated:sectoral and econo~y models. 
J 

The agricultural sectoral and economy models are. those by Halter, il al., 

(19}0) ~ :llolland (1962), J6hnson, et ~1.' (1971), Taylor (1969), Manets,ch 

(1972); Holland and Gillespie {1963), and Kresge (1967). Along with these 

modelswe also include.those by Billingsley and Norvell,(1971) and Foster and 

Yost(l969). The latter two studies are not sectoral or economy models but 

are.· similar in terms .of method and represent an interesting extension of the . 

systems method to problems :which are of st:i:'ategic importance in developing 

economies. Of the previously listed sectoral or economy models, those by·· 

He>~Jand (196Z) ,•Holland and Gillespie (1963), and Kresge (1967) are n9:t,:~,... . 

wort.by for two reasons. First, .and most importantly they represent initial 

applications of the system method {as modernly conceived).to development 

planning,~. Secondly> they have a nonagrictilturaiort~ntation. Although the 

methods employed in constructing these systems mp.dels and in designing ·the\ 

policy sitnulations are somewhat less advanced than those treated-in some of 

t:.he subsequent: ~dels, they in no way minimize the contribution embodied in 

these pioneering works. 

The' sectoral models identified with the systems modelling work at 

Michigan State University are by Halter (1970) ,· Johnsc:>n, et fil:.•, (1971) 

and Manetsch (1972) ~. These studies are l,"eports on massive systems modelling 

ef,J:orts in Nigeria and Korea. The systems models are y~ry complex and 

extensive by comparison ,to those employed or constructed for any of the 
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-ss~ ·· 

~.r~,s .t~P~~ten.t,e,4 . .in ;his su,rvey. As a consequence of the 'size of the 

syste1ns':inodeis, the compgnents concepts mentioned above were ~dvantAgeously 
. . . . . 

used •.. The methods of model formulation, ~stlmation and simulation are not 

·innovat::!.Ve by the'··startdards set down· in th~· 'first fou:r sectJons of our 

. discussioo. However, thi-s is n<>t ~pe~ted i11 ·tlle\:sort of situ~tion in wll:tch

the •lll()del was constr~cted and simulated. The encouraging aspects of the 

endeavor involve p6ssibilfties for adapting the software for work. with other > 
. . -

economies:...-see Manet~ch {1972)..;._and·the fact that the officialdom of Nigeria 

appear to .be utilizing the results--perhaps ·the ultimate verification test~ • ·. 

' The.· remaining model,- that of 'l;aylor (1969) is an interesting ~pplication: of . · · 
. . . . 

model foninilatiot\ lllid estimation. It is a·systems model which is tied quit·e ·. 

closely to the Damar theory of' econ()1llic,growth J~r·developed.countries·a11d· 
. . 41 

is estimated by· standard econometric techniques~ , . 

. . '£he regional Jnodei listed in tabular sur:vey Table VI is by Richard Day 
-:. .· ··.• .- · .. · .- . .... _..·:· : 

and I. J. Singh-(1971, 1972). The model proposed and applied by these 

authors isof value in a number•of respects. First, it corresponds to·a 
. . . 

micro firm model and as such '.has_ more' primitive theoretical 1,1:ride.rpinnings . 

than any of the: mo4~1s discussed in this sect'ion. 'l'he :tn:odel is ;designed to 

study the transformation from traditionalto commerical agriculture in .the 

Indian Punjab. It is recursive with a number of feedback alte.rnatives in

vt;~ving changes in ad~ptat~ons of teclmology, ~rket prices and so on, etc • 

.. 'One of the more interesting aspects of the moqel is the objective function -

. which involves the specification of several observed firm objectives. .· The 

incorporation<of thes-e lexicographie types of ~i-iteria,,seems to represent 

a very promis1ng-possibility for closing the gap between-the confining 

theories of individual behavior and the des~riptive types of models applied 

in .the diii:velopment cont_e~t. .A E>e·eond aspect of thls study which is deserving 

I 

I 

I 
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of special comment is the verification procedures. Not only do the a1,1tqors 

include.a discussion of formal verification procedures for the model but 

the procedures themselves--which among other alternatives incorporate some 

ideas fromi~fppn<:1t:io11 theory in comparing observed arid predicted se:ries 

(Day and Singh, 1971,. pp. 43-46)-represent poten.tially productive methods 

for handling such problems. 

The last category, those for industries, includes studies byAldab:e 

and Rijckegham (1966), Lehker and Manetsch {1971), Manetschand Lenchner 

(1971), Manetsch, et al., (1971) and Roberts and Kresge (1968). Aside from· 

the institutional and information problems which are typical in development . 

studies,·these works are very much similar to the· industry studies reported 

in the market model survey. The models are typically descriptive, without 

well defined criterion functions, and designed for studying or forecasting 

influences of policy actions on industry output price and the like. 

With the notable exception of the model by Day and Sipgh (1971)> these 

systems studies are somewhat deficient in connection with respect to the · 

treatment of verification, the design of policy experi;nents and response 

surface exatnination. The specific characteristics of thes~ systems models 

and simulations are catalogued in tabular survey.Table VI. Having made this 

statement it is necessary,however, to mention that the studies are exploratory 

andfrequently per:formed under time constraints and with information bases 

which are quite small in comparison to the magnitudes of the models. We 

point out these areas for possible improvement, therefore, not as a criticism 

of the work already done in the development modelling, btit to indicate the 

potential for refining and improving these studies within the context of the 

42 systems analysis and simulation approach. 
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RESOURCE MODELS 

Tabular.survey Table . .VI1 contains applications of simulation methods 

to agriculturally related resource problems. The studies fiu.rveyed in 

·this ·table are :by no .means ,exhaustive; they a.re, however, hopefully 

representative~ They :i-~fer ,mostJy;owat~r·resotirce or regional 

economy system oriented investigations. The tJ,sual "nonlinear feedback 

characteristics of such syst.eins ~uggests that simulat.ion methods can be 

beneficially employed. Themajor components frequently include reservoirs, 

flood, deill.ographic, transportation, use sectors, irrigated· crop production:;:· 

and the like. Although these components are often treated recursively, 

there· is typically a substantial amount of. interaction and ·feedback among 

them. 

A number of the applications in this.classification are concerned with 

river basin or watershed systems. Bene£ it-cost type analyses provid,~s . 

the mode for ev~luating alternative policy decisions in these systems. 

Such decision model applications comprise 'roughly half of studies recorded 

in .Table VIl while- the vast majority of the remai114.er are behavioral .model 

application$•~ Most .of these behavioral model application~/ ate descriptive 

rather than explanatory in 'na.ture. In particular, ,these latter studies 

are principally concerned with , the development ,of_ phys'ical rel~tionships 

h h 1 . h . 43 sue as t ose involving natural.hydro og:i.c p enomenon • 

The various model represe1;1tatiori$ entering this.classification. are 

generally dynamic and nonlinear. Some of the nonlinearities·· involved are· 

fafi:ly substantial i':1,cluding a few time counter i:-elationships •. The dynamic 

structure of these models is ,often- ·characterized by the· inclusion of lagged 

endogenous (output) and exogenous (input) variables and, thus, is represented 

,-·-···-·.·~r,•c.;_. ,·····.-.·.•"~---- .~-v ....... -~•- -·•·". ·., ........ ,·.··..., ... /,-·.·:--- .. ~ .. -~ • .,--•.,,- .•. --.,,. --~--••--. .. 
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by {t .. systelll of difference equations •. Approximately fifty percent of the 

niodels are simulated in their stochastic form. These stochastic simulations 

are typically limited, however'·, in the sense that only additive stochastic 

(disturbance) elements are recognized. That is, the stochastic nature of 

the sampling• distributions of the parameter estimates associ,ated with 

these models are disregarded--only the first moments of these distri

butions are utilized. It should also be noted that a large number of the 

condu~ted .stochaE,tic simulations were .p.erf ormed for the physical•· models· 

representing hydrologic phenomenon. 

The simulation experiments for the group of models appearing in 

Table VII are a bit more sophisticated than most of previous groups of 

models· surveyed. In particular, a large m.11rtber -of the experimental 

.designs utilized are fractional factorial with few naive designs (BD). 

Some of the designs also involve optimum seeking methods. The verifi

cation procedures employed, hov:ever, are less precise. Only seven of 

the studies rep9rted proc:eed beyond graphical cpmparisons of sample or 

historical and simulated values of selected output variables. The· 

predictive properties of the constructed models are typically neglected·. · 
r· -~-

in attempts to validate the representations of the .system in question. 

The models specified in llalter and Miller [1966], Hufsmidt and 
_j 

Fierin:g [1966], Hamilton,~ al., [1969], Rausser, et:: al., [1972}, Jacoby, 

[,1967], Dudley, ~ &·, [1972], and Chow and KareliotiS {1970] are re-: 

gardedas representative of this group of models and, thus, are selected 

for furthei:- discussion. The first·three mentioned models are all con-· 

cerned with river. basin systems. The Halter and Miller model represents 

and earlier application of industrial dynamics and the DYNAMO computer 

• 
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language to water resource development projects. The proposed projects in

volve the construct;i.on of dams and channel improvements in the Calapooia 

River Basin. ·Benefits include the value of irrigation, flood control, 

fishing; ·and drainage. A particularly interesting aspect of the model 

development is the treatment of the temporal distribution for hydrologic 

flows~ These flows are generated internally in the model by a random number 

genf.!rator prpces$ and considerable care is taken in attempts to assure that 

the simulated hydrologic data conforms to historical flows. In the simu~ 

lation analysis which ensues, five alternative dam sizes and three operating· 

rules are investigated. The experimental design utilized appears reasonably 
. . 

simple (ED) with no speci.fic indicaticm as to how the combinations of pro-

ject size and operating rules were selected and evaluated. Their results 

suggest that channel improvements are more important in terms of the 

(imp.:Ucit:) · <:rfterion function than increasing reservoir size. 

The approach to constructing simulation models for water resource 

systems detailed in Hufsruidt and Fier:i.ng [1966] is more general than the 
. . 

treatment contained in Halter and Miller. The former study presents the 

various steps and-procedures :i;equired to instit\lte a simulation program 

including ·aspects related to collecting and organizing hydrologic and 

economic data as lvell is developing the logic-and detailed code for simu

lation analysis. These procedures are applied to both the Lehigh River 

Basin and the Delaware River Basin,· the former being a subsystem of the 

latter. An interesting development for synthesizing hydrologic events is 

provided. Pollution is also considered along with the costs of abatements. 

A number (three) of alternative criteria are employed to validate the con

structed models. For the decision applications, economic consequences 

111 
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. (benefits and costs) associated with design variables and outputs are 

evaluated·under several assumed interest rates, static and dynamic in

vestment patterns, a!5 well as methods of d_iscounting benefits and costs. 

In these appTications, an explicit.critei:-ion function is.specified in

volving the present valu.e of expected net benefits along with the vari.,.. 

ance of these benefits. Unfortunately, no computer.program or mathe-

matical .. formulation of the complete model (representing the Delaware River 

Ba.Sin) is presented. Moreover, the experimental procedures employed are 

presented in a loose framework~ A few basic plans are investigated and 

then, from knowledge accumulated, improvements are made upon the basic 

plans and the.search is continued. However, no specific search pro

cedure is developedin this study. 44 

The third river bas:I.n stµdy.referred to above and conducted by 

Ham.ilton, et al., [19. 69] cont. a:j.ns more of a regional flavor than eithet ---
of the two previously discussed basin studies. This ca9e study of systems 

simulation to regional. economic and river systems modelling- should prove 

of interest for some years to come. 45 The principal objective of the work 

is to advance the state of the. systems simulation art for regional 

analysis; particularly :where social and technological factors form an 

integral part of the system under examination. The model developed is 

offered as an attempt to gain a better understanding of regional growth 

and water resource relationships in the Susquehanna River Basin. The model 

is composed of three major components that describe the demographic, 

employment, and water supply cllaracteristics of nine subregions.which com-

prise. the riv.er basin. The demographic component representing labor supply 

an.d the . empl'oyment component representing labor demand interact · at the 

subregional level but are separable across the various subregions. The 
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subre~ional water components are, however, nonseparable since the with

drawals of water or the discharge of.Waste in one area can influence 

water in downstream subregions.· These subregional components contain 

aspects of bothl(rater quantity and water quality. The principal limita

tions of the constructed model include the use of employment as ·the 

primary indicator.of economic activity and the imposition of the 1960..,. 

1975 (industry group) growth rat.es on the SO-year.forecast period. 

The obviously important features of the systems model constructed 

by Hamilton, et al., may be characterized as: (i) the inclusion of 

both demographic .and economic components in· a· single model; (ii) the 

explicit application of both economic ancl engineer:lng concepts to regional 

water resource proble:mt;; (iii) the dynamic aspects which are evidenced 

by feedbacks and lagged variables within the various components as well 

as between cemponents; (iv) the ability of the model to~ facilitate 

sensitivity analysis. One of the more interesting r.esult;s of the simu

lation analysis is that the revealed water shortages emana.ted not from the 

scarcity of the water resource itself but rather from current water trec:tt:"' 

ment, storage, and distribution systems.· Hence, given investments in 

e.."Cpanded water systems a sufficient amount of water would be available. 

Turning away fr9m r.iyer basin. syste.'lls, a recent study by Rausser, 

. et al.j [1972] was advanced in an attempt to determine the level of public 

subsidies that might 'be J>rovided for water d~salting plants. The basis 

for these subsidies are the external benefits.which.emanate from the 

11 learningi: process or desalting experience. Thee:xperience gained in the 

construction and operation of a particular desalting plant is presumed to 

result fa more efficient production for other plants constructed in the 

46 
future. Hence, the purpose of this study ts to estimate alternative 
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• 

• 
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lea:rning functions for water desalination .and i~vestigate.their implications. 

for>external leaming benef it:s and· associated pu~l,ic·:-~ubsidies tci particular 

water/desalting plants. 

A "le~rning by. doi~s•~. model J>rovides the basis fof the spec.if led· (non..-·.· 

< linear and ciyt1an1ic). learning functions which .are, estimate<,i by both Classical 

and Bayesian met_hods. In the case of the Bayesiari esti~~tes ~ . two alternative 

•ttuni1-i~!3: of pripr- prp·babili~y ,density functions ate:utilized. The first is •• · 

ba:sed on the learh:tng ~perience of non--desalting industries· and .. the second . 

is based on sample desalting 'costs of foreign plants. ·· From these· estimates .·· .. 

. ... as< well. as some additional information a joint. probability distribution whicJi 
.• . . .. . . ·:' . 

includes external. leain:fog benefits is specified.' .· Since it was .not possible 

to dcarive.the marginal: d~nsi~y function .f6~_~uchbenefits analytically, com~ 
. . . 

· puter simulation experiments were·. employed to gene:rate an ·~stimate of this 

function. In other' word~, the probability distribution -for these benefits 

·. were empiricaliy appreximated by Monte -Carlo :inethQds· •• : · These :,,ppl.;'¢:x:imate 

distributions were o1>t,:ained ·.for. alternative plant capacities (six) , discount 
. . . . . . . : . - . 

. rate.s '(two), expeet~d iro'WJ:h .rat~E3•· (-;~<>), expect~d 'pla~t'.•·life (t\'.vo). and · 
. ._,.·. 

estimated :l~arni11;g fµil<;:tions (tht'eef; On the bas.ls of these appi;;oximat~d· 

· ... ~ternal ~nef.it probability distributi.9ns a nt.nllher. pf suggestions regarding 

.·app;~~ri:te· 1~~e1i of:p'1blic>(St~t~ )ind Federal):,'subs;f.dies··.·are deri;e(!. 47 .. 

The_ model. developed by Jac¢by [1967]. emphasizes ;lterriative .. investment .· 

and, operatlns ciecl;don$ fo,r electrt~/power plants in West Pakistan. More 
. . 

specifica1,ly, . .the model analyz_es pciten,tiai investment in generation facilit:ies 

for each of .several ei.e~tric poweritnarkets.:, Ea~h plan must s.atisfy pre-
·._. . ·: . , . . . ' ':._ ·::,· 

det.ermirted powe1: d!!man.ds, and haft ari ·ass9ci,ated 'iempora:l p3.tt'ern of operating 

.costs •.. An .atte1'}pt is wade with some su~cess to eXijtn:i.ne :electric power 

. . planning fr,om a sy,st:~ms vi~~ t'..ither t:_han project~.by-pr:ojec~ •. · The computer 
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simulation model utilized generates outputs of various plants, range of 

fuel prices, transmissiot\ constraints for each year,· the dist:ribution of 

foreign exchange rates, and the distribution of opportunity.costs of 

capital. The latte1t) info:r:ination is part-icuhn;-ly important given the 

multi-purpose nature of b,ydroelectric and irrigation,~~ve.lopments in 

some of the regions investigated. Site size and timing of plant con

struction are:e;icplicitly treated. The first priority of water is 

.specified to be irrigation uses and the electric power opportunity costs 

of this priority are evaluated .. 

The experimental design utilized in Jacoby's simulation analysis 

involved both multi-stage techniqut':s and partial factorial designs. On 

the basis of a single basic: demand projection. a variety of plans were 

tested, some of which were eliminated from further analysis. This initial 

analysis provides a new set of combinations to be investigated. Three 

examples illurtrating the use of these technique,s are given. They are: 

(i) evaluation of power benefits for a large dam, (ii) timing of plant 

construction, and (iii) altern.atiVe drun operatirtg policies\· The con- . 

structed simulation model is·. impressive involving a considerable degree of 

feedback. Unfortunately among other limitations no real attempt is made 

to verify the constrtict,ed model. 

The· Dudley~ !!-t 311. t [1972 l model is a relatively straightforward model 

in which the purpose is to determine the ~'best11 area size for irriga.tion. 

This decision is presumed to take place in conjunction with a reservoir.of 

a given capacity. The.spe:cifie.d criterion function involves a twenty year 

planning .horizon, net revenue derived from irrigated cropland, net revenue_· 

derived from d,ryland· crops, and. fixed costs of capital items. In deter- -

mining the "best" acreage to deveJ,.op for irrigation the authors incorporate 

• 

• 

• 
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·4a --~- · · ·. · 
_strategies (developed-in. previous papers )_on the ·combiriation·of irrigated 

. . . . . . 

and drylalid ~rop acr.eage tcr.pl'cint and· the allocatio~ of a given quantity of 

wa~e.r t~ £Ui 'itrigatei area over a seaso.n • 

. Tli~ actu~ dete.hniria~ion' results : from $imulat::tng over a twenty year . 
' • • • • • • • • I • ' • • • 

period, und~t iboth sb,ch~stic (iemand and supply t~e ef fee ts ~f varying. a~re.;,;; .· 

ages ... ·. The ?,~re~ge f6r which the largest value of. the criterioti function: 

is obtai1,1ed ·is•.>regit~ded as 'the· approximate optimal acreage to dev.elop for 
, . . .... · .. -.· .· ·- .. ·,'•· ·- .· . ·- . .•. . . 

. irrigation. Sensfti_vit:y an,1llysis is employed :in an ,attempt to ascertain 

how the detetmin~d acre~ge would .be altered under varying opportunity . 

costs. •·•···Opportunity· cost .a:s a percenta~e of original: costs• are allowed to 

range from 50 percent to 150 pe1;cent::'( Quadratic funct;~s '(for" each of 
·• ' ' . . . 

the specifie~ levels of opportunity costs) .relating net 'revenue to irrigable 
.. ,. . . 

acreages ~re also ··estlnuited and the penalty. for employing subopt·imal 

ac:.reages is computed.- No att.~mpt to verify the consi:ructed model is advanced 

·arid t~e experi..mental design utilize:cl .. is simple •.. two of th~ more impo.rtant 

limitations.of the analysis are.the assumption of coµstant between season 

dryland yi~lds. a~d: :the,··.f;ulure t'~·~n$id.er St()l'.'.i~g, water in the current 

year .to augment: :available supply in future years.,; 
. . . 

· As previously indicated, a t\µmbei:: of the st~dies represented in Table VII. 
.· .· ' . . . .. ·;;·/."-~ ·.,· . -· ' . 

,~: --'.~ ·. : . . . ,. 

ref.er to physical models conberriect with hyrol.ogic phenomenon. . · The Chow and 
.. . . . ' •·. ·.· . . ·. · .. •· . '').. . . ·•·: .• .. ·' .·: . . ·.' . ·. ; . .. . . . 

Karelioti•s, J1970l model ~s. repres,entative of these analyses and .is briefly ,\t 

elaborated upon here •. Their hydrologic m.odel is fotmu:lated :i.n the: c~ntext 

.· of a watershed system and is applied to the upper Sangamon River. Basin •. The" . 

mod~l input is rainfall and the output is runoff ~nd ev:apotranspiratiou •. 

Rm1off is composed of thte:e . stochastic components : (il gro1,1ndwt;lter $.torage, ··• . 
. · ., . . - . . . 

. (ii) total• rainfall, and (iii) total losses.·. Thre.e alternative models for .·· 

these processes .'are ;Co~par~d; itnd. -ev?;l:l~ted. These models are. baidcally a. 

\ .· 



moving average, smu of hanno.:iics, and an autoregressive model. In selecting 

among these models the non-;nested nature of the hypotheses (or the dis

parate families of hypotheses) represented by tht? alternative model repre

sentations is not recognized. Instead the selection is based upon the 

correlogram and spectral analysis. All three runoff components are found. 

to exhibit correlograms oscillating without anY indication of dampening. 

This along with the power spectrum of the sample data revealing significant 

peaks for six n10nth and annual periods resulted in the selection of a 

combined sum of harmonics and autoregressive time series model representat}.on. 

This selected ,model is then employed to simulate the runoff processes. The 

prirtcipal limitations of the analysis are: the validation of the constructed 

simulation JOOdel it'l lacking; the fe~dback among and between the various 

components is not particularly strong; and the experimental design approach 

is deficient. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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VI. CRITIQUE AND APPRAISAL 

The comments in the survey section along.with the framework provided 

by the previous discussion suggest a· number of obsetvations with regard 
. ' - . 

to the current and potential value of systems analysis concepts for teach-
I .. 

ing and research in Agric.ultural Ecouomic;s. Some of these observations 

have, iri fact, ·already been anticipated in the commentary of the survey 

section. . In thi~ section the .arguments are formalized and assessed in .. 

terms of possible implications for the profession. 

One aspect of the. studies which comes through rather c:J,.early in the 
's 

survey is a rather general departure from the tieoclassical theory. 

This seems to be true in the decision as well as in the moredesc.riptive 

·or behavioral and for1:casting model applicatfons. In most cases this 

departure does not appear to ·represent a rejection of the theory. Instead 

it seems to be associated with the types of systems being modelled and an 

inava:ilability of sufficient theoretical results .. Guidelines from the 

theory are cOtlli"llonly employed for suggesting variables entering structural 

relations and poSsiblecriteria for decision lllodels. However, it becomes 

reasonably clear tha.t .the qynamic> aggregate and uncertain nature of many·.· 
. . 

of the problems requiring the attention of the profeS$ion is not fully em-

braced by the theory. In shoi;t, '-ie are left with the impression that the 

,users of the systems a.pproach--whether for educational or research purposes-,-,. 

are engaged in a heuristic excerise; continually formulating and reformulating 

the models as new infcn..nation in the fortn of improved theoretical concepts or 

observations on the system becomes available. 

The preceding assertion is enhanced .once we recall that the systems being: 

modelled.are frequently ones for which there is a dirth of observed information. 



··As.a consequence, the systems models themselves are employed to generate 

·- result~ used for indicating appropriate types and amo-unts .of in(ormation 

to collec_t and, .in fact, in generating inf0rmation on the systems theni-· 
. . . . 

selyes (Forrester, 1961) .. Thus.: in decision as· well .as in behavioral and . .··· ,· . . ' . . .. 

foreeas~illg ,models :we -find ours¢l_ves ,procee,ding ,adaptiv~l.y:..."'."'.formt1lating _-
. . ·. .- . 

models of ~ystems, refining _their theoretica;I, basis, gathering information, 

·refonnµla,t:irtg ang: etc·~ ,~with tbe ult:Lmate end of ilnproving upon the pre-
·._·· . . ... •· . ·":".·· .. _ ': .· _·. ;. . . .. 

ceptio~ and representatlon of the system be:b1g modelled. 49 

Asecondnoteworthy characteristic of thetnodels-is associated with 
. .· . ' . . . . . . . 

-· ... ·. ..· . . . .· .. : 

the methods by: which information is generated for estim:atj,ng ,structures, 

of forecasting, behavioqil andJdecision models: andf ·rebiieQly ,: the ni.~thods ' 

employed in the l'soltition''- of decision model$. Iri bri~f. _ these method1t 

are cr;,nnnonly.rather haphazard involving a lack of improvement criteria and, 

as _mentioned in sec:tion III,· an absence of efficient experimental des.igns ~ 

whether for isolating response surfaces of structural.models or for numer--
. . ,· . : . . . : .. . . ·-_ . . . '. .- .·: _· . 

ically approximating optima for the.various types of-de:cision oi:'" policy 

P10dels., . That is, the<:process of. solution il.nd/crr)systems mod,el improve!tlet1t: 

typically ·take~• place within a very. genenl ~r unspecified basis for control. 
.· . ,- ,, . . . 

. . 
' . . 

The key words.in these. introductory comments are,:of course, adaptive 
: .. · · .. 

and tcfntrol. In short; all of the studies which involve the systems approacil 

can be viewed as a type of,adaptive control process~ For the descriptive 
,, 
or .behavioral and forecasting:model ,applic;.ationsthe process is reasonably 

straightforward. The objective, as g~nerally stated,_is the one of improv ... 

· ing the characteritat:ion of the system •. l.n this case the contro.l variables 

of potentia•l importance are tprincipally co-ncerned witb -the design of d~ta ·, 

gathering experi~ents whe.ther . conducted within the real syst-em:--in which case 
.· . . . . . . . -

the usual ty~es of s'ampling criteria ;;l'.te of i~portance--or within the systems 

•• 

• 

·•. 

• 
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model--in which casewe are concerned with identifying the response surface 
- ·.-_,' : : ",,,, ._ . 

so as to determine the inteinal workings of the model. In the decision 

models the problem is somewhat more coniplex. If the structure is taken as 

krio·wn or invariant to new information, then the control problem po$ed is 
1 f (, ' ' 

. si~p y one p attaining the policy objectives. Although m1nierical approx±---
' ' 

mations of complicated objective functions and/or complex structural models 

may be difficult,; the optimization process is, in principle,possible. 

l-11um the ·characterization of the structure is not invariant to new in-

. forrnation, ho}vever, the control problem for decision problel!ls becomes con

siderably more complex. Clearly, if the system is operated on the bas;i.s of 

the solution· to the model, then the policy followed influences the type of 

new information obtain~d: for improving upon the characterization of the 

system. Since the solution to the policy problem will usually be improved 

if the St:r:ucture is known with more reliability and the quality of information 

for improving the structure is contingent upon thepolicy follow-ed, it is 

clear:that there ate.dual considerations in setting optimal policies. Adapt7 

ive optimizing problems of this.type are known as dual control problems. 

The availabi:J,.ity of solutioi,: algorithms for adaptive and/or dual control 

problems i~ currently quite limited. However, this.conceptualization of the 

process of systems analysis can serve some useful purposes~ To begin, it 

provid~i:; a unifyingmethodologica1Jramework for viewing the widely diverse 

types of systems modelling work, thereby, giving a basis for evaluating methods 

employed as well as methods developments in the whole range of applied situ

ations. The control framework is also of value as an optimiii.ng basis for model 

constrUction and operation., This. optimizing basis is,, of course, vety useful 

in attempting to systematize procedm:es for the estimation of paq1meters entering 

structural models and for simUlatfog or·experimenting "'1ith the models whether 
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in a policy or forecasting context. 

In the fpllowing two subsections we review the promising developments 

. in systems modelling as they relate to this adaptive control framework and 

then<attempt to assess the implications df this view of the systems method · 

for research and teaching efforts. Although the first is principally 

orientated towards methods developments, there are a number.of important 

works in Agricultural Economics wllich have either implicitly or explicitly 

applied the approach to be advocated. Where·appropriate then, these studies 

are noted both as a basis'for indicating the contributions of Agricultural 

Economics to me.thods developments and to illustrate the usefulness of the 

concepts ::f.n applied situations of -the t:tpe which characterize our more 

usual research and teaching efforts. 

If , the conclusion as· to the appropriateness of the adaptive. control ·. 

framework for systems analysis ::i.s accepted, then there are a number of in

teresting implications as to how we should train our students as well as 

retrain ourselves for future research efforts. In the second subsection 

we speculate on a number of these issues--includ:l.ng the importance of. 

economic theory, w.athematical and other technical requirements for handling 

the approach and finally some methodological questions suggested by viewing 

the development of applied research results as a control process. 

PROMISING DEVELOPMENTS 

In this section those aspects of the systems analysis and simulation 

approach which appear to r.epresent methods for improving the potential 

of Agricultural Economics reseat;ch are mentioned. In most cases these ate 

developments which have seen limited, if any, application in the profession. 
. . 

Hence, in addition to discussing the salient aspects of the various develop.,... 

ments we shall attempt to indicate research areas where they appear to have 

• 

• 

I 

• 
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the largest bene.fits. 

As suggested in the introductory comments, the more.promising aspects of 

systems analysis are identified with the view that: the<approach can be treated 

a$ an ,application of adaptive control theory (Burt, l96Q}. This framework is 

suf ficien~ly genera.I to et1compass both decision or forece.sting models and, more 

generally, the allocation problem presented by the search for morerepresen-· 

tative behavioral or descriptiv~ models.· Since mo$t of the promising develop

ments follow from thfs view of the systems analysis process, we digress for• a 

shot·t discu.ssipn of the elements pf control as w.el.l as adaptive control theory. 

Th~Cont.!£! Problem --·· ,. . 

control problems are typi~ally dynamic or sequential optimization problems. 

, As such they involve a criter:ion function in_ the endogenous (and possibly · 

exogenous variables) ·and a structure relating the valut!:s of the endogenous to 

the controllable and uncontrollable exogenous variables. Although .. the relation-

ii s involved need, in principle, not to.be expressible as mathematical functions, 
Sil p . 

. we shall do so for' purposes of convenience. More p:recisely then, if we de-

note the .. t,.rithi:n period cr:i.terion functiohs as f[y(t), c(t}I x(t)] where y{t) 

and x(t} are respectively appropriate elements .of the state or endogenous 

variables and include.cl uncontrollable e~ogenous variables, c( t} is the vector 

of control v3riables and g{f[y(t),. c(t), x(t), tJJ as the functfonal defining 

the criterion function at any point in continuous .time, the objective £unction 
, 

for the control problem can be Wl"itten as, -

W = I! g{f fy(t), c(t), x(t), t]} dt .• 

The control theory problem is to optirnlze this functional W, subject to the 

conditions relating the state variables y(t), lagged values for y(t-1), the 

control ,•sriables c(t) and other exogenous variables ~(t), the initial 
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conditions, and two mathematical conditions specifying boundedness on y(t)· 

and control variable$ c(t). That iss w is maxirnized $ubject to, 

* = y = h[y(t}, y(t-1), x{t), c(t). t]. 

y(O) = y(O)~ Y(t) t y(t), and c(t) £ C(t}, 

whete y(t) is a set of feasible values for the.state vectors and C(t) is a 

set of feasible values for the controls. The parenthetical (t) indicates 

that in each case these spaces may be functions.oft. 

The control problem as specified above is nonstochastic. From the 

previous discussion on systems analysis it would appear that if the approach 

is to be viewed as a control process, then some provisiori. must be made for · 

accommodating uncertainty. This uncertainty as to structure and possibly criteria· 

is incorporat~d in terms of probability distributions on the parameters. In 
· particular, when parameter uncertainty is recognized, two approaches to the 

control problecn are possible. The first, which we may denote as a stochastic. 

control problem, presumes the random variables (exogenous variables, parameters, 

and ·disturbance terms) have probability ·distributions which are ·know,:1. · The 

second, commonly referred to as an adaptive control problem, supposes that the 
,~ 

probability distribution· functions associated with such random variables. are 

the1nselves not known with cetta.ihty. The first control problem is invariant 

to sequences of new information while the second uses new information generated 

by the system to re-:evaluate the estimated probability dis.tribution functions. 

More precisely, in each period the new sample information generated in the 

previous period is utilized to update estimates of say .the first and second 

moments of the probability distributions. These ul?dated estimates are .then 

used to determine actions in the current period, and etc. 

The adaptive control approach is the more realistic of the two approaches 

to the uncertainty problem and allows a, higher expected level of performance 

• 

• 
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than the stochastic control approach. In short, superior information permits 

attainment of higher lev.els of achievement in accordance with the specified 

criterion functions. In t.his context, an anem;pt to achieve optimal control 

policy for seyeral. fµture. periods inyolw.!s btith lea:ming and design con..,., 

siderations. How much we learn about µnknown paramE1tei:: values or their 

probability distributions depends on policy actions, a design-of-experiments 

con.siderat:ion. 1 The adaptive control. solution t() a 'l)l~ltiperiod problem then· 

attempts to provide an optimal sequence of actions that consider control,· 

learningt and experimental design. In other words, the. choice of optimal 

control decisions .in an adaptive tramework is concerned w:ith the dual effects 

of decisions on. control of the ec.onomic system as welL as fu.ture streams· of 

information. The vaJ.ue _of such an apprciaC!h have been outlined by Freebain1 
I 

and Rausser (1972), P:rescott (1967, 1971), and Zellner (1971). In particular, 

Prescott's f ipdings indicate. the importance of allowing for parameter un,... 

certainty in solving control probiems, especially when.parameter estimates 

are imp:reci~e. 

Since economiGs is a decision· science, it.follows.that many .systems 

models constructed for analyzing economic probJ,em~ include a decision 

din1ension. That is, accord.ing to our discussion in section Ill w.any of the 

models reviewed in survey section (V) could be properly classif:i.ed as 

decision models.·. Moreover, the fact that the analyse$ proceed in a systems· 

context would suggest someunCertainty as to the structure of the decision 

problems as well as the values of the parameters which make them specific 

to particUlar economic agents (or groups of agents). The.narratives in the 

paper~ frequently indicate that substanti~l feedback has occurred between 

the processes of problem identification, model construction, verification, 
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and policy analysis (see for example Halter, et al., 1970). I.n short, 

systems models of decision problems a.re typically constructed in an adaptive 

manner with numerous revisions of the structure as new inform.at:ion becomes 

availa.J)le. · This procedure for model construction and policy analysis can, 

therefore, ~c,1sily be viewed as an adaptive control process. 

What then is to be gained from this observation as to the similarity 

of systems modelling of d~cision problems and adaptive control processes? 

First, it provides a tu."lifying conceptual basis for viewing the various 

systems models of decision processes~ This unifying basis would seem to 

be a necessary condition for the development of more systematic and 

reproducible procedures for the construction and application of systems 

models and for interpreting results of such analyses as they relate to 

-policy. Secondly, it suggests a basis for evaluating the process of model 

revision~ Systems models are commonly presente.d as the result of a process 

which has included numerous policy experiments and relate<i model revisions.· 

The experiments have somehow provided information as to the appropriate 

structure fol{ the decision problem. The control problem conceptualization 

then represents a framework within which a systematized and formal rationale 

for · these types of procedures in the formulation and application of decision 

models can be accommodated. 

Lastly, the control framework as "system" for viewing systems models 

of·decision problems has some important implications for the design of policy 

simulations experiments·• As the abbreviated discussion of control problems 

indicated, experiments with such models have dual obj.ectives--one of provid

ing additional information on the structure, the Other 9£ providing information 

as to the optimal ~ettings of the control variables in connection with the 

within-period objective functfon •. Thus. the exp1icit recognitfon of those 

constructions on the analysis.of systems models reaffirms earlier comments 

• 

• 

• 
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with respect to the importance and applicability of experimental design 

in the si.roulating process for such models. 

_Simulation and· l?rep.osted.or Ana.1ysj.s. 

As Agr:i.cultural Economics isan applied discipline, we must be con--
, , 

cernedwith problems of estimating response.functions (usually technical} 
, ~ ,, . 

for use in the analysis of resource allocation problems. Given the pre

.occupation with resource allocation problems, it is rather surprising that 

it ha; been only recently observed in a formal sense that at~empts to 

captuI'e more reliable estimates of parameters are themselves>.,resource 

allocation problems of ·a,very 'traditionalnature. Hence~ the.process 

/ of estimating response functions can be viewed as a type of control 
, , 

problem. The criter:f.on in sucl1 problems is 5.mplicitly a functional in the · 

within perio(l gains (benefits over costs) accruing as a result of 'the 

experiment. The structure is given by the nature of the function t() be 

estimated. · Control variables then relate to altern.ative$ in terms of 

experimental.design and the extent of experimentation. Inan applied 
- , 

context a difficulty with.this essetltially Bayesfan.frameworlc for view-

ing the process of• experimental response surface estimatioh is that the 

.additional information provided by the experimentation is not known until 

the experiment is conducted.. More sp~c:Hically, if the process is per

ceived :ill a Bayesian context (with posteri.or parameter distr,ibutions at 

one point in time becoming prior distributions in the subsequ¢nt period) 

.then the revised parameter estimates cannot be know11 until the posterior 

'distributions are calculated. A very promising approach to this pr.oblem 

· ,'··, 50 ·, 
has· been recently applied by A."1derson, and Dillon (19q8). .· They· suggest 

that simulations of a systems model--incorporating what is known of the 
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populationand sa1lipling characteristics of the error sources--be.employed.in 

numerically examining the problem of optimally· allocating resources in re-

sp~nse surface research. The term coined for experimental examinations of 
) ' 

thitr'·1:ype. is <pre.pot;teriof analysis (Anderso~ and l):illon, 1968). 

Siniµ:l.at:J_ons -of systems models constructed for examinations of this. 

sort.can be quite useful.in providing information as to the potential of 

add;ittonal nonsyntliet;ic ~perimental information. This. is especially evident 
.... ,.,. '· ·.· .. ····· ..... ;_..· .. · ... ,_ .-:. .. 

in th~' context of traditional response surface estimation problems. ' They are ;.: 

also of value in giving guidelines for the design of experiments advanced to 

exam±n:e·the likely eo~tributfo# of additional nonsyntheticinformation or 

·sample d~ta. In·a broader context these methods would also seem to be 
' ' 

~pplicable to situations in which exploratory research is being conducted for 

. the. purp<>se .· of developing useful descriptive a.'ld/:Or. behavioral structural 

ms,dels'of-~conomic systems. In this sense the use of simulated data in the 

develop~ent.atjd :refi~e~ent of economic models.is quite'consiste1:1twith the 

· adaptive control. framework. 

Possible simui~tion applic~t;tons as a ,basis for prfjposterio~. analysis · ·. 

of estimattonptoblems confrontedin the·construction response surfaces as 

"well as behavioral and descriptive economic models are wid~ ranging. The 

ad.Jant~ges: of the appr~~c:h fo~,,lµOre . ffadi.f ional response surf ace . research 

should. beobvious·frci' our.pie~~~~s discussion and are nicely illustrated . ' 
V 

, by 'Anderson ~d Dillon (1968) • · For ~he case of research. on the structure 

of economic models the pr?cess is somewhat more complicated. The compli

cations arise in coimectic:m W'ith the identification of appropriate ctiteriQn 

functions,- the difficulties ~f interpreting simul~ted data frommodelsot 

this type when multiple-responses are present (the usual situation) and the 

connection between this -.typ!? ~f exploi;a_tory devel.cipment;. of _such. models and 
. . . . . . -. . . . . ,.~ ... , . . . 

the underlying theory. Although the above mentioned problems are at present 

• 

./ 
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lind;:tj'µg. in t.el'.'nts of .the opetatfonal nature of this approach to the .develop

ment economic system~ models, its appeal as a method ·for systematically 

utilizing synthetically generated data' commends it as an alternative to be, 

considereq: in. the application of systetnp and;'aimulationanalysisinA~rif 

cultural Econom,ics researcJ:i. ·· 

Artificia1Intel1igence and Heuristi~ Methods 
. . . ... -·. . 

I·t "Would :be :'inapp,ropriat:e t6 ~mit from a df.scussion of promising 
. . . 

.:_ ./': 

developments.·. the. possible ·appljcadons of simu~ation. ~oncepts in ,the~evelpp-. 

ment of artificial intelligence tnethc,ds. 
. . ., •'• . 

~uch methods il)volve :atteinpts to · 

:simulat~ decis1.;ox1 niAkerts or problem solver' S . thought.· o:r discovery processes~··· 

rules of thumb.app~ied to comple:it.rea+ world systems, intelligent behayior, 

and effective problem solving or searc~ methods.·. Th~y· may be thought ?f as 

. embracing a. philosophy for approaching problems rather than const:!.tuting an . 
"---.:::':. · .. ;,_, . . . . ' . .. ' .. ·.' .. . .. ..... 

orgariiz-e;d and def inabl~ set1
' of :techniques. For inany proble:ms which cannot 

. . . - . . . 

be solved by. classic mathematical. and statisticttl .. ;models, these·.methods are-
;. . '• ... - . ," ,, : ·, .. ·. ., . .,,_ ; 

. . . 

especia:Lly usef:ul . and involve attempts . to mo~e towards optimum solution · 

procedur~s•rather thau;optimal solutions· 

Artificial intelligence is char.acted.zed . . . . . ·. _;~· ~- . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . ·. 

(Kuehri and Hamburgei, 19&3) • 

by ~·· .. et. ~1., (1969, p .• , 150) . 
~·· 

as " ••• efficient use .of the ¢omputer to obtain appat:eiltly intelli~ent' be- .. ft 

havior rather t~an to;. attempti)to repi-oduce the . .step":'by-step thought process 

of a h~nia~ d~cision maker. JI·. I.t is. ioncetned:with eolilput;er-oriented heµristics 
' . · .. " . • .' . . 1·_' • 

to· accomplish such. items ~s search,' pattern recognitio.n, and organization 

. · ·. · 51 · 
·plann:ing. · In a more. sophis.ticated· setting it··may al~o incltide_learning· · 

and . ind~ctive inference •.. · . · . · . • .· .······ ·· .. . · · •.:. . .. · .· . · . ··. • . · 

~though·uses .of·systerns models,·simulation, and allied.techniqtiesas. 

mean~ for '.';;Jii~i~tirig tnf~rnta~ion a~out economic·. syst~IIls were: suggested fairly .·· 

early (Simon and Nprvell, 195£>, Shubik, 1960, · ClarksC1n, 1962) , the .related 



. ..... 
' 

.· , . · . 

heud.std.c pr<>gramming and learning constructs have been given little attention 

by Agricult~ral Econotnists to date; To be sure, the process of constructing · 

an~ sim1.1lating any model of a system.can he loosely viewed as a process of 
·/'·.· . · .... : ... . . . . 

developing at'·tificial iritell;Lgence. ·· l,'.he 'assertion as to the apparent lack of 

associated applications is-, · therefo~e •.· .. inf erred 1;11ainly · froni the absence of · 

more fomal considerations regarding the process • 

.. . . The s1nq,,lest .. o.f ,,A,~,cis.iQtl,,problem_t,3 in applied economics are characterized 
: ~. ., !··:,_. . -. . .. - . . • . 

by adompleJCityof altertlatives with respect to strucfure and potential. 

.decision variables. Learning about: or understanding s~ch systetns inay ~ · there..;.;· 
r . 

. fore •. b~· ~ealist:lcally viewed• as a sequential process~ That is, we begin.·· 

with a rough idea of· how the system opera.tes and then by procedures similar •. · 

to _heuristic programming we•develop models which hopefully perform adequately 

. f6r the purpOs.es interided .. The connection of this process with the theory 

o'f. le~tning ·{B~h and. Rstf!s, 1959) should be apparent. Simula.tion and 

syst;eins an~l.ysis then, by virtue of t~e compa;rative ease w:.tth which one can. 

heuristically model or program a.system, represent valuable tools.for en~ 

hancing ~ploratoryresearchefforts~ 

Even though heilr$~tic program;n.ing and rel~ted:appl;c:ationsof learning 

theqry lmve been more popu+ar in t:he ~tudy of games (Shubik, 1960), it should 

be ciJar 0that th¢y have ~~e applicability in the t:ypes of exploratory 

research associated with the various types of eclectic model$ employed by 

Agricultural Economists •. 'Moreover:, learning theory from an economic point 

. of view<antl in · relation to decision model's, is, in essence,. an allocation · . 
. · - . . . 

problem. ·. As such the applications of heuristic progrannnirig and the -gener'."" 

ation of· artificial intelligen~e fit rather nicely with· the ovetall control.· 

theoty framework. The previous comments involving the use of synthetically 

generated data and prepost.erior anaJysis present a fot1nal basis on which 

~ 
·I 
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learning aboll:t.eeono:mic structures and,.relatedly, technical response surfaces 

can.•;proceed. In .a mor.e decision orientated context :the dual problems of 
.. . . 

adaptive; control, processes provide a £tame.work withirt which: e,cplorat:ory IilOclels ·. · 

artd),pollcles can be develop:ed •.. 

. Opportunities for advanfageously applying a17tificial intelligence in 
·- .. _ ·. _, .. . . . :· . 

Agricultural Economics research ar~>substantiaL Inaddi:t'ion to thosewhich 
. . .. . . .. , 

. wo~ld ni!t\lrally >b~ . atttictpited 0~ the .· l>asls of, t:h; previous. discuss ion; . there 

ar.e areas in which these meth~ds have more specific, possibilities for appli:- ·· 

cation. ,'!'h~>,ilrea·to wh:fch we specifi,cally refer is experimental economics 

(Castro and ~eingarteni, 1970, MacCrimmon and T9ta, 1969, Naylor,, i972, Smith·~ 

1962, 1965 ~rtd Watts, 1969. Most of · these studies ·are, ;,of course~ closely 

connected with the gaming 111odels in w,hich the'l.eanting 'and heuristic programining 

- methods found the!r initi,al applications •. Few proposiUons of even .the 'more 
: . . . ..- . . . 

.· tradit:ional ecq~omic theories 'Of indi,_;.idual behavio.r have been sub.jected to 
. . . . . 

tests' by ciontrolled experiment~. ' The few t~sts ~vailable refer m~s~:ly :to the.· . 
. · . . . ~ 

equilibria.ting process of simpl.e competitive markets~ If. viewed in comparison. 

to other sociaJ.;:~ci'ences where t~ie(jretical foundatfon.s .are riot terfibly rich, 

'this is' a part:tt,ularly Striking it:at~ment. : It 'see.Iris' /,thereftiie, tha~ appl;L~ 
. - . . . . . 

cat:1'oris of these systems methods in ob~aining; infonnati~n about how agents '' ,'' 

lea~ and operate within various economic systems' ~o\hd have substantial, 

potential, in Agr~cult~ral Economics: research. • That is, s:j.mul~tion methods 
·. , :·' ._. :., . . ·. . . ' _: .· . : . _:.·, .. , . ··. ,.- ·. ' .··.... ' ' . . .• . . . . '. . ·-, . . . -·. . . . ·'· . ·' ... 

could be a:dva~tageously applied tq generat~ :artificial itttelligence about 

the behavio~ of ageri.t:s in the industry. ·. Some initial ef f or~s in this 
. . ·. . . 

direction were mentfo11ed with respect to the g~mirig literature in sect.ion V. 

Our purpose her·e,,. howe:Ve:t,~, has been to sugg~st that ·there are sound reasons.·. · 

for stibstantially expandin:g these presently rather limited efforts. ,' 
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FORECASTING AND PROJECTIONS 

In the above discussion on promising developments forecasting problems 

were indicated as a special type of- decision problem.· Although this char

acterization of for~casting and projection problems is essentially correct, 

· they are tasks of Agricultural Economists which are sufficiently important 

that we single them out for this special treatment. An important function 

qf our .applied disci-pline .::ts obviously to provide agents of industry and 

gov:e:r.nment with accurate forecasts and·projeC.tions. The amount oLresources 

currently devoted to the development of outlook and situati.cm reports, in 

factJ attests to the importau.c,:e of thesf functions.-

Systems analysis and simulation concepts can serve a useful function 

in the development of forecasts and projections. To date~ they have provided 

a vehicle for reconciling the forecasts (which are typically based on classical 

- stattstical procedures involving the structures and data) with substantial 

elet11e:nts of judgmental input. The possibilities for extension and formalization 

of thesemethods are very encouraging. To begin, as our earlier comments 

have suggested, the fo-rmal structure within which the judgmental projections 

and more:classiqal forecasting procedures can be profitably viewed is Bayesian 

(Zellner and Chetty, 1965). Moreover, if these alternatives are viewed in a 

Bayesian framework system and simulation<methods can be utilized in solving 

some of the numerical problems such as providing useful approximations to 

analytical solutions. To be sure, the use of simulation or more informatively 

numerical types of experiments must be accompanied by appropriate concern with 

both the formal structure of forecasting problems· as well as associated problems 

of experimental design. It is also useful to view the forecasting problems 

which are sequential in nature as a type of control process. 

• 

• 

• 
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A· secon<f.> and less_ developed area in which ~ell designed. expe~iments 
. . . . ' ' 

- tippt?'ar to have· ,substan,tial potential for enhancing re$earch efforts -is>with . 

regard to ~~;i~ation of the unknown pata111et_ers ente~in~, the systems .models. 
• •• • < ... • •• :·_: •• : •• • 

}{.oreh}i;pecifi~al:ly, whe!l projections or forecasts are the bas:f,s. f.or po~icy .· 

· cho.:tces. :theli~ is.:,increasing evidence_that .. the underlying ~st-imatiQJt.should _.· 
. ,,. . . . . . . ' . - . . . . 

be based on loss function$ deriyed from tte crite:rion~ functions Qf the 
. ' . 

decision jnOdels· (Fisller, 1962) •• Although this is conceptually a very appeal,.-

ing approach _ tp ~or~~sting pr·o~~~~: lllld the ~ssociated · devel~pment of more 
·. . ·. :. ·_. . . ·.. . .- . ·, .. ··. __ . .· . ·.. . . 

. · specialized outlook and sittiation inf orma'tion, . the. computational difficulties 

of dir:eet .· solµfions to applieq, problems .of this so-rt are·• preseµtly forbidding. 
. . . . . . . . ' . 

Systems -aiialysis and simulation methods if viewed Jn an exploratory context 

would, therefore. seem to pr~sent a u~e£ul means of ·developing new approaches_ 

to forecasting and projection problems:. 

A. la.~t :area in which systems and · simulation concepts have .p.o.tenti8:1 for_ 
~ . . 

applicatiop is relateg to the analysis of problems which arise as a result ... , ., . . 

·of att-empts. to_ obtain_ forecasted-valuesfiom comple:x: (nonlinear) structural 

models~ These methods ,appear _to hav.e<,;~ceiv~d, th.e most extensiv~ application 
. . . 

in develop:lng large scale macrpeconomett-ic model , {<Jreca~ ts,,: (Dlp;ymes , et al. , 

:1972 and N~ylor, 1970) -~-- · Eve~ though the systems an.d $imulation techniques_ •· 

.are not as usefufiasthey wer~.ci~ce thought t<> be for the developm~n~ of such 
. - , . . 

. . ; ·' .• .· .. : . . . ' . . . 

forecasts, theyremairi a practical alternative for the more complex (both in 

terms of nonlinearities and complicated stochastic assvmption~) of these models 

(Rausser and Johnson, 1972). It is also worth mentioning that the application 

of simulation methods to these problems in some r~sPects serv~d .to foster 
. ' . . 

the development> of analytitfal })ased-: procedutes wM.ch _now per:mit t~e.,more " 
. . ... ~-

ef ;fective use of the.se models for :forecasting purpos.es., 

\ 



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PROFESSION 

If the above ·perceived relationships.between modern control theory and 

systems analysis are correct, then we may.anticipate some rather substantial 

adjustments in both the subject matter and the methods involved in our 

resea,rd:1. and tec1chirtg efforts. It appears that contrary to some rather widely 

held opinions, the advent of systems and simulation concepts have not freed 

us from our previous preoccupation with economic theory and quantitative 

methods. That is, .rather. than allow researchers to circumvent some more 

traditional areas of training in quantitative methods and theory, the more 

advanced aspects of systems and simulation analysis suggests even stronger 

backgrounds in these areas would be beneficial. It should be patently obvio.us 

that a knowledge of computer programming or.some special simulation language 

is not a license for. conducting effective research in Agricultural Economics. 

The statistical and theoret.ical questions raised by the construction and 

application of syste.ms models are of such magnitude that the usefulness of 

research produced by mechanical applications of the approach can be of little 

general interest. 

Implications of these observations for the training of graduate and 

undergracluate students and our extension- tasks are reasonably clear. The 

flexibility of the Systems method ha~ suggested applications;which take us 

away from the familiar confines of neoclassical theory, classi.cal statistical 

methods, and even some of our closely_ held methodological conventions. As 

applications of systems models become more systematized, it seems inevitable 

that additipnal study of optimization theory (in dynamic and stochastic 

contexts) and Bayesian s.tatistical methods will become more commonplace. More-

• 

• 

• 



over, our conceptions of the process of learning and generating new knowledge 

are quite likely to be severed from the positive doctrines which dominated 

thinking along these lines in the 1950 1 s and 1960's (Johnson, 1971). 

The ~pecl:or of all these chari.ges is most encouraging. It .foretells 

the eventual merger of ou:r theories of individual behavior with data or 

empirical evidence and methods of.estimation. It would be unfortunate not to 

acknowledge the debt of these developments to the concepts of systems and 

systems.analysis •. The questions raised by the development and application 

of these methods have had a substantial impact in stimulating interest in 

refining techniques of estimation and in extending the theory.. At the same· 

time our discussion has hopefully indicated that systems analysis of economic 

problems is itself in for some rather substantial alterations. 



FOOTNOTES 

1. We could discuss these terms at length. That will not be necessary 
. . . 

since it has been done in·gen¢:ral elsewhere, (Churchman,·1968), (Emery, 

1969) and in terms pf econoniic models· by (Orcutt; 1960). · For our 

purposes it suffices to note that elements may be measurable on non-

measurable entities and that relations are defined so as to encompass 

all types.of connections between elements. 

2. For example 1 see (Cohen and Cyert, 1961), (Conway and Maxwell, 1959), 

(Kotler and Schultz, 1970), (Kuehn, 1962), (McMillan and Gonzales, 

1965) and {Naylor, .!il_ al~,/1966). 

3. Along similar lines,. see the comments of (Leontief, 1971, p. ,SJ and 

(Porter., et al;, 1966) .. 

4. These were noticed .and capitalized on rather quickly by Agricultural 

Economists (Ba.bb, 1964).,. (Babb and Eisgr.uber, 1966) and (Longsworth~ 

1969)~ 

5. These attribµtes of the systems analysis - simulation approach are 

described, albeit somewhat enthusiastically by (Johnson,cet/al., 1971, 

Ch. 3) ~ 

6. These limitations are becoming of if\creasing concern. A general tlis-
' ' . . . 

cussion of the J,:i.mitations wh.i.eh mai arise in connection with policy 

models constructed for agricultural sectoral models is contained in 

Rausser and Johnson (1972). Similar ctiticisrns have been advanced in a 

more specialized case by Johnson (1951) and; more general,ly, by Ackoff 

and Sleven (1968). 

7. Examples of this work are numerous. Some·of the ones more frequently 

mentioned are ·(Black, 1924), (Bean, 1939) and (Moore, 1914). G. Johnson 1 

has referred to these methods as '.'pencil and paper" projections. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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· FOOTNOTES (Con' t.) 

8. For.a more detailed chronicle of this sequence of events, see Judge 

(1968). There were, of course, other types of farm management studies, 

perhaps tnore akin to the systems .approach, going on simultaneously. 

However, the thrust of the profession seems to have been in the direction 

we_have. identified. 

9. · In the cas~. of. f :Lrm s.tudies we· find this apl'.)roach ably described by 

(Cyert and March, 1963) • 

10. The former are strictly only associated with stochasUc systems (McMillan 

and Gonzales, 1965). 

11. It is important not td confuse these relations with the usual conventions 

.of functional notation. As specified in this context, they are to be 

thought of in the more general logical sense. 
/ 

12 .- We could as; well think of obse.rving the system over space, individuals, 

etc ••. The time convention in regar:cLto states is, however, .typical and 
. . . . .· . [· . 

of value in most types of economic systems. 

13. For lucid discussion of this state concept as app;J.ied to time related 

problems, see Bellman (1958). 

14.' In.large models involving developing economics this attribute of the 

$yst;:ems approach has be,m appl:ied to considerable advantage (Johnson, 

15. When we observe~ as is mentioned later, that the normative concepts 

involved in many systems models are rather unrefined, the possibility 

of viewing a system ln these terms becomes .more obvious. 

16. Such exarninations may obviously be conducted via sensitivity analysis.· 



FOOTNOTES (Con' t:.) 

17. In the c'orttext of applied modelling situations see (Christ, 1966) 

for a more detailed discussion of the scientific method~ 

18. For an illustration of this sort of data mirming ,exercise see (Ramsey , 

and Zilrembka, 1971). The authors, include an intuitive discussion of 

the meaning of Classical statistical tests when several alternative 

functional forms are under e~amination. For a further.exposition of 

these problems and a discussion of preliminary test, and seqt1ential 

estimators\ see Wallace and Asher [1972]. 

19. This and the subsequent discussion,',, for the most part, does not consider 

the actual complexity of selecting among alternative model specifications. 

Classical techniques are largely silep.t in the case of non-nested hypotheses 

or the. disparate fa.'1lilies of hypotheses represented by alternative tiiodel 

representations. Cox (1961, 1962) and Atkinson (1970) have examined such 

, techniques tn context of non~nested hypotheses. Unfortunately, the tests , 

developed by these authors cannot be,performed routinely since the form 

of the test statistic depends ctuci,;1lly on the,nature,of the hypotheses 

to be tested._ 

20. Use,of the term verification in this context is somewhat misleading. 

We employ the terminology only to be consistent with other writings 

on systems models. That is, the term is used to describe the process 

of determining the degree to which the model can be confirmed as 

representing the system. 

21. In systems models which contain substantial numbers of dummy shift 

variables and time counters these internal consistency tests lose 

much of their value. That is, little is revealed about the validity 

of the model from consistency tests, in, such instances since the, model 

becomes simply a mechanism for reproducing the sample data. 

I 

I 

I 
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,, FOOTNOTES (Con' t.) 

• 

• 

22. See the tabte and 'related references for . more details as to, the,. 
. . . . ) ... ·.· __ ·: ' .· .. : ._.:- . : . . . . . .. · -_ . 

23. 

test statistics associated with these methods. 

Inter~al dpnsi~tency inves.t~g~t:i.ons are,also: employed as a basis fo.r: 

'de:terlllining: whether.or nri~ the model. :is.· functioning .. as expected;.< 
. . 

(Halt.er, et· al., {970) .: For purposes of the comments. ,to be made on . 

verifi~ation i~ ~is, ~ssunfeq t~~t sm;h tests ·have· already. been made and 
·.-'/;~·,_· 

. that the model i~ performing: BS iritended. 
. . ... ' -· . .• . . . ·_ .. 

24.. Stal)illt¥ and• instability, the. speed of converg~~ce from perturbations, • 

valueEv·of ,mu;ld.pliers, etc~,. are the types of properties of the model 

l which would be examinE.!cl. 

25 •. Possil>:i:tities for. n.ormative verification are discussed by Johnson .l;Uld 
><> . ·: .· . . . 
Zerby (1972). · •llowever, aside from some possibilitie~ of·. developing•.· 

,\\reights .for criterion funct:i,on,~ for decision models (!l!ijkamp, 1970), 

the ;~~c.~\cal feasi~ility of such apprPach~$ seems to be limited •. 

For this reason we have l.imited the discussion of t~e p:r.obiem. 

26 •. The: .first inst:,ance of,such,Ca game in Agri~ultural appears to, be one 

iri~Jidduced by 'Eisgrtiber '(1965). 

27 •.. ··. The stµdies in> g~nera:1 iridicate that games or gam.ing exercises are 

productive.. <llow~~er.,. t~ere is 1ii:t1e by ~ay of ari. ·e.conomic a11alysis 
. . . 

whi.ch wquld give some guide as to the costs'and benefits.of games 

in the vari.ous, types of teaching ·and .extension activities in which 

Agricultural Economists engage •. 
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FOOTNOTES. (Con' t.) 

28. In examining this and the telriainirtg Tabular Survey Tables. the.following 

should be noted~ First, in the decision variable .colu~. we re.port for 

v;l'fu;:i.~i:.al: and·\ t-orecasting1n1odel· app:'.Uciaticms: th.e ·.variab,lfi:,~-J~;~~~~119ti~} 

whi.ch.refer t.~ c:ictfous taken by. the behavioral units while for( decisio11; 

1 
\ 

model applications we report those varlables (exogenous) which refer to 

policy' actions that might be _t~ken by public or private decision makeE-~ ~ 

Sec.end, the: prncedures for classifying models as linea.r or nonlinear·.· 

a:re .a hit arbitrnr:y. More specifically, some models in which weak· 

departures from linearity exist ar!:!. nevertheless classified . as linear · 

models. Third, in the sixth column we~lasstfy as stochastic those lttodels 

which are simulated stochastically and not constructed.models which in

c,:,rporate stochastic elements. Fourth, the verification column contains 

a c:beck mark if Flore than naive validation procedures (e.g.~ a graphii:;.al 

comparison of simulated and actual sample values) are employed. Last,.·. 

for the computer language designation we classify ·all simulation models 
. -, .. ·- ··--·- ... ---· 

for which the computer language is·notorepdt;"ted or it was n1;>t possible 

t:o infer the actual computer language utili;.ed as Fortran. 

29. This is reasonably clearly indicated in a series of papers publishedout· 
: ::.·,·:.. -. 

of a Great Plains Regional Committee Conference he.ld in 1965. (Great Plains 

Agricultural Council~ 1967). This committee represented one of the first 

organized attempts to work on growth problems by the profession. 

30. It is interesting to note that the Cohen study represents the original 

reference to the validation procedure of regressing simulated endogenous 

values on actual endogenous values (or vice versa) and testing the null 

hypothesis that the intercept coefficient of this regression equals zero 

and the associated slope cQefHcient equals unity. As subsequently 

• 

• 

• 



FOOTNOTES _ ( Con ' t. ) 

demonstrated, this procedure in the context of stochastic simulation-

is incorrect. For further details,_ see Rausser and Johnson·- (1972). 

31. Computed as the .ratio. of total realized :revenue for all f:i.riris divided 

-- by total pot-ent:ia.l revenue for all firms. 

32. Increased 111essage costs depressed firm size while random preference · 

orderiµgs reduced the inequality of size _among broken fi.rms. 

33. A mar~et segment is defined as a group of firms which trade with each 

other but not with other firms~--
. . . 

34, As the authors put it • --~ • "Instead of representing an attempt to_ 

correct a low grower profit situatiou-·;,_the policy was desi,gnef to help 

keep such a low profit situation from·developing" Raulerson and 

Langham (1.970, p_. 203) • 

3,5. For nonlii.1,e.ar, -stochastic models this approach may be ref erred to as 

the spectral analytical simulation method_since approximations to the 

nonlin~arities present in model must be utilized. 

36. For further qetails, see Rausser and Johnson (1972). 

37. The principal ·exception to this statement -apl)earing in Survey Table V· 

is .the U.K. food and agricultural model constructed by McFarquhar and 

Evans (19 71) •. 

38. To be mo:re precise, the criteria functi.on employed by these authors 

is only partially explicit. This is the case since their criterion 

function was expressed in terms of four independent criteria·for which 

neither weights; satisfactory levels, or orderings were·specifie<:i. 

These assignments~ the puthors suggest, are reserved for the policy 

maker. 



39. 

FOOTNOTES. (Con I t • ) 

In particular, total corn stock accumulation, total government costs, 

average net farm revenue, and average net farm revenue of participating 

farms are the response variables. 

40. Specifically, it was· found • • • "possible to cut cost by 67 percent and 

reduce surplus accumulation by 46 percent below.the lowest correspond

i.ng bench.mark value$. of these responses. Similarly avP-rage income was 

raised by about 10 percent. However, only a slight improvement, 3 

percent, was achieved in income 11 Shechter and Heady (1970~ p. 47). 

41. For a interesting comparison of alternative sectoral models with 

specific reference to their uses in planning and program design, see 

Thorbecke (1971). The comparison made py Thorbecke is in more detail 

than the.limited one attempted here. 

4.2. F'or ~· more <let:ailed discussion of the possibilities along these lines, 

see Johnson and Rausser (1Q72) .-

43. Each of these studies appear in Water Resources Research. They are 

Askew, et al., [1911], Chow and Kareliotis, [1970], Huggins and Monke, 

[1968J, McMahon and Miller, [1971}, Rodriquez-rtuke, et al., [1971], 

and Sh.ih and Dract1p, [1969]. 
\ 

44. It should be noted that a reference is tnade to an earlier publication 

on this matter. 

45~ A valuable aspect of this study _is the inclusion of an appendix con

taining a short discourse on the management of a multidisciplinary 

research project. 

46. In a dynamic context, costs depend not only Upon the current level 

production, but also upon cumulative experience. 

• 
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FOOTNOTES (Con't.) 

This study also provides some of the components of a soon to be com

pleted Ph.D. d:I.ssertation (which incorporates more elements of a com

plete water resource system). Inparti-:ular, multiple use sectors, 

spatial, and alternative sources of water supply are explicitly 

recognized. This conjunctive water resource systems model is con

stnict-ed .for the San Luis Obispo - Santa Barbara region in California. 

The decision variables which are examined include: public subsidies 

to water desalting plants, investment sequencing and timing of alter

native water supply projects (e.g •. , surface water transport facilities, 

desalting plants, groundwater supply developments), and temporal spatial, 

as well as sector use, water pricing and quantity allocations. 

1,8. For the details, see Dudley, !::.t al., [1971, 1971 aJ. 

t,9. Improving to the point that the costs from further improvements in the 

system representation are in excess of the benefits from the refinements 

in its use. 

SO. The foundations for their approach to this problem may be found in Pratt, 

et al~, [1965] and Schlaffer [1959]. 

51. For a recent application of these methods to a predecision process in 

farm planning, see Lee (1971). 


